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IV,

NOTE

11 ri.tore is a cunacnoy for ail knowledge.,

like all ignorance., to deviate from

truth in an opportunistic direction"

Gumiar I-Iyrdal—^

(i) This preliminary study was started with the intention to provide

an analytical framework for research on the appropriateness of the choices

of techniques at entrepreneurial level in the manufacturing industry,

particularly in the African cotton textile industry.

(ii) It was suspected that entrepreneurs have a tendency to take

decisions which results in excessively capital-intensive techniques

inconsistent with African factor proportions thus limiting the employment

generation capacity of manufacturing industry. It was also suspected that

the macro-economic policies of African governments are unconsciously sup

porting such choices thus artificially cheapening capital relative to

lab our.

(111) It was also suggested tha , entrepreneurs aie ignorant of the

full range of techniques available and display the tendency to adopt

"best practice" techniques uncritically borrowed from developed countries

instead of engaging their resources for additional research and develop

ment of techniques which will be best adapted to the African conditions,

(iv) This exercise was preceded by an intensive study of the avail

able bibliography on all aspects of the subjects which may be relevant.

This resulted in an annotated bibliography which has been published under

the same title as the present essay.&

(v) The study did not confirm the Tightness of the original

presuppositions mentioned above and resulted in rather diametrically
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(v)

opposed conclusions, at least in respect of textile manufacturing,

but Tie are convinced that these conclusions are true at least in

respect of all domestic market-oriented manufacturing industries in

Africa.

(vi) It has been found that in lJ;any aspects the principles of the

choice of techniques in developing countries cannot and do not differ

from those established in developed countries. They are invariably

and predouinantly determined by the supply of labour, iis quality,,

motivational behaviour, cost, macro- and rnicro-ecor_c;..:ic and social

environmental constraints.

(vii) Therefore, it is impossible to discuss t:i.e problems of the

choice of techniques and h.c;.e these choices without being '.re 11 aware

of the determinants ccm.ifnding the labour supply in ail its aspects.

This explains \i\vj this essay is largely concerned ui bh the identi

fication of the paranicxers characterizing the labour supply in Africa?

in the past, and in the present, t:1 th its evaluation and development

prospects.
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ii-tv ;.,ductiom

1. Africa,, like other developing regions of the world is under a

strong pressure to accelerate its development;, to close the gap "between

itself and the developed economies, to eliminate poverty and backwardness

of its people and aosure tljeir ire Hoeing.

2. Through almost the whole of the past docade there was a tendency

to identify development with economic growth. But economic growth may

occur without generating a development process. Nevertheless economic

growth is a necessary precondition. For development cannot be maintained

for any length of time within an economically stagnating society. In a

developed and economically well-to-do country economic growth and

development can be rogiraed as almost synonymous., and in' any case they

are certainly intimately

3. This is not so m a developing African country ^here distress

ful poverty co-exists with opulence for the privileged few and wherein

a small modern sector, usually dominated 'oy foreign capital and foreign

entrepreneurs is embedded ir_ a sea of primitive trriit: jnal agrarian

economy in "hich more than 70 per cent of the popul.- tior: survive with

little hope of improving ^.:o fate oi their children.

4. Uhereas economic growth can be measured on a aighiy aggregated

level, so far not much attention vac jaid to the measurement jf the pace

of development. Only no:ie concepts have emerged and can serve as elements

for building a theury of African development which does not exist today

and at the bo;,t may be regarded eg being s^.tus najcendi. 'The clue to

such theory was ,_.ivcn by proposing to consider the African eocio-economic

structures as plural, i.e., composed of three main sectors, na-ely;

(i) the subsistence secior, (2) -Ghe indigenous monetized sector, and

(3) the foreign enclave.

5. At the cor« of the development :;receoG is the transformation uf

the subsistence economy into a modern monetized economy and the progress

achieved in that direction can be roughly measured by the decline, in the

early stages of the relative size of population living in the subsistence
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economy; and in the la-^r str^en by "he decline oi the absolute numbers

in subsistence type of e.:ic".e:icn largely :ut :ue the monetised economy.

6. If the process of development is later to imply modernisation

and development of agriculture winch idl in turn create demand and

allow for the develop nor t of other sectors., at Idio came time it is

seen to depend on the generation of effective- demand for agricultural

products by other sectors. This is so because the self-generated

demand from the rural population can rut he -.-Guarded, as adequately

stimulative for the divorsification and expansion of agricultural

production - stagnant to day because of the serious constraints on the

demand side. Exports of either unprocessed or -processed agricultural

products which in the past have served and been regarded as the prime

mover cf the growth of the African economies have ceased to play such a

role,, and it is arguable that their old relevauce is gone for ever.

7. Mineral exports -,-ill for t;one time to c^,o, say 15 ~ 20 years,

be-the main source of foreign ezenange for Africa, uhich should be

wisely used for development of export-oriented manufacturing industries.

But, this source of expur ,s xrili also st,6n,:tG with time3 as the world

market get? satuT-:tod3 and modein tecluiolo^y substr itially reduces the

natural raw material coi.;i;OiiJi:t of ail goods. Anyway the extractive

industries, in their very nature^ have limited empioyment potential.

Their spread effects are remarkably insi^sUfleant and are generally

unable to stimulate development o jherwise than incirec cly, through

a positive impact on the balance-cF-payments of the 30-oalled "(mineral)

resources surplus couiitries", Further only a few African countries are

lucky enough to have exportable mineral resources.

d. In such circum:. canoes developing African countries are under

strong economic pressures to entahlish and develop domestic (first) and

export-oriented (second) manufacturing industries. The reasons most

often cited are to create employment, to save foreign exchange, or to

utilise local resources. Straugley enough the main reason, namelys

the manufacturing industry ability to accelerate economic growth and

development via its forward- and "backward-linku-geo is very seldom
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properly appreciated, tk_;.:"; loadi.^. to a misiuiaorstaiiding of its role and

resulting in ill-conceived industrialization policies. Under protection

ists policies adopted in all ^fri^an developing countries, the general

tendency has been to indujtriali^e in an extensive ran^e of processing

and manufacturing industries., in disregard of the market-extension problems

and economic implications of such a headlong run into industrialization.

9- The results of these efforts have bo en high resource costs

(relative to international standards) and often continuing foreign-exchange

difficulties. And, even more significantly, policies aimed at progressive

autarky have fostered a seller's market which tend to undermine technical

standards throughout the economy. These' policies have also contributed

to a widening of the technological gap between the African and more

advanced economies. Product designs and production techniques for the

small markets lag behind latent developments. This has also resulted

in spreading thin the critical, but scarce, technical and managerial

skills needed to run and operate industrial plants and handle modem

technologies. Technologies presently in use in Africa have a built-in

obsolesence and ^ro rarely able to compete ir=. world markets. Pro

tectionist and import substi iution policies have cor J.ributed to the

high coats and inferior ^.^lity of the end-product wnieh have

characterized availabilities and production of industrial products in

Africa.

1G. Of course, the problem of techniques should not be considered

within the narrow promises of manufacturing inaustries alone, although

the bulk of this study is ~hy definition so confined. Technical progress

should penetrate into the whole fabric of society, into all its

activities if development is to c.;cur and proceed. This brings us to a

much broader approach to the whole problem, which focuses one human

behaviour as the mainspring in both the cauce and vie effect.

11. This study devotes three chapters to human rosourc'js in Africa

to the socio-economic b:ickground, to the supply of and the conditions

of work, and to their quality and worker productivity achievement and

orientation.
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12. It has "been found that tlic knowledge about and of Africans is

very inadeajuato3 at the same tine that myths and biased opinions -

largely a legacy of the colonial rule in Africa abound. The African

man, when stripped off front this wrapping, indeed emerges as a

homo econoaicus who acts logically, with high understanding of his interests,

and of the conditions and constraints within which, he is living. It

is and will always be nevertheless wrong to expect him to act in conformlty

with standards and criteria of valuation of the developed world because

these do not fit with African environaent.

13- A careful analysis of the factors governing the behaviour of

Africans leads to the explanation of the (mis-called) "rural exodus"

(a name which suggests a wrong explanation of the phenomenon} by the

"income maximization1' hypothesis which is proposed and discussed in this

study. It is arrived that the reality is not a one-directional flow of

population toward urban con "ores but a coi: tinus.l rotation which yields

some increase in the permanent urban population but raalies the apparent

growth of urban population ;/:uch larger than it is ii\ feet.

14. Closer observation of thio phenomenon has led us to the con

clusion that the African "uncmployront11 preblem (whi -h is vastly dissimilar

from the experience of uneuiploymcn 1 in developed countries) cannot be

resolved by creating more employment" in the urban areas. T.ie solution

is rural and only by developing rural ai-cac, increasing the productivity

of rural duellers, and creating employment in rural areas, can Africa's

unemployment be resolved as a socio-political problem.

15- It has been again confirmed, that the contribution of the

manufacturing Industry to employment creation can be only relatively small

and forced attempts to enlarge it can occur only to the detriment of the

economy as a whole.

16. Out of several constraints which the development of the manufactur

ing industries in Africa is facing one was singled out as the most important

and predominant" namely, the acute shortage :-f skills of ail types and

levels in Africa. It impedes not only industrial development., but

employment creation throughout the economy.
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17. Shortage of skills,, in economic terms, results in the unavoidable

necessity to save their, as much as possible. In technological terms it

means that more sophisticated (and by definition more capital intensive)

equipment should be used to substitute for the unavailable skills.

Altogether the result is to emphasise the necessity to maximize output

per unit of skills,as a major operational orientation in actual practice.

18. This leads us to a different concept of production function

which relates two factors of production, namely: skills and capital.

19. This concept has developed from the fact that within the

technological complex techniques latter can be differentiated either as

(i) skill-intensive or as (ii) raw-labour (or unskilled labour) intensive

techniques. Raw-labour is, to a certain extent, able to substitute for

skilled labour when capital-intensive techniques are adopted. On the

other hand, the raw-labour intensive techniques are capital-saving,

the need for capital-intensification in this category arises only where

labour is scarce or relatively expensive. The expenuiveness of unskilled

labour assure the rentabiiity of capital-intensive solution in the

developed world.

20. The pattern of African industry rarely shows that, so far,

raw-labour intensive techniques have been capitalised beyond pure necessity,

In other terms wherever possible labour-intensive techniques are indeed

used in African industry. And in this respect African industry should

be in general regarded as well adopted to local conditions and "factor

proportions". Quite different is the case of sizill-inteusive techniques.

In this respect most entrepreneurs are seen to have over-estimated the

availability of skilled labour, and parts of factories are seen

dangerously under-capitalized. In other words the gaps in the supply of

skills have not been adequately substituted by suitable (and more capital

intensive) equipment, resulting in inefficiency, low productivity, low

utilisation of productive capacity - in short, poor economic performance

on the part of African manufacturing industry. Its profitability is

ensured only and exclusively by exhorbitant prices ,<ade possible by the

heavy barriers of protection.
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21. The analysis of the employment reproducing and generating

capacity of African manuiacturing industry depends largely of its

ability to maximize output per unit of scarce resource; skills. An

illustrative case (textile industry) shows that the optimum results are

obtained by much higher capital-intensities than presently common in

Africa (ic/L mainly between 2 and A thousand US dollars, whereas the

optimum seems to be somewhere about 10 thousand US dollars).-i/ .

22. All these findings have radically altered the original plan

for further, more detailed study. Besides they have shown that in view

of possible impact of the choice of techniques on employment generation

by manufacturing industries the research effort should be directed toward

other economic activities - mainly to the rural spheres of activities,

including agriculture.

23. By the way the study touched the problem of the educational

systems in Africa and more generally the problem of investment in humans.

It is clear that a completely new and drastically different from the one

used to day3 economic approach should be developed.

24. Once again it should be pointed out that this is a preliminary

study. Its purpose was to outline an analytic frame for further, more

detailed theoretical and empirical research. The present study does not

pretend to solve problems. It only seeks to help to lay down the guide

lines for adequate solutions*

l/ Cotton textile industry.
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I. TOWARDS Ml AFRICAN THEORY OF DEVELOPhSNT

25. Development consists of much, more than economic growth. Yet,

little more than lipservice is paid to it.

26. In developed societies the task of the economist is much easier.

By and large, the goals of economic activity are widely shared by the

population and often set out explicitly. In underdeveloped African

countries there is no wide-spread concensus on specific goals among

the professionals and responsible politicians and, in most cases,

among the population under consideration. Moreover, there are strong

exogenous forces which are supporting other sets of specific goals

which frequently are incompatible with, the goals of the developing

countries.

27. It is more than obvious that the methodological tools of neo

classical, ICeynesian and post-Keynesian traditions have a limited useful

ness in the African case; they have been constructed in the more advanced

economies, and their categories do not fit with African conditions. They

cannot be uncritically transplanted to the developing world. The

realities 01 economic life, especi -lly in developin, Africa south of

Sahara, are fundamentally different when compared with some presupositions

which underlines economic thought in the developed countries of the

capitalist world. The unity which underlies the economic structure in

the industrialized countries does not exist in Africa. The market is not

ubiqui tious. It is impo-ociV.le to assume in Africa full or near-full

employment because only a small part of the indigenous population is in paid

employment. The problems of economic development are essentially different

in character from those to which the post-Marshallian tradition Jjas

addressed itself. Development implies change through time and the

concept of static ecuilibirum' is not suited to deal vrith it. The appa

ratus must be equipped to deal with long-term adjustments. And it must

put into the foreground i-he peculiar property of developing African

countries; the plural structure of the socio-economic systems, containing

three economies within it.



28. It should also net be fcregotten that both the absolute and the

relative economic position, as well as the general cast of the immediately

antecedent history? of the now developed countries in their pre-industrial

phase were cardinally different from the economic position and the

immediate historical heritage of the underdeveloped African countries of

t o day.

29. During the last three decades we have witnessed rapid "orogress

in the theory of economic growth and to a much leaser extent in the theory

of development of backward economics. Some serious gaps have been left

in the received doctrine. This is especially true in respect of Africa.

No serious effort has been made to conceive a development theory applic

able to Africa as most of the scientists have focused tiioir attention

on Asian and Latin American problems which are obviously very diJ-iferent

from the African cases.

30. On the one hand, we have a large and continuously growing stock

of theories or "models" mainly alleged to be applicable to advanced

economies which share one features the analysis is conducted at the

highest level of aggregation. On the other hand, there is a relatively

small number of theories conceived for developing countries.

31. No matter how great the differences appear to be between these

two groups of theories, each of these theories is true, at some time.

Of course, one simple model cannot be true all of the time or even much

of the time. So far in the theory of development, emphasis has been on

the balance between capital accumulation and growth of population, each

adjusting to the other. Appreciating the "basic premise one should

immediately point out that this concept docs not explain the real

situation in developing countries in genera], and particularly those

with a plural socio-economic structure.

32. African problems cannot be explained by theories assuming a single

commodity and a single producing sector, features typical for most

theories. Neither has the so-called economic-demographic theory of develop

ment contributed much to our knowledge. So far, . the empirical and

institutional literature has been very poor guide to the explanation and



solution of the African problems. Nevertheless it should "be admitted

that careful study of the progress achieved in respect of other develop

ing areas of the world helped to develop a bettor understanding of African

problems. The re-interpretation and development of the Boeke's concept

of dual socio-economic structures as presented by ".A, Lewis /38/>

W. Barber /2/ and Fei-Ranis/l^/ have been particularly important, although

by themselves unable to explain the African realities.

33- The situation envisaged in the theory of socio-economic dualism

was; the economic system divided into two sectors - the advanced modem

sector and the backward or traditional secxors both interacting in the

process of development.

34* To go a step further it must be recognized that in Africa the

modern sector should be identified with the money economy which represents

a little enclave surrounded b;y a sea of the agrarian, subsistence economy

in which move than seventy per cent of the population of developing

African countries south of Sahara lives /64/. This primary dualism is

interlocked with a second type of dualism, which divides the economy again

into two sectors; namely, the national (indigenous) sector and the foreign

sector which nay be suggestively denoted as the "for ign enclave" sector.

35. The subsistence sector is entirely national. The noney sector

of the African economies is partly national (indigenous ■.noney sector) and

partly foreign (foreign owiiod and populated by non-inii^enous people-called

"foreign enclave secbor"). Thus this a^/iarently double-dual system becomes

a plural system composed of three sectors; namely, (l) subsistence sector,

(2) indigenous (African) money sec cor, and (3) foreign enclave sector.

This system reflects the realities of the African economic and social

system much be ;ier and permits explanation of obsolved phenomena the causes

of which otherwise remain blu red.

36. Some empiric work was done using this model,, which has proven

its usefulness in Africa/64) 65/. But still much more -.-ork is necessary

to convert this model into a theory, and still r.iore to build upon its

formulation a development theory for Africa,

37« Development implies dissatisfaction with the ^resent situation
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an d the feeling that something "ought" to be clone about it. Social goals

and econouic objectives i:ie at the core of the problem. Differences

in value emphasis are the n,aiii reason why, so far, economists have failed

to reach agreement on a dofiLiition of development. And this is one of

the reasons why the formulatior, of satisfactory criteria of development

raises ;,:any complex problems and there is still lack of unanimity in

this respect among professionals.

38. The plural model of the African socio-economic systems, briefly

described above is no more a scholastic proposition. It lies at the very

core of the African development strategy for the 19?Os/63/ adopted by the

Conference of ministers (Resolution 2l8(x), lojrd meeting, 13 February

1971) which "inter alia" focuses on the need to integrate African

societies and economics, i.e. to bring an end to their present plural

structure. This implies; (a) transformation of the subsistence (tradi

tional) sector and its integration into the modern sectork and (b)

incorporation of the foreign enclave sector into the national economy.

39- In the past, the changes within the traditional society occurred

exclusively under the impact 01 the modem, monetized sector, originally

introduced Ijj the metropolitan powers. Consequently, a small and slowly

growing indigenous monetized sector came into existence as a result of

the inler-action between the foreign enclave and the indigenous society.

Thus, the indigenous monetised sector came to occupy an intermediate

position between the foreign enclave and the subsistence sector. Since

there was no internal dynamic development within the indgenous sectors,

the"entire process of development and growth came to hin^e on the

foreign enclave. During the 1960s, the growth rate of the foreign

enclave declined substantially, and the overall transformation process

almost came to a halt because of the absence of new dynamic forces/64/.

40. This shows clearly that to operate with aggregate indexes in

African developing economies amounts to a disregard of their specific

features. There is no doubt that development, certainly in Africa, implies

a whole set of goals and a large number of indexes of observation. For

purely practical reasons, the number of indexes has to be reduced to a
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workable minimum.

41. This is leading to the formulation of a more comprehensive

concept of economic development, ouch concept should include uithin its

terms of reference specific provisions regarding the tvTo sectors of the

African (indigenous) population and the economics of Uiese sectors, as

distinguished from the forcigfi enclave. As an alternative formulation

in defining development, it has "been proposed /64/to treat development

aims as satisfied when three conditions have been mots

(i) the money economy expands in real terms;

(ii) the growth rate of the indigenou.3 populaxion in the money

economy is faster than the grouth rate of the total population?

(iii) the foreign enclave's hare in income declines in relative

teiiiis,

42. Such definition implies a value judgement which is deliberately

made explicit.

43- These conditions warrant some explanations. They obviously

require that the aggregate money income available grows faster than the

population. In the long run it is obviously required also that the

aggregate money income available to the indigenous copulation grows at

a faster rate than the rate of growth of this population,

44. Nevertheless it should be pointed out that the latter neither

can nor should be a condition in the ahort-run, especially in those coun

tries which already show a more significant disparity 'between per capita

income available to the indigenous population in the subsistence and in

the money sectors. A fast growing (say 5 per cent or more per annum)

indigenous population which depends almost exclusively on money income

produces a situation in -which in the short-run (say 10 - 15 years)

the average per capita income declines because the new-comers,, who are

gradually migrating from the subsistence sector toward paid employment

accept? a"t "the begin.1in.3-, relatively low,, close to subsistence level,

wages. This? of course, depends on the number of opportunities within

the money sector of the economy which have been created by the development

process. In this context employment opportunities are not restricted to
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wage employment but refer to all gainful activities generating

primarily money income.

45- It is not here suggested that the use of money is desirable

per se, but only that entry into the money economy provides a rough

index of grouth in real income (and social status) for the indigenous

population. However, there is an important Qualification to this

observation. The use of these measures is legitimate only when the

relationship between the population and the land resources of the

subsistence economy is si;ch that the per capita real income (imputed)

from production can rise or at least be maintained. Should population

pressure reach a point uhere per capita output in the subsistence sector

is diminished, this index of development would no longer be applicable. ■

Such danger exists in certain African countries and in parts of come other

where rigidities prevent or limit the mobility of peasants in other than

urban directions.

46. The set of criteria of development proposed clearly emphasizes

that the transformation of African societies (and economies) from their

traditional subsistence pattern into modern societies operating in the

money economy is at the core of the problem of African development.

Practically (all other conditions duly respected) it means that African

development should be such as results in a faster rate of growth of

the indigenous population living in the money economy than the overall

rate of growth of population. It should be pointed out that the

decline in relative share of income occurring to the foreign enclave

will, in most cases, be a symptom of development, this is not to say,

however, that positive measures to reduce the income of the foreign

enclave ipso facto will bring about development.

47. Because of the narrow, though continuously widening horizons

of traditional society, the response of Africans to unfamiliar opportuni

ties for increasing their real incomes may be dolayed. Nevertheless a

careful analysis of the meagre available evidence leads to the conclusion

that in general the African has tended, at least in recent years, to

order his relationship with the money economy in a manner which would
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maxirnise his real incono. He acts as a rational economic man. But

one would "be mistaken to expect him to conform to European standards

of rational economic "behaviour. The social svsjem expects and

fashions into shape different codes of conduct. Still, there are

many Africans who enter wage employment and remain members of the sub

sistence community and must retain stakes within that community. Their

absence from subsistence agriculture has a crucial bearing upon its

production. At this nta^e, the rational course for such person may be

a divi si on of his ti:ne bet ..re en the two economies. In striking "balance

between them, he may be enabled to rnaximise his real income (or rather

the income of the family productive unit to which he belongs).

Continuity in wage employment without a substantial rise ir, the real wage

(which depends on acquisition of skills and increase in productivity) may

fail to bring about realization of the objective of rational economic

behaviour.

48. If, as in the past3 the transformation process is left to the

natural forces of inter-sectoral inter-action, an extremely long period

will be recuired to a.^coLiplish this process. It will last several

generations /64? pa/,e 2 5/ if the presently existing constraints are not

removed or at least substantially relatea/64/* ^he basic objective of

developmen t stra i:;ogy in Africa is thus to ignite a reciprocating

process of development and economic p;ro-rth between the vast mass of the

rural corainunities and the often Limited arid poorly distributed nunber

of urban centres. The state should decide on a policy of planned

transformation of rural society and will be inevitably compelled to

provide a large volume of inputs for this process. "In broad terms,

the planning strategy should be "to identify points of potential leverage

in African socio-economic system and to apply pressure simultaneously to

these points. In practice this should imply establishing, in a physical,

economic and social senne3 backward and forward linkages and promoting

spread effects between rural and urban communities as a makter of

deliberate policy" (Africa's Strategy /63/para 6).

49- The truth beliind such strategy is the fact pointed out by
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S. Kuznets, during his recent lecture in A.;dis Ababa,-''that the developed

European countries of today started their industrial revolutions having

at their disposal large invo-tible surpluses derived from agricultural

activities. On the ether "..and African countries are starting their

development process at a moment where inveotible surpluses earned from

non-agricultural activities need to he ploughed into agriculture, the

lag in whose icspons© soemn likely to brin , the whole development

process to a halt.

50, All that what was said ao far was limited to presently accepted

conventional premises of macro-economic analysis of econonic growth and

development. These premises recognise only one form of capital inputs

- fixed investment, ilore recent research has sho-n that such approach

is not satisfactory and does net explain the phenomenon of growth and

development as historically recorded. The conclusion wo_s that the human

element plays an enormously important role in the development process,

more important than tangible1 fixed investment.

51- As indue Serialization moved forward, organizing an over wider

economic area, as the element of planning to meet the general consumer

demand grew increasingly important to the production and exchange

process, political economy - which limited to the studies of market process

and market relations between price, wage and discount, and iluctuations

in the interest rate - no longer explained current phenomena. This

development marked the end of neo-classical political economy.

Keynes be^an the process an 1 Galbraith ultimately burricd this economic

t he o ry.

52. That investment auct be rational and that it must accord with

some kind of "economic calculus" is one of the meet banal principles in

existence. There is no such thing as an infallible economic calculus

because current dec. sions almost inevitably concern the future. The

future may be evaluated and discounted only in mathematical models while

l/ Delivered during S.'I.D. Hooting on July 21, 1971



in concrete condition -;uu future usually remains cloaked in mystery even

though it is determined to some exoont by cur:.-er.t decisions. The fame

of "economic calculus" is "bused on misunderstanding. For Lipinski/39/

the process resembles a priest Tiho clothes the most ordinary common

places and down-to-earth mo-7al rules in the complex machinery of ::iagic?

spella and hymns.

53. It is clear thai the study of economics must be reoriented.

It should concentrate on the study of the cond tions in vhich the creative

forces that promote social and economic ;.r?o/r,:^3 and allou for the full

development of man! s abilities arise and how they operate.

54. The erroneous and simplified treatment of tae economic process

and economic gro-'th and development (growth i-ras purified of economic and

social content, and the rate of arithmetic grc :th remained the ideal) has

resulted in a si :uatio.i v.iorein g-.-evJ our e.ror^, L-ve still committed.

Quantitative calculations of the resources o±' a country are highly

inadequate. We hwe the -.v.vSzoy o<: ^rkers but seldom data about the re

source of skill ;;hich are available.

55. The resources ■£' z:^c& iuve .;tuent are oalc;Lr..ted o>antitatively.

These are material as::etr: in the or:; of factories, nnohines, etc. The

investment into human bein>- is not calculated and this I'ind of production

is re-arded as a hind of consumption. tier is in-es.ment ir. the form of

education acquired calculated, not to mentioi: t!ie reserves of potential

organisational^ inve.r^ive? creative^ and otcur talents. It has been

estimated that in the United Gt^tos the value of irLVontmerit in

education from 1900 to 1^56 anounled to one-third of bhe tangible assets.

56. In developing countries the o^e,: ■;£ ^c^nomic values is just

beginning to \r±n a place for itself ■./ithin t:.e eld z_, s-.em of values

reigning in the past. In economically highly advanced c '■.■^.tries, the

opposite process is bo^mi.^ to tame places a . u-.co'.s of erosion of

values associated ::i th profit, mc,uey3 moiic^ary i*ja'Uh? and po:;er based

on profit and economic ao!.-eve..:onts= On :he oth^r .:a^d3 iacroaced pro-

ductivity, high production achioveme:its3 the virtue of discipline of

labour and high officU.ncy have become the cr-ii-al vali^os in rhe
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societies who have been .i..lnycd in development, in countries trhich

have "been deprived 0/ i"he o, y-or-Jur.rLy to reacn the level of development

of nations ^here the "profit spur11 had earlier accomplished the

previously unforeseen economic effects.

57. There is a serious .rap in our .:no-led^c vhich limits the

proper consideration of the- role vf the human element ir: J,he development

process. The upgrading; of African human recources. so far has not come

under the headiug of investment. \!e ha^e it. ::iind avoh aotivi ties that

lead directly or in^ire.rely to i:.:.e expansion 01 -hat may be called

development a^enos; namely, the expansion of those human faculties,

traits, and capacities that increase the potential of development

promoting activities tha t car, "be derived for the society.

58. To build an adequate vie" of the uev^lopmont process, \:e cai.noi

assune that the s »ock -;f d^-vc±0Tjr.ici.t agents,, i.e., jhe tjl;ocI- of huraan

capacities, that enable thr society to en^a^e in the development-

promoting activities is fi..:ed. In other -words in our a.,aly^is not

only the development activities such, as saving and fixed invecunent

must be considered, uu.t also such activities as result in increases in

the stock o entrepreneurial abilities., in the prop asity to cave,

invest and innovate, in the increase in ;<:ork skills and managerial capa

cities, etc. A really ^ood midcrsxanding of the development process

implies the knowledge of the connexion bet-.-een the four follovring

factors: the expansion jf development agents, development activities,

the resulting rate of development, and the incentives generated by the

deve1opm en t process,

59' Ecor.omy is fiiat sphere of human activity irliose purpose is to

satisfy the want", of man. The state of technical skills determines the

extent to uhich the material :iant^ of societ;.; are not while the state

of science and the SLT>_dy of creative talent and initiative in a society

determine the levol of technical dovelopmer: t. Ir the final analysis

the state of technique is de l.erriined^ one may -.ay by " production

relations", the social rry;; L^i:: and human relations. 'These either hinder

or are conducive to tho development and praciical application of science,
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knowledge and technical skill. Every known tech:-.j.r_ue can be applied,

insofar as the relation of selected meaur and the desired effect is

concerned, more or less rationally and with greater or les.-ar waste.

But it is not the condition --f ratio-al activity which determines the

decree of econcuic efficacy. Factories which use obsolete techniques,

may apply them rationally but still these tecLiiiiqu-JS trill regain obsolete

and inefficient.

60. It cannot be denied that the rational application of means with

relation to desired effects constitute a feature, an important feature,

of economic activity. However, it is a feature of all human activity,

and cannot constitute the essential nature of the economic process.

Avoidance of waste is imperative;, but the character and extent to which

human wants are satisfied is not related to the decree of rationality.

A higher level of efficiency is obtained not by more and more rational

procedures but "by discovery and acceptance of higher tecIin.JLi.ues,

a different system of stimuli and a different ar.o. more efficient type of

management. The state of the productive forces is uhe decisive factor,

although the extent of ito influence varies with different systems of

production relations, intensity^ en rgy and the crea- Lve forces engaged

in what Marx called '''general work" (i.e. scientific innovation, knowledge,

initiative in innovative tendencies, etc.)'

61. The economic process, as p~rt of the social process, performs

the Dasic function of providing material goods for the people. Technical

progress constitutes the basis for the development of culture and

civilization. Technical ro-recs, oiten blindly and erratically creates

conditions that free large human masses from poverty and dependence.

That is why the chief purpose of economics is to analyse the conditions

under which technical progress develops or stagnates in terms of

material conditions that promote the development of human personality and

human societies.

62. Most of these problems belong to areas of economic research and

theory which are largely only slightly explored, and, if so, exclusively

in respect of developed socio-economic systems. In this contert, there
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is no reason to vonder ^:at the African development theory is in

status nascendi.

63- This situation represents a f.xrldaMe obstacle to any

student of some specific development problems in Africa. In several,

"but not in all cases he has at his disposal, at the best? some

partial theories which sometime may be adapted to African conditions

in order to clarify a:ae problems, at least to an extent.

64. It is against this ^ac^grounc. th~ 0 the present study tries

to find out the nature of the impact of the choice of techniques on

African development, Clearly, so lon£ as there is no generally appli

cable theory of African development, there is also no model which will

enable this impact to be measured. This impact could be analyzed only

partially, only some features could be identified, qualified and

quantified, in that approximate order of feasibility,

65. Nevertheless the problem is so important that even partial

explanations? properly qualified miyht be conducive to important

policy suggestions, which can be improved and extended in the future.
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2. tflTCIIClLVT VS. TECHNICAL PRCQI-L^S

66. The nuest for development is intimately related with technical

progress. Although capital formation in frequently regarded as the

process immediately responsible for continuing development - it is

clear that capital formation is important only as the car-, ior or ajent

of technical progress. In developing countries the essential task is

to isolate forces which bring ■--'bout the transition from virtually

stationary techniques to continuing progress - technical advances

sufficiently frequent and of sufficient impact on production and the

way of living of the population.

67. This is reflected in most of the theories cf development each

laying primary stress on technical progress. Here, it should "be pointed

out that most of these theories emphasize the reed to increase the rate

of techilical progress^ rather than the neve existence of technical

advance. The jiroblem is :^t merely one of introdacing some degree of

improvement in technique,.;, 11 is a matter of raising the rate cf teclinical

progress.

68. T^chniG.vl ,7'O.presc is? 1. juever, not an ex genous force but a

social nrocers which is influenced by the varies of society and by cultural

traits,, Poor countries nave backward populations ±u the sense that tho

quality of people as dc -olo- ,:;..Tit a;;ents is low. And. the history of

inventions is not unl- tha b ji inventors bu!. thc.i of collective experience,

Trhich gradually solve,; the prei-loiT;: set o co'Ul c !:ivo nceas. Science

and technique improve:! human "Rl.nre and expand iiuman ehoice and serve

therefore as a basis of vali-Litiens*

69. Hu 3hih, a Chinese scientist, main'jains^ as have nan;/ ".thers,

that man "is a teol-malcin^: aniinal and it is tool-mahin^ which constitutes

ciyiliz:.".tion"/8/. This i-s zvv,e for Africans as irell as Asians and

Europeans, Although scme? on the La sis of" ..aii1 Dun ,:■. d a^Gcr rioriG, iieny the

important ^art of iLfrica's h^,rita(.o audj 'may be unfittingly support zee raci

st's vi-L.iT of "darhest Afri^as the African i;as a long history of tool-making.

From the early Stone A;-;c ~.,z 'die pi\ sent tihere is a tradi tici. sf inventing; to">ls,
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domesticatiiig plants and animals,, and borrowing and modifying tools

and. agricultural products fror: other areas. -Tliis activity continues to

the present, when African leaders, including those who espouse Hegritude

are attempting to "borrow and adapt techniques for African economic

development/5/. Unfortunately, there are also some African leaders who

are tryino to create an African past that is in fact fictional; they

proclaim the virtues of the African personality, the spiritual

characteristics of primitive African democracies, African socialism

(based on family and communal holdings of land), and Negritude. Most

of these concepts imply that Africans have certain mystical qualities as

racial characteristics. Hu Shih examines the "spiritual" character

of oriental civilization and finds little virtue in lack of technical

development. Implicit in the history of tool-naming, tool-borrowing,

and tool-combining is the same type of valuations generally identified

uith Western culture. These valuations are universal; they are human

values, and they are identified with ';Le West riniy because thus far they

have reached their highest development ttaare thr.-ugh science and

industrial technology. History has proved that mysticism, as expressed

in ruling religions and the customs which they impose on societies, has

impeded scic itific and technical p -ogress mainly bee tuse it has a

distorting impact on valuations.

70. Africans should not consider borrowing -technology a mark of

inferiority. All cultures throughout their development borrow from other

cultures unless they are isolated. It is precisely this isolation, or

the lack of opportunity to borrow from other cultures, t'-.at is the major

cause of technical backwardness net race or personality.

71. Of course, borrowing a nora developed technology has a disruptive

impact and requires vast social adjustments. New habits of mind will have

to be formed, old allegiances and superstitutions will be underlined, and

the population will have to adjust to new patterns of expectations.

Certainly, Africans have /26/ experienced the^e disruitions before under

the force of technical change,, either internally induced or externally

imposed. Although they may have appeared static to Europeans who were

experiencing the rapid chaises produced by quickening pace of industrial

development, African cultures were changing before European contact,
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and after that contact thuy hav'e c-i:iir.u:--d changing.

72, Humanism in nfrica can 'be advanced only by intelligent planning,

borrowing, adapting of teci;niq_aes3 that is, of tools to solve human

problems. 'The resul i,ar_t civilization uill do more to liberate Africa

from the fetters of poverty and ignorance tuan all the myths of

Negritude, and the civilisation vill remain as African as English

civilization is English or French civilisation French.

73• Nevertheless the pervasive character of social and technical

changes occurring in r.iodern Africa makes it difficult to accept that

traditional goals have not boon substantially altered. It is certainly-

true that in nineteenth century Japan the traditional elite uere

instrumental in promoting economic development and industrialization

in order to preserve such traditional goals as independence from foreign

interference, however,, quickly thereafter these \\o\t methods greatly

altered a vast array of other "traditional Japanese goals.

74» I'luch depends on intelligent planning. The consequences of lack

of control over technology are seen in many underdeveloped areas, as in

Africa. These areas soirhi; in depended ce 30 that 'c\iey 0. uld in some way

determine the future. Sir 00 attaining po^er, in^jevc..1, tbey find that

the very determinants of uhoir future.are outvie their control. Often

key industries or large portions of the land are 1 oreign-OTrned and foreign-

controlled. Incorporating those into a develo fiuent plan is therefore risky.

In other cases., which are cor.ir.i jA in Africa, '.he continued dependence of

their economies upon the sale of a small number of primary commodities

is subject to rjrice fluctuations are due to external factors beyond

their control. Again this is not a stable "basis for a development plan,

and independence becomes illusory.

75* For African countriosj as fragmen bed as this continent is, the

goal of self-sufficiency is unobtainable arid at^er.ipting it leads to

uneconomic uses of existing resources, thus hindering development. The

use of planning as an instrument of economic development presupposes a

system of values. Too frequently, planning in Africa is more kyrabolic

than operational. Once the "ritual" of piannir.g ia compietydj many countries
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seems to "believe that the plan wi .1 fulfil itself *, ithout further

direction or effort. The concept of economic co-operation among

African countries which :ias not materialized, the efforts to maintain

African "economics, the anxieties over dependence on external and

uncontrolable forces, and the general desire for economic advancement

are all derived from the iiccev.^jico of ttclmology and its implicit

values. If values ...-ore not involved in the use of technology, there

would be neither anxiety ovor the failure of existing technology nor

the need to improve the technology required for more eifactive

problem solving.

76. Some specific elements of technology are not diffusible.

Nevertheless the principles underlying the technological process are

universal - scientific method, free inquiry,, and the combination and

re-combination of too^s to for!n v,CUj better tools. The adaptation of

specific technologies ot ti:c evolution cf new ones uill denend u"oon

people trained in these primoip ■ (:s. The very concepts that have been

used to prove the alleged unsuitability of specific technologies

are based en data and theories that are a product of Uestern technology.

Thus the rejection of certain oler.ie.its of He^r-cm teciinolog- is not a

rejection o:' the principles underl ing this techrol gy. But rejection

of any element of a readily available technolo--y implies its sub-

stitution by another,^ eomsidored n:ure suitable. ^xmertise is needed

for that purpose, and properly trained and cx...:viorcod specialists are

hardly available not only m Africa, but in ^nost developing countries.

Thus the problem at, me early stages of development is not neroiy

Mhow" but "what". The Japanese a hundred je^rn agos did not bother

to adapt imported technology Lo fit their factor proportions "but develop

technologies peculiar to th-iir fnc'.U1 enio:~!ont? techi olo les -hich had not

been developed el;;o"he:.'e (thc-ir fivot achievement was the development of sill
fibre technology)«

77- Although the neel for .-substantial aoceli^ration of technical

progress is veil understood in AiVica, the practical i;;;pie..;entation of

this idea as in other developing t-".^s pre-ui.-jr; a formidable task.

Hagen in his fa;:iouG "uut pessimistic and not always correct1 stuiy/20/ of

peasant socie:;ios3 li^e ;:hose in Africa, concludes th-t their characteris-
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tics are inimical^ to rapid --clinical change .nd tries to .answer the
question "How then can change be brought about?"

78. Hagen suggests five possible forces tending to cause changes

in the structure and functioning of peasant society. First, there is

"creeping progress of understanding of the physical world and of

technology". Second is "social tensions among the elite". It is

possible, that "high need achievement, agression and dominance may exist

among the elite of a peasant society and the effects of possible tensions

among.the elite groups merit explanation". Tho other three causes of

change are forces outside the society! pressure which may threaten the

structure of social relationships within the society; altered economic

opportunities; and, imposition of change through physical force, such as

colonial rule. This anlysis leads Hagen to somewhat gloomy prognosis for

developing countries! whatever the initiating force may be "it uill not

bring about change from creeping technological pro-rosn to continued

technological progress without an intervening process of gradual change

in the values of all variables of the model". The individual's view of

his relationship with the world must change radically, scientific

knowledge and the scope of experience must widen, occupational values

must undergo basic alteration, class relationship must alter in their social,

economic and political aspects, and the values of "pa i: tern variables"

(a Talcott Parsons /&/ concept) must change considerably. Moreover, dras

tic change in the value of anyone variable in the peasant society while

the others remain at their pres3nt society level seems unlikely; the

entire set of values must probably shift to a considerable degree, though

of course not equally, before any of them can shift drastically".

Hagen considers it extremely difficult, though not impossible, for the

entire set of chan.es to ta::e place within one generation. lor has he

faith in the gradually accelerated e.:f,,t, of mere broadening of contacts.

79. Hagen seems to be sayin^ that if people are to have development

they must "want it" - in the sense t^t a sufficient number of the sub-

dominant elite are motivated toward economic activity of a sort bringing

technical progress and economic growth, while the motivation of the rest

of the society is such as to permit technical progress to spread throughout

1/ Which is certainly an exageration
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the society. "If this reaction is to occur", Hagen says, "the society

as a whole must have common cultural bonds to be innovated. They must

not be so alien, so different from other groups that their activity .

creates emotional antipathy ratter than desire to achieve eo.ua! success
by doing likewise."

80. Finally, Hagen suoSests that an external threat to'a nation as

a whole may be a powerful force toward development, especially if

combined with internal factors in planning for technological change.

This kind of combination of internal and external pressures, in Ha^en^

view, explains the relatively rapid transformation of Japanese society

from a stagnant one into one with sustained technological progress.

81. It is difficult for an economist to explain the ramifications

of one choice or the other. But when it comes to development on the one

hand and equality, stability, and retention of existing socio-cultural

patterns and attitudes, it is not even clear to the bulk of the people

in developing countries that a choice is involved; most of them want

all these things at once, and the economist has a duty to point out that

a choice must be made. But he might be even in a more difficult

situation when the people say that if they must choose between their

social, values and hi >er incomes in the future they simply p^fer to

stay as they are. In such situations the economist cannot simply take

tastes as "given" with a clear professional conscience, and he must brins

m sociological, cultural, Psychological and political factors. Of course,

a process of gradual change may be brought in through education, a .rocess'
which would certainly take a generation or more. 5lll developing countries

wait that long? This is where we are facing tue problem which was so

well pointed out by Kula/35/ - "if there are some significant elements

which we are usually incapable of introducing into our model or "set of

equations" - it is exactly such magnitudes as "the coefficient of human

patience" and "the coefficient of human propensity to revolt".

82. It is more than obvious that the African people are not prepared

to wait much longer. There is plenty of evidence th.t they are even

impatient. Thus the phenomenon of the so-called "rural exodus" is not
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they are in search for it. They "want" development and ^hcre is

"a surge of change". There is plenty of truth in Hagen's gloomy

picture, particularly if the peasant society is considered as being

isolated from the modern sector of the African economies which

concentrates around urban conglomerations. Put Hagen did not pay enough

attention to the fac tors which are cons'i rain i" l,-_; an African rural dweller

in his choices3 and more sircifically to his obli;rtion to provide

maximum security for his family. He is certainly reluctant to change his

modes of production because ho is perfectly aware of the existence of

serious demand constraints for agriculture.] produces, lie will continue

to plant cassava as an "emergency food" and in ...any cases never dig it

out of the soil. Ho will tr;y to enter ±aid employment,, but for some

tine he will consider it as a temporary occupation, and most probably

after a while he will re ;urn to his village, and in ' any ca.^e. he will

retain his rola'ui on ship with bin tradi tional co..ir:uni ty as long as

possible.

83. I-iOGt probably the best approach is to -..or!: consciously at two

levels s first, to use the must advance tech:.iw Legy to create the nuclei

of an industrial oui , ir. > a:.d soe.^'id,, to u;-:e ocie^.ific research to

improve the peasant sec .or, h.opiu^ to limi z popuir. t.ion expansion ani

trusting that tha advancing g ^ai/uards of liv_.'_ g will increase the Africans'

acquaintance with modern -cecanoiogy. In tVir, manner Africans and their

children may be prepared for future incovy,oral"ion in to the industrial

(in the broadest se^se) oy:.. ;en. A natio/i lac",in,? a labour force with

technological habits of uincij and all t^at is ao;,.ciated ~~1 th this,

should judge industri al 'i rejects not only in terms of i :i:icdia te gains

and locoes but also in terms of their contriivition to t"lie development

of the whole induGGrial complex.
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3. HUTJAi: E^VJACIS: a SOCIO-EO jIJIIIC S.iCkG

84. Any level of technology need a series ->f aatevial, social, and.

human requirements to koop it functioning. It is sometimes difficult to

understand proporly the :res~r_t behaviour of i;Le African people in this

respect without knowing how thia problem i;as been managed in the

colonial past.

85. At first indenLurod labour was brought in from ochor areas

colonised earlier. As the imported labour started to create a variety

of social problems, there was a direct ai;e..:;-.t ot conscript African labour.

The conscription failed, in most of Africa, to obtain sufficient labour,

and the colonisers had to have recourse to other techniques of "recruiting

labour". The most commonly ap-.iied indirect measure was the imposition

of taxes that forced the Africans into the labour market in order to

obtain money income. kany facets of the operation of this tax still

resembled the older practices of conscription. Since native areas still

provided a source of income, alienation of land from Africans was a

further device to force Africans into the labour market. The indigenous

labourer wa^ forced to live in two worlds; he was a transient inhabitant

of tae industrial world w.,ilo maintaining roots in -zhe tribal agricultural

world. Thus the foundations of the plural socio-economic structure

was laid.

86. The above warrants some explantion. It is not uncommon to re

gard the experiences of Jr. ;an in modernization as applicable to economies

in Africa ... in the belief that there exist a broad similarity amongh

them. This is largely inco.rect because of the basic differences which

distinguish the dual from the plural socio-economic structure. The dual

structure of the society and the economy io contemporarily aos ;ciated with

the case of Ja:.aa where such(dual) structure was, may be unconsciously

in respect of certain aspects of its social impact, but nevertheless

deliberately^ cheated and developed, and efficiently used for the purpose

of economic growth anl expansion in full disre._; .rd of social consequences,

in particular of the inequality and injustice which it created. In Japan
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this is already the fourth generation of this underprivileged

sacrificing themselves; for the benefit of the favoured, -and of the

nation as a whole, rightly believing that they contribute efficiently

to the development of their country. Nowhere else in the world has a dual

sysuem either existed or could be developed because -f the non-indigeneous

interference, whatever its decree,, immeaiately provoked the emergence of

the plural system which isolated or limited the areas of ;^re -sure.

Besides it is doubtful if many other societies will consider possible

to deprive a part of its people for any considerable period of time

of the benefits of development .and to cavry out successfully such a scheme,

Thus the apparant features of dualism which have appeared everywhere else

have always been linked to soeio-econo:nic pluralism resulting either

from the presence of strong foreign economic interest or from the

imposition by force of foreign rule., as in - colonial Africa.

87* As the African economies evolved, and ao some of the Africans

changed their habits of production and consumption, market-oriented

activity began to be an integral,, although not common part of the life

of some Africans, They were now partially under the discipline of the

market;, so the need for coercive "leasurea wp,s lessened. An exception

to this pattern came about wherever peasant agricultural export

economies developed.

88. The colonisers not only wanted the African weaned from the

peasant sector, they also did ^ot want him to ha-re ai [■ 3motive employment

opportunities. Thus they protested attempts in Uao^esia and else /here

to educate the Africans/16/. At a later date, direct ± "vi.is of discrimi

nation vje^e added as barriers to African advancement. If sufficient

labour was not forthcoming, taxation was increased. "here increased

taxation was insufficient to relieve the "native labour shortage", so

political pressure was added. In Rhodesia, as In East Africa, the

contractual obligations of Uestern capitalist legal systems were foisted

upon the Africans.

89. African traditional agriculture is a socio-economic system in

its own right, not just a segnent of a larger whole. It functions accord-
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ing to its own peculiar sets of rules :rtiich differeii Mate its economic processes

from the remainder of the economic system, lloreover, the unique properties

of the traditional economic set-up are lively to have a crucial

influence on the course of economic change. The sector should be

regarded as an economy ^ith its om integrity. Itslvuld he pointed out

that although we are using here the term "subsistence sector" its

meaning has been changed -..en considered within the context of the

plural socio-economic system (as opposed to the "dual" concept). Family

units accounted to the subsistence sector are those which earn leas than

fifty per cent of their income in cash. All "transformed" family units

which raise their monetized income share beyond this limit are clearly

"migrating" to another sector; namely, the indigenous money sector,

one of the two sectors of the money economy. Within this dualistic

StrUCi:Ure °f the indicenous society, its members may derive part of their

livelinood from both types (not sectors) of economies simultaneously or

they may move betneen them at different times. Participation in the

money economy, hoover, need not require them to sever their ties with

the traditional society and economy altogether.

90. It is difficult to understand the functioning of the economic

system apart from it* non-economic context. The political and social set

up have an enormous influence on the objectives set for economic policy.

The matter at is.ue is the extent to which the value premises reflected

m the social organization which is emerging today in Africa will regulate

the contact between the subsistence sector of society and economy with
the money economy.

91. While change is underlay within African society, much that was

familiar in the customary structure of the days before European intrusion

still remains. Itoreover, ,desP1te local differences in detail, several

important features of traditional organization are common throughout the

area. In all of them, the family unit is the prevailing basis of the

productive structure and self-sufficiency in its minimum consumption

requirements is still the first target of its efforts. It should be

appreciated and veil understood that these indigenous communities have

also, in most cases, been obliged to work with sub-standard soils which
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loose their fertility rapidly when tilled. Traditional organisation had

worked out its own techniques - shifting cultivation ~ for overcoming

this handicap. This in turn, produced a unique division of labour

within the family unit and called for a specialisation of functions

according to sex and age,, which is 30m0tiT.es called the "sexual division

of labour", New circumstances are now in :;he process of destroying

the foundation upon which the subsistence syc^em was originally built.

But only in relatively few cases has a clear break with shifting

cultivation yet been made. The day is fast ap. roaching when the old

techniques of maintaining soil fertility will no longer be possible,

92. As was already said above the social and political framework

in the colonial past restricted access of the indigenous peoples to

paiticipating in the opportunities created by economic expansion. This

was true but only up to a certain extent. Whilst the growth of the money

economy has opened up channels through which the Africans can improve

their real income through contact with it and many of the formal social

and political obstacles to participation have been removed with the

achievement of independence by African countries, the economic realities

have not changed substantially and :-,he type of money economy inherited

from colonial times remains virtually unchanged, especially in the range

and volume of opportunidec which it can offer. Both are limited by

several, mainly economic, factors.

93. The most important of these factors is certainly the limited

(although growing) demand for labour in the money economy which in turn

confronts limitations on the demand for capital and consumer goods,

including food. These limitations, which reinforce each other, constrain

the volume of opportunities essential for the transformation of traditional

African society-i.e. of the peoples living witliin the subsistence economy

(sector).

94. In inquiries into the problem an important qualification concerning

the type of evidence which may bear on the iosue must be recognized.

Empirical inquiries by their very nature, are confined to subject matter

which is measurable. Motivations cannot always be satisfactorily measured
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nor can hypotheses concerning them be completely verified. Only

behaviour (which is not at all the same thing as motivation) can be

observed. It is nevertheless possible to draw inferences about motives

from observed behaviour and to formulate hypotheses about the response

which might be expected in new situations.

95- The money economy has opened three main channels through which

indigenous peoples in Africa may increase their real incomes. The sale

of agricultural products, the sale of labour to wage employers, and the

opportunity of entering entrepreneurial activities other than farming.

But if must be remembered that these methods of acquiring money income

are not always options which are simultaneously open to members of the

community. The limitations in demand, physical barriers to the movement

of goods, may effectively preclude the acquisition of substantial sums

of cash through the sale of agricultural products. The opportunity to

enter into entrepreneurial activities is seriously limited for most

Africans by the laci: of proper educational and professional background;

even if these relatively rare skills are available to them, the lack of

personal capital resources and the difficulty of obtaining the necessary

capital may preclude the exploitation of these opportunities of acquiring

cash income. Besides there is everywhere in Airica a high degree of

effective monopolization of the most obvious opportunities by the non-

indigenous population and foreing-o-.Tied companies. For most of Africans

there is therefore only one options the sale of thoir labour. But

there are again serious limitations. One is tli-t the demand for labour

is limited by the volume of activities and its rate of growth within the

money economy. The other is the wa_.e level. As the entrepreneurial

avenue does not at this ticie yield any significant impact, the two others

should still be legitimately regarded as alternatives m the sense that

they compete for productive labour-

96, The type of labour for which the money economy creates demand has

generally been restricted to one component of the indigenous African family

- regarded as a productive unit - the adult male. For the time being we

disregard the problem of skills which will be considered later in detail.

Because his (the adult male) essential contribution to the production process
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in the shilling cul tivr.tion system doos not occupy nim fully, the effects

of his withdrawal on the productivity of the subsistence community will

depend on the length of hi.- absence, the natural fertility of the soil,

and the customary practices of his tribal group. On the average, an

absence of more than two years has a serious effect upon the food supply

of the family. The same can be expressed following Tfe tson/67/., in other

words: "... that a critical point is reached where there are nore than

two women to each nan in the villagej anything lusher than this

disrupts both the economy and social life ....".

97. In densely populated areas with settled j,^ricul uure^ there is a

large amount of labour relative to the acreage "tilled by each family unit

perhaps with the exception of the short -per'-.od ;.f cropping whj oh lasts

usually between one and two months every year.

98. Dispite local differences in practice, it io possible for an

adult male to take temporal--- wage employment without reducing the real

output of his family productive unit in subsistence agriculture, even

when it produces some surplus for saie. This explains why an employer can

obtain labour at a lower wa_o rcite than w ■- 'h\ Le the c;-.se if the worker and

his family, not just t.ie worker himslof, wero ciepen^nt on money wages

for their livelihood,

99. Sub^islouce output Is woi^hted by actual effort and everything

seems -to show tlini the Aiviofm i.-1 y-a-o-uty gocd in op-tiniGiri;?; the output

per unit of labour input in conditions created h_. the ■i.fvican environment

familiar to him. T:-;o factors are to noted. ri,":aely7 (a) male labour

is redundant over long poi-iods of time (a.'3 a v-Jo^lt of the "sexual division

of labour'1') ;.Jid its withdrawal during these periods have no significant

impact whatsoever on oi.itput, and (b) exeri vithJ-raual .■'or longer poriods of

time (tliar; those resulting from the '■ sexual division ~;f labour") can be

recompensated by substitutes for his particular p^riodial tas'.s3 so that

there will not be a loss in cutuut. But even the fact of decline in

output does not prove that his unit's income did not grow or that there

is not a redundant labour supply.

100. This was one choice The co;.vo..ting ore is the possibility that



the indigenous male may Lc:o,i. oiu. real :,..:j.iw j± his family vhile

remaining in subsistence agriculture, and makv a continuous contribution

to agricultural production, changing the traditional pattern of labour

division within -[he family productive unit. Larger surplus mi_ht then be

produced for ma-Let. It must be restated ho-.ev.r, that access to

markets is not uj: ifcm throughout Africa, ncr is there much large reserves

of demand which may be oriented toward the kind of products wir.ch can be

produced under given conditions, especially those prevailing id thin the

subsistence pattern of ^-r'c.a.uction/64/s

101. It would appear that zhe tent, tive hypothesis on the relationship

between the subsistence population's income generated from agricultural ''and

other traditional activities) and wage employment (and entrepreneurial

activities) can generally be sustained from the observed relations

described above. But taere Is an exception to this uniformity, which was

briefly mentioned earlier (para 97). It has emerged in areas nhere the

population prerscure on the land has become heavy. In this circumstances,

additional labour cannot be accommodated on a restricted agricultural area

with existing techni uics, vithout reduction in per capita output. In

areas where this has happened, labour may be pushed out of the indigenous

economy. A hi^; u.t, of c:.odus (^ the b.gi.-iing adult males followed

by migration of their w:iol- family units at a lotcr stv-e) into ,ra-e

employment and a relatively high volume of output (resulting in surplus

directed to mark-is) may then occur simultaneously, Fei ana Eanis/15/

divide the development of surplus labour economy i-to thr::e phases which

nay se adapted to the plural socio-economic structure.—' In the first

Pkase subsistence farm worker who are not adding to farm output are

shifted to the money sector whore they accept wage employment (o.c start

entrepreneurial activities) ;;ith no rise in the existing wage levels since

there is no reduction in farm output. In the second phase, however, farm

workers producing something, but less than their wages (their share

in the family unit consumption), are shifted to the money sector. Farm

output declines (unless the i.-emaining members of the family unit increase

1/ Fei-llanis operate :ritiiin a sys com
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their productivity) and the terms of trade for agricultural products

are altered in favour of the surplus producing- family units, thus requiring

a rise in the nominal wage in the iiionejy eccno.jy. If iriiLlration continues a

point is eventually reached where fazTn workers producing output equal to

their wages (the commercialization point) are shifting to the money economy,

thus completing the transformation process of the traditional economy

into a modern, monetized one,

102. With agricultural productivity increasing the Fei-Ranis model

seems to have its own built-in accelerator. This is because the rise in

the marginal physical productivity of migrative workers enables their output

(i) to catch up with their wages more quickly than otherwise, and (ii) to

generate more agricultural surplus per migrating worker (that part of his

previous consumption which he was and is not producing) lessening the deterio

ration of ter>.;s of trade. These results are obtained because of somewhat

unrealistic assumptions: namely, no change in agricultural productivity

and population, wa^es remaining unchanged although farm productivity is

rising, fixity of land and a closed economic system. Under such

assumptions^ the third phase will result in the beginning of hyper

inflation. These are serious weaki asses of an other -ise very impressive

work by Fei and Ranis vmoce general flow scheme is certainly basically

correct.

103. The general conclusion of this analysis is that the African

has tended, at least in acre recent years, to order his relationship

with the money economy in a manner which would maximize his real income.

Of course, because of the narrow horizons (continuously widening) of the

traditional society, the response of the indigenous people to unfamiliar

opportunities for increasing their real incomes has been weak and is

still delayed. Evidence regarding his recent behaviour su^gerjt that,

when appropriate allowance for his special circumstances has been made,

he acts as a rational man. But it would be mistaken to expect him to

conform to European or other non-African concepts of rational economic

"behaviour. The social system expects and supports diiferent codes of

conduct. Non-African employers often observe that enployeos drawn from the
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indigenous African Society, ,'hich have Lad more than a half-century's

contact with the money econouy are still remarkably indifferent ot is

opportunities. tfithin the confines of the social structure, this apparent

indifference may be rational. But it is not only the aspect of the

social environment in the money economy which produce a different form

of behaviour of the indigenous African employee. His conduct is also

governed by his situation as a member of the plural economy and the

fact that in most cases he is working in and paid by the foreign enclave.

104. Still there are many indigenous Africans who enter paid employment

and regain members of the subsistence community and muat retain a stake in

it. Their absence from subsistence agricultural activities has a crucial

bearing upon its production. At this stage, the rational course may be

a division of his time between the two economies. In striking the balance

between them, he may be able to maximize his (his fa.,iiy productive unit)

real income. Continuity in i,ra:,e employment - without a substantial rise

in the real wage (which Hay occur only -hen a higher level of skills is

acquired - and usually such worker does ^ot remain long enough for that

and in any case lacks the nececsary minimum of primary education) - may

fail to achieve this objective of rational economic behaviour.

105. This sequence in the evolution of the African labour supply has

had deleterious consequences. For one thing, these practices i^ve spanned

a variety of academic and non-academic myths which simply overlooked the

probability that the Africans, may be some time unconsciously, have been

continually resisting colonial exploitation, anl these myths have been

invented to support and to "excuse" colonial actions. In the academic

field the myth took the form of what was thra;,ht to be a "backward-bending

supply curve of labour". lion-academic myths revolve around a number of

racist concepts concerning the "nature" of Africans. These practices

themselves created a technological inferiority on the part of Africans

(or more accurately, prevented the development of technological competence)
thus reinforcing myths.

106. All these practices have been hi .-.den behind a smoke screen

developed "oy propaganda, biased pro-colonial pseudo-scientific studies,



restrictions of access zo -olouial ';<:- .:-rito._-UG otc. ■: => uco-iot " -t- '

flagrant lack of interest was probably a rcflec,zo.i of the uorld political

situation. "The colonial regimes -,ere not such as to call forth large-

scale research on economic uncer-developncnt by -ivi.g political and&
public interest to such research"/^/ Op mr -— m- - + i

ni/ oaz- OLV oU^ >-■ ljijl/ at-ver indepen

dence did conditions emerr-e uh-r-h f-v-n—od ^ ~---w
.. _ ,l. 1-lAJUiLU "■-■ s-^v proper sjuuies on

Africa and Africans. But this is not wholly true. ITeo-colonial vested

interest still largely doioinUe the ,cone end hamper their deve]oP^nt.

At the sane time the saoie ii-,rects Gcncrously support studies vhich

help to divert public attention from African realitios unO. serve to

guide". Africa in the desired direction i p to--
l.t.. co..ai\i L-Lie perpetuation o

Africa's exploitation by foreign capitalist interest, I^

albeit alowly ac ue b^in to ^ ,iore and ,,o,e ,ruth abcu
t

Africans, the en1er"-in--Jici.ijre n-i^^.-^c ,T^iDi
s O^ftljio-Liie o.i,.....;.s widely ,ros the ono desiied by the

neo-colonialiGt;s; whatever the colour of their skin.

107. Several non-African e-r.-.l o?«-,- - -^i *■>-■■•
yJ:ijy-loJ ;oj.ii,Lc^ii.3, economists and

others have blamed (and frequently s hill do) the African ind^e-n- peop'

for their nan-reBpon3iven^s .0 the ooporturicios openc* to the. by the "
existence and growth of th. money economy. ScepUcian --BS b^n voiced

about the relevance of 0,,v .. ..:,,.ul ^^±/,±c,s 0, r,Uona, econo^c

behaviour m the African envir:,rv,ut. So.e econo,is,s have ,iven their

blessing to this view by ci.in,; tne mythical backv:aid-sloPinc s^v.ly

function for labour as a charanteris+ic -f dGveloj.in- c^rri^ ^-,
Africa.

108. This leads us back ,c the old rayth, me,ti,:;ed al,,ady above, t

intellectual legacy of disciplinary devices introduced by the oo". emails-

"the backuard-bendme su?Ply curve of l.*our". The concept ia kn,™ also

under the term "target worker". The target worker, vhen leavxr, ,is

village, "has a definitive aua in view, and the soener this can'^be earned
the ouieker he can leave work. The offer of .ore ,cney seldom has a^

attraction to him: increased wee enable him *n - -
..-.^o t^ie him .0 j_oave earlier, cut do

not tempt hin, to regain lon5er"/27/. In the litht vhat has been sa

above one renders ho, su=h an erroneous statement could siiP lnto an

official I.L.O. publication. The idea that an increase m ,a.-es ,i

3a ia
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reduce the supply of labour has served as an excellent justification for

a low-wage policy. It is therefore not surprising to find that this

"theory" lias an early place in the theory of the development of Uestern

capitalism. It was uxd as a justification of coercive devices

repugnant to the population of the metropolitan ccun.trios in the early-

phases of their development.

109. T:© ov/e the abolition of this myth mainly to P. Kilby/32/

although many others conLributed to it later, expanding Kilty's limited

empirical evidence drawn fro* ITigoria. ?Cilby found the following faults in

previous studies of this subject 'oy other economists! (l) An "inordinate

reliance" on management and management opinion, which tends "to be

defensive because of the very cheapness of labour"; (2) "A second

methodological fault is the failure to provide surrounding circumstances

xfhen presenting the figures on punctuality, absenteeism, turnover, and

output per man". Many studies -ere carried oat in settler areas, such as

the Union of South Africa and xhe Rhodesias. Segregation and other factors

would ce important; (3) The people, mainly expa^ri tes, who measure

African labour productivity live apart from it.

110. Kilby quickly disp«ll-3d the myth, and "found that the African

surpasses his European counterpart in sheer ptiysical exertion by as much

as 50 per cent ;,hen the proper financial reward is hold out" and he also

found the African "willing to put in a longer day". In tanks that involved

"simple repetitive oporat.: o/is, usually coupled with a high decree of

manual dexterity", the Af-ioan again excelled the European. Kilby did find

the European superior to African in one "calory of -,;ork recuiriiif; various

operations tj be co-ordinated" in ,:hich the African worker's "efficiency

reaches one-half or even a third of the normal standard attained in England".

He explains this deficiency in tc-r-s of cultural and physical tribal

environcient? laol: of a mechanical tradition of the Girnplost type, lack of '

or poor eduction - and generally considers the African's failure in this

category as "due to cultural causes".

Ill, The only alternate explanation would be a racist one, and the

scientific literature refuting racism is sufficiently copious to justify
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disregarding this, also "mythical", explanation.

112. Students of diffusion of technology frequently fail to

recognise the mental aspect of technology. The operation of industrial

technology involves both a social discipline and a menial one. There are

habits of mind, such as concepts of mechanical causality, that are

required in the operation of l^rge scale indaotrial technology even by

the so called unskilled labourer (so called in developed countries).

These habits of mind have become part of the learning process called

industrial culture. Those whose acquaintance <:it.i it is minimal are

therefore unable to perform industrial operations adequately.

113. Part of this difficulty is simply that African institutions

have not had long contact, and therefore had not made the necessary

adjustments to, industrial technology, tf. Bikan, who conducted several

studies in Uganda scutes, that well "In England the punctuality imposed on

men by machines with which ;hey -;ork, may be rosenced, but they have ceased

to be wondered .it and misunderstood. Two centuries of factory work have

created new ways of thinking and behaviour which take for granted the very

aspects of factory life which 150 years ago man used to find most startling"

/1C/.

114. Elkan seems to be one of the few who recognise that the

continuous migration (from rural areas to urban paid employment and back-

after seme period of time) hoipa to diffuse skills, technology and a

different mental pattern into the rural areas/l2/. ITovertheloas, however

important this diffusion may be for the rural people, the migrant character

of the labour force has limited the development of in.'.uct rial habits of

mind (as well as the acquisition of higher levels of skills).

115. Hirochman considers the wiiole problem in roller drastic terras:

"If is often said that the underdeveloped but developing countries are apt

to pass from the mule to the airplane in one generation. But closer look

at most of these countries reveals that they are, and appear to remain for

a long time, in a situation where ooth airplane and mule fulfil essential

economic functions. The 'dualistics" character of developing ccun.ries is to

be noted not only with rejpect ot methods of production and distirbution;
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117. Africa as a uhole is .unterpopult;.tedf "both in terras of the number

of inhabitants per unit of surface, even Mien deserts like Sahara are

excluded, and in ter..iS of the .i;-m-re^,i;rces ratio. Thc-ve are t .ree,

relatively small countries - BurunJi, llaun .ius and Rvania - -hich are

overpopulated. There are a.so soae areas where the population density is

in disproportion to the level of its economic development, i.e. ui+h the

level of the intensity of the exploitation of their resources.

118. Although, due to the progress 01 health, care and education, the

mortality rate has considerably declined in Airica, and the corresponding

biological adjustment of the fertility ra.,e can be ejected to be forthcoming

only after considerable dealy - Africa is for several generations in no need

to fear der.io0rapaic problems of the i;ind experienced by Asia.

119. This does not acan thrt Africa is short of human resources - they

are abundant, especially vhen considered -:ithin the contest of underexploited

not to speak about still unl:owi, natural reo -urccs and the level of general

development.

120. It is often held that Africa has an unlimited supply of labour.

This is true in the same sense th..t Africa can be said to have an unlimited

supply of Und, an unlived ou;, ly of natural :-o£-.urceG; and that Africa

does suffer a short su:.,ly of capital. In other -owls this is true only

T-j-hen properly qualified.

121. Indeed this may be a problem of proper qualification but also

of definition. Uhat is neaiit by labour? If it means customarily hu;nan

bodies, they are obviously in abundance relative to physical quantity of

capital. If labour cleans human beinos who should be the objects of concern

of government and development plans, the means for caring for them are

obviously not as available a3 they are in developed countries. These

definitions are truisms because they are precisely -hat is meant by

underdeveloped. Bu"o insofar as labour is defined cs an important

element in an industrial productive process (whut many economists purport to

mean) than labour is scarce in Africa.
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122. Con\ cr';clv- V. '-u^h,, 1"lf:;- oo:. sain ty >>". s oi1 pr^ jcc ts ( nuch as

those for the i..i|1Jlcir.o:it;.~tion of -hich by U1 r,;;: ai^r.e:.; of populations China

has become fa:;ioua)? labour ic •.'-bun dav i. But this ty;,o of meni-ii labour

'activity is li..i,o-d t'.iouj; beneficial,) and the v.ain thrust of development

must coi.ie frou those actr i tiec for rhich i/iie "r-e'l evant labour is scarce

(indus tri liza J.on iu its b: oado^t Lieaninj- ii.ciudin;' nc.i.ent i.iic

agriculture).

123. The ^ize of the labour foT-oc. vith inductrial habits of mind and

in possession of skills iv. e./GiO. 'eiy limited and present g a for..;idable

obetaele to rapid cjaj;,^^ in the i.:^:'o^ of yroduc^ion in Africa. Lack 01

inI.UGtr_Lal hauito of -.lincl explains a phenomenon that is a paradox to

moot orthodox economists. See ^f thea ifould have us believe that the

abundance of labour and itc cheap p-ice loads to the introduction of a

"lubour-usin.^" technology in Airioa. The moot alvaaced tecluiolo^y is presuu

ed to be "capital-using11 or "lab -v.r-saving" .—' But r;oct i'roov.ently niodem

teolin-. io^y is both "capital Gavin^;" (a lexer capital output ratio than that

found in a leas sophisticated tcc>nology) and "^abour-oavir^;". In other

TTOrdSj to proluoe a j;ivon Ic.el ^f output often requires Ijoth less labour

and less capital in the latest technology. Contrary to the advice of some

economists, advanced toca ■ "'1.0,-y : n ocing i:::po--ted into uu'.erdsveloped

countries not -nly by r;o-.x-rn:.iGntG5 irho c-.ulti be accured cf chauvinism, but

also by private foreign inve::t^ro. Yet9 there a.i'e still di sou .^rons

concerning; "Fcono ac Dc/olcpuent "dth unlioi ocd. r,u,..^,lie^ of labour"/38/.

In fairness to Le:;is it :ac;t be iioted i.hat ho jocyii.-oc thr.t dcficioiicy

of skilled labour is a "bovtleneci:"- He a,^GUi..eG5 ho::ovQ\\ that it is

only temporary and ^ill be oliinin.. .sd if Guifioiont capital is available.

This is an overopti..ii;jtic vier-point wiiicii dues ..ot consider the necessity

of building into the c.rjuaent tinie-la/;s of consiaer-ole diraGi.si^ns ifiiicn

£'°es far beyond, -..hat is considered to be a no_:;:ial ^.nod of educ.tion-cura-

trainiJig ap^a. e-n cly sufficient to produce a nan ■ ±\,h i-- a.ived skills and

abilities. This is a problem of o^cio-cultural tr;/.sforaation .jf the

masses to enable therii to produce the r;;guj .. ed n-i::u-^r of operatives fro:a top

managers to iuio;;illed labour of say European staiK..ardG.

1/ This confusion a; ose :>artiy because of the disparity between the
plant sise and "che ::i rket size.
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Id4» It civ.>u±j. jc /yj.1 unt_o_,,,tooci. that Uie li-ii f o_l ence ;riiich. exists

between an Afrioun U:iGh:LIlod worker and an u::skillud worker in a developed

country is tremendous in iu[:>;ct cf his ability to -.rcrl- within an

industrial organisational franewcrk. And this u.iiTe..-a.;ee boils down to

the difference in habi 1-3 of mind.

125. The inau.: tries that have "been evolving in Africa over the pact

decades have tended to pay a \-^_e which, though loi;, was higher than the

wage that the vcr^r could earn in the rural sector ox the economy e.g.

working on a plan-cation. This >7a_e was intended to stabilise the urban ,:ori

force by placing a p-eaiu-, on jobs. This lias not boon very successful,

for reasons already explained above, and as a consequence only sa:r,ll

puclcetn of labourGr;j vii'^ an indur.ti'ial outlook as workers and vith some

proi'iciDiicy in inductrial tasks have evolved.-^/ Paul Clark, who spent a

considerable time in U^nia, has f lund" taat the averc ;_e product per worker

has been risiu™ at a rate of about 5. or 6 per cent or year. "hiie -,art of

this increase sticuld "jo a :--tri L\ oca to lwCois ii :;■. lion of capital for labour,

a "major element has ap^ucntly.been simply. i;,c. seisin.- efficiency with

longer experience, rism.:; output, a:if vn,_e ■. ro: oure" /3/.

126. I. s.ile of thin aric:.-eiv. a o t.ac .1 -cue^o ,. factory waoes only a

few workers se..tle in urban areas permanently. FoIJ o\r±.\^ Ulkan (a^ain a

study conducted in Uganda) no ...ore ti_an 20 per cen i; of car_-ently employed

workers m manufacturing industry can be cousiio_.-cd as -ocrmano.itly settled

in urban a.-eas, ail others beona to the miaralory labour force and stay

in paid employment only temporarily. Thus the limited skills that they

acquire through in-job-tra,nrn;;. are bein.- lo-:t. He found that because of

this labour force instability the new indus cries in ^a:_:t Africa at .first

tend "to use labour i\,:hcr t an a mechar.ical ccrivcnce T/iierevcr ^hcre is

genuine choice" but after they have been in production, for a while, "the

tendency is to £;o ovor increasingly to labour-'iavii^s toc'inif!ueon/l3/.

1/ Soe also pare 1% and 1^7
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127. Examining closely the skill requirements of .iodern industry and

comparing them \'ith the e::istin^ skill structure of the labour force in

Africa it becomes immediate?Ly evident that the relevance of the vast

surplus of unskilled labour is seriously diminished. Skilled labour and

not ccpital is tae bindi,— constraint on rapid industrial ^rc.th. Besides

it should ;iot be forgotten tL:at any labour-intensive techniques require not

only a larger labour force but also a higher density of skills in torus of

the skills-output ratio, uhicli implies in absolute terms r_io-.e skilled labour

for the same output than in the case of lees labour-intensive solutions.

It implies also a lees favourable skilled to unskilled labour ratio, i.e.

a wastage of skilled labour in terms of the creation of employment

opportunities for unskilled labour.

128. This turns our attention to the problem of chronic and rising

unemployment in Africa. There is much talk on this problem but it has

only belatedly attracted the attention of development economists,: and

not much serious and relevant -.rork has yet been carried out on this

subject. Literature uhich does concentrate on the question of employment

creation is usually identiiicd almost exclusively srith the so-called

"labour surplus" countries of Asia .md the Par Jast hich because of a much

different socio-cultural and economic framework i.o of li.tle relevance to

African problems. For example in these countries the genuine population

pressures have created man/land and, more 6e:;erally, man/natural resources

disproportions milch aave an i:apoiiant impact on the employment situation.

But this is not the case of Africa where the employment problem should be

entirely dis-associated from demographic problems. African development

at a reasonable pace seems facing shortages on the jicle of the supply of

appropriate human resources.

129. At present, Africa'because of the undcrdevelopmont of both its

human and natural resources, suffers from trie so-called "structural unem

ployment". This problem should be tackled from a vie-.---point of underutili-

zation of resources rather than within the Keynesian or neo-classic

framework, Trhich considers a totally dii ic/Giit .:iad of unemployment than

the one observed in Africa.
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130. Before our analysis can enable irj to derive conclusions result

ing in policy suggestions about ■ ... ' ho:; the African kind of unemployment

problem can be resolved, it is necessary to put some order into the wide

assertion of concepts and misconcepts, confusing hypotheses and theories

and diverse myths ^rhich have accumulated around it.

131. The problem is not at all new. Altiiough there was in colonial

times, an apparent shortage in labour supply - to perform vori: to the

benefit of foreign exploiters - there was simultaneously vast unemployment

and underemployment of Africans. This paradoxical situation resulted from

blatant mismanagement cf African human resources by the colonial rulers

:-:hich is the main cause of the present development difficulties,

132. Although many econoaista will disagree the situation observed

in Africa perhaps falls within the premises of tho concept of "disguised

unemployment". This concept -.nxs and is widely abused, confused and

misunderstood mainly because too much uas expected from it on the side of

the theoreticians, particularly the gr nip called the "margin-lists" .

133. Admittedly, this conept - particularly irhcn the assumption is made

about the marginal product of labour being equal to zero (or near zero, or

altogether negative) - Is one of the most discussed in the poster economic

development literature. Confusion v^s created around the concept, because

most students, if not all of them, disrc-nded African conditions and have

been considering and trying to generalise, on tho basis of a special case

in which overpopulation combined -ith sh -.rp lir-i Lotion in land supply

(assumptions tnat ail arable land is cultivated) resulted in a labour surplus

or the "South Asian" case. A:-ed confusion -as created by the failure to

distinguish clearly between the "zero" marginal product of a unit of labour

and the "aero" marginal product of a vorker and, a point that may be parti

cularly important, the failuce to recognise that the presence or absence of

disguised unemployment is to a great extent an i'sue of definition.

134. The notion of "disguised unemployment" uas first proposed by

Joan Robinson in 1936 to describe workers in developed countries who

accepted inferior occupations (relative to their skilsland ability) as a

result of being laid oif from industries suffering from a lack of effective
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demand. She had in aind wo .-bi-s having a lover than before, or low

rather than "zero" marginal product of labour/51/. The direct

transposition of the notion "disguised unemployment" from the developed

one to the poor countries has greatly contributed to the existing

confusion.

135. The traditional African economy, aB currently represented by the

subsistence sector is bound to cease to e.-:iat with tine and therefore the

labour force mights/under these conditions be considered as a homogenous
factor of production, substitutable for one another. Watson's findings^
/67/ have only a temporary validity and ar. resulting in a certain time-lag
during ,,hich the family productive unit undergo the transformation process

either from subsistence shifting cultivation to sedentary agricultural

production for the market - or to wage employment (or entrepreneurial

activity), in which the whole family unit migrates towards urt,an or other

employment areas (following the male adult :nember of the family unit who

have successfully established themsleves within the monetized economy

solidly enough to oe able to cut ais relationship with his subsistence

community). The validity of ,atson,s observation anr, c0llclu310n ^ (and

still is) full in areas where discriminatory policies of the white (or

other kind of non-democratic) ruling minority prevent or obstructs the

free and unlimited acce,s 01 the indigeous people to the money economy.

Therefore Le«s/33/ notion of dieted unemployment should be regarded as

valid for all truly democratically ruled independent countries of Africa.

Lewis points out correctly that with xhe surplus labour, ,,nd its marginal

productivity zero (or oloso to zero, a.s is the te5e m Africa), and if,

capital can also be created by labour without withdrawing lalld and/or '

capital from other uses then capital can be created vith:ut reducing the

output of consumer f-ootlg. The c'^^'i^1 nr^n-H ,.-
■^ifc ^d^iCai ec.-no.:iiy ,-j re. e ;\ot wrong in

thinking of a lacL cf circu^t^- n-i+ii -,- -„, •
■■ rcu-a^l> ca,ital as ot^ig a :;iore serious obstacle

to expansion in their world then iaci- of fi-«H r- -\ — i

1/ For all other m;r:,osos h~ mni--L- >-i >0- ' 1
at least of unskilled 'aiWskiTi Jd '"-or- er- J1'Oa ^ ^^ro^nous, coi.i^oaod

_2/ See also para 96.
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tunnels (in raid-nineteenth century) have "been "built almost with bare hands.

Of course, not everything can be created that way, but important savings of

capital can be effected and directed to use?; where capital is unavoidable,

136. T-Thile some authors accept a "zero11 marginal product of labour and

the conditions of ceteris paribus others rel^x xhc cetoris paribus

assumption e.g. introducing some capital into the production function in

underdeveloped countries. Obviously, the ceteris paribus assumption may

lead to erreneous, abstract conclusions because changes in whose occurrence

we are interested, are not considered. When a part of labour migrates

from subsistence to monetised sector activities (successfully, i.e. obtaining

paid employment) there must be an increase in output because of the increment

in demand the limitation of which causes the labour and soil redundancy in

Africa. As Joan Robinson has rightly pointed out ("lack of effective

demand11) and later ilellor, who argued that unemployment aay be related to

a deficiency of demand.

137. It is much less important (except for model analysis simpli

fication) whether the marginal productivity of labour is zero or near sen

than whether there is a difference between the marginal productivity of

workers inncr-ey sector and the ffiar^nal productivity of the subsistence

population.

138. Lewis's chief contribution to the concept of disguised unemploy

ment is his explanation of the existence of a ^oaler than zero wage when

the marginal productivity is zero. He explains in terms of tradition and

lack of alternatives the existence of self-e/nuloyed labour which receives

a positive wa__,e but whose marginal product is negligible. In subsia.ence

agriculture, each member of the.iamily productive unit receives the unit's

average product regardless of contribution. Since there are no opportunities

for receiving a :raoe higher than the averse product on the family's "farm"

theie is no motivation to leave the "farm" - a step which could make the

average product greater.

139. Schul-tz's/54/ rejection of the ^is^ised unemployment concept has

no relevance for African conditions and in any case Sen has demons crated/56/

that Schultz's vie-; is erreneous and his test inconclusive. I-Iuch more
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relevant is the obf.;:f ivr, ti .xi made by Geor:.escu-Roeger: /^7/ ^o finds in

13isure the J.:ey element differentiating tho ad\a iced, from labour surplus,

"backward countries. In advanced coun:ries, "lei^ui'e time is. allocated

by an opportunity choice wid ... its price oh piously is identical with.

that of labour". In labour surplus, backward econo:iioG5 however, leisure

is not an economic &ood, in the sense of ./esuitin^ from a choice between

greater leiyui-e and ^-.-eat-or ::eal income. Instead,, "leisure is economically

unwanted, having a value zero oven though labour has a positive "price".

140. ilore recently the notion of " Liojui^od unLeploymont" has been

substituted by "dis^uidod underemployment" rfiich say "be perhaps better

term for JLe^cribii:^ tho acvj.al state of affairs. Zwt i;his lid not much

contribute to the solution of the problem in the South Asian content.

Hyrdal/45/ in his "Asian Drama' has delivered an immanent criticism of the

concept of '\_is^.::Ued ins:.ip] cpsat" (Append!:: 6 - Vol. Ill) and zhe implicit

theory contained within it ~ delivering the ai-tj-ci- froi:i "Asian" pocition,

i.e. he considers that thi;j theory "is an outLj:.-OT:ht of the old speculations

about overpopulation". lie blames the "'"esteir: vritors (irho) 'fCj?e5 of course,

inclined almost mechanically to uhiiih in tvi-i.io ■jh.-it to tiicm uexe familiar

.... South Asian ecoiio:-.i./vn ;;c-"e ui '.er much xhe name ±nfluur.ee7 as they

have been educated to \,hi.-_ in :.'esterri terms ..... De-'-Gii-iilarities in

behaviour a;titu.,-e3 coj.id stil be o_:piai_ied by ,li :ereyiccs in environmental

circumstances, Cn %n±a pointy the modern (i.e. TJeynecian and pant-I'Ie-. nosian)

approach displays itc ciiaractor of ;T-ote:rt :iuiinly by i.^-_orin^, the isGue".

Inter alia Llyrdal r-o^Gidei's the/t tvro aE?cuv!V't.iTS-: that l^.b :ur 3U..".:-ly is

highly elastic but 1.0:our requirements are -fi:_ed in relation to production

- to be un_caiie cic. "Contrary as^ertioi-G ^/;uld come nearer the truth",

says Iiyrdal and co.-iclu-.ac "that the attempts ±1, r^ce::t lecades to derive

a concept, urr.:fcremplcy::iont3 vhich vouj.d define a 1 hour reserve in terms of

"static conipariaonMj and goj peri.ii ':■ accurate meaoiire\ient of the waste of

labour have been abortive". He :-,hen attempt:-: to outline a more

realistic approachs "Uhen tho conceptual blinders of the "modern approach"

are removed, the problem of labour utilization amerv\o?, as a highly intricate

one - much ;..ore so than is implied in the simplification of the "modern

approach". ■
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1/fl. All th:. t says ..yi'^al sli^ ^crts --rfectly oho applicability of the

concept of ".is^ised unemployment"3 vma^evei- it is called, in African

conditions. His criticism fccuaej on the elements of the concept which

are net applicable in nslci, out do e::ist'i^ Africa - mainly becucise of the

lack of demographic pressure of the kind existing in Asia arid the virtuallv

unlimited supply of land ir. Africa uhich sharply contrasts uith the Asian

situation. The concept is of great value in :ts applied aspect especially

in the process of economic development, although its theoretical foundation

can be challenged outside of developing Africa south of che Sahara, e.g.,

in llo..;th Africa, It de-cnstrates i^r^alia that in Africa south of the

Sahara the marginal hour of vcrl: z'aa'o proviso.: ?ero marginal product nay

be perfectly raxional economic behaviour/62/.

143. An e.xtre.ie ur lerutilisation of labour is one of the characteris

tic features of all Afr:i can countries. T:_-,t tncro is a fundamental truth

in this assert: on ±3 ^--co/x by the ohviouy fact tb'.t the average output

of the labour force ±3 very lo---. ?Le average is I07 because ^uch of the

labour x'orce is i.:.Ie either oonr-lotnly or- f ^- i~ -i:--..-,P ,v^.+ , ■? +pP +-;,■,-

It is also Iot: because t!:e jmb^rs of ti- i,;bcur force at ■■-,rl: have

usually a low pr-uiut; tr.vity. African l,u.,;a- vosouroe- thus constitute an

untappoa re-orvoi- of : ._■. ._.iv^ p.^o-ti^l. .VjwVcp lLolc-^s? this concept;,

i.e. of "labour reserve", like the uo,:ctr;-M of "une..:pio:, uc/it" and ''under-

e^plo-nent'1 in developin- countrios Las no ^fi-ite neanin- except in terms

of general policy ■■-->&: i-,e. In any ccneiete cane zha r-v^iyji.s uu^t be

directed to aucertaininj the functional ar:d or/^nizo tional rejationship

be^ueen policies and the :ore or less intensive u^-c of the existing and

foresoeafcle labour force. The eu-:,ire approach in tor. ::■■■ of the "removal"

of labour surplus frcu a^ri^lv^e, ospociariy iron tho sixsistonce sector

assunes th^t the supposedly r-p.iflu^ -./oriiiTs nave Gouewhere to go, This

is consonant -.-nth the co ::m, glib preconception t:-t industrialization

(in the sense of the niauufacturi;;t_ sector a-;iviL:us) is the universal

solution to the e.nploy;,ont protlen. H:>vever, it iian been proven beyond

any doubt3 and not .:niy m Africa that industrialization as defined above,

even if it -ere to proceed rore rapidly, rouln nor inply inch more demand

for laoour for decaJos ahc ;d. Vke rhol? idee cf such .ind of "removal" is



unrealistic.—'

143. At this point we shall turn our attention to a rather recent,

although not new problem which has come to be suggestively called "rural

exodus". This term over-exaggerates the relative sise of the phenomenon

although its consequences are serious and may with the time become calamitious.

144. The phenomenon as such should be regarded as a positive and

healthy - it signals that the process of changes is occurring within

traditional African society. It both results from and contributes to the

changes of habits of mind, creates understanding of the changing economic

context of life, and to the diffusion of progressive techniques and modes of

production in the rural areas,

145. Nevertheless, this phenomenon is often misunderstood and its

positive features tend to be overlooked. The term "rural exodus" is also

misleading, because it suggests a one-way movement from rural to urban

areas. This is a circular movement, a rotation of population - and what

is termed "rural exodus" is the urban residual - the net product of the

circular flows.

146. Positive as it is3 this phenomenon nevertheless creates impor

tant socio-political and economic problems and African governments are not

really aware of it. This lack of awareness is a product of the lack of

proper understanding ,.f the phenomenon of African development, of the

process which is in motion and ;-kich has been definitively triggered by the

achievement of independence a^ hough it was known before - independence.

Indeed, it is a process vhich'is not a monopoly ,f the upper strata of the

African bureaucratic burgeois group..

147. In s^ite of its inappropriatencss we .w.ll continue to use the

term "rural exodus" - although "urban flood" probably be better depicts the

phenomenon - because it is widely accepted and used, and its symptom are

known, although not quantified, Uhat is contended here is that neither

the causes nor the mechanism of this phenomenon are correctly understood by

all. This is amply witnessed by the efforts to contain the problem exclu

sively within the urban areas with complete disregard of the fact that the

1/ This does not i,:Ply that the development of other sectors' activities,
particularly witain the rural areas will not produce a "removal" effects.



causes are generated almost exclusively within rural society.

148.. The expression "contain" was us.-d here both deliberately and

purposefully, because this phenomenon can not, and should not be stopped.

It should be contained, it should become controllable if not manageable.

If not contained, this phenomenon may be conducive to perilous tensions.

149. The trouble is that this phenomenon is frequently confused with

the unemployment problem (and not the iiagui^u underemployment) ; explained

in terms of developed countries the rural-urban movement (which is basically

a.one-directional flow having completely different causal background)

points to rural-urban income differences as xhe driving force of the move

ment. As in many other cases the criteria, concepts and theories developed

to cope '-ith apparently similar phenomena in developed countries are

completely inapplicable in Africa and are unable to doal with the problems

related with the 'rural exodus". The problem is so specifically African

that even the experience sphered, in Asia and Latin America, in connexion

with similar observable symptoms, has little relevance in the African

context.

150. Like any other socio-economic phenomenon, the "rural exodus"

has a complex background, intimaxely related to both economic and socio

political conditions. The socio-political conditions have changed with

the achievement of independence by African countries and relaxation of

constraints which in the colonial past kept the phenomenon within negli

gible dimension. Its economic background is directly related to the above

described and analyzed endeavours of the indigenous African people to

evaluate the opportunities opened to them by the money economy, mainly paid

employment, and to maximize the income of the family productive units.

151. Host of theae oppoi-tnitios are, of course, concentrated in the

urban areas and therefore everybody interested is bound to move toward the

to-wns.

152. The larger the money sector of fc;:e economy and the faster its

growth the more opportunities will be forthcoming The number of presently

emerging opportunities is, however, very small when compared with the volume
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of redundant labour. X>4 r■...."-1 area:,,

153, Certainly, for* several reasons, not all redundant workers will

seek such opportunities"in urban areas. Some "ill seel: them in rural areats'

(plantation or farm ainploy^cnt) 3 0 . Lvars, especially older or better off

people., will not jeeh "ubern -tt ".11. But sxill Ihe number of eligible, and

willing individuals whu ate road-/ to face ciie rifles involved is dispropor-

2/
tionately large.—'

1^4. And the ris.-s involved are really ,;egli, ioie, if any, ezcept

may he for some hardunip (the individual may be exposed for ;;orae time to

difficulties in finning shelter and food). The tremendous improvement of the

roads and neons of transportation all over Africa h&s virtually reuoved

the foi':.;erly existing obstacle - the perils and hardships of travelling over

long distances on f'.-ot. The customary African hospitality, peculiar tradi

tional family, kinship, clan, and tribal solidarity and obligations

practically guarantee to the unemployed (or only casually employed) migrant

in the to>jn modest survival possibilities. Of course, it is irei! laiotai

that these custo--ns have b~en recently abused by migrants to such an extent

that the burdens failing on the settled to;;n-dT"eiiers hrve beco::.e unbearable,

and sometime"" ruinous. Hevorthclec those condition- eliminate practically

all the risks to r'nicb a migrant can be exposed. As was earlier explained,

his absence, even when prolonged for several months. Trill not cause a

decline of output of his subsistence family productive unit. Paradoxically

enough his ' abseiioe m-j-y "be regarded a,;: a net i_..;.ii: because his stiv :.*e in

consummation is being saved or xhe cor.sumption standards of the other,

renaining uer/diers of the unit impi-ovod. Therefore a L^rial - say staying

in the toi?ri for 8-10 months, doing virtually nothing, is from the view

point of his family productive unit; almost aluays a gain.

l/ e.g. in 1964 in Mwhoroni (Kenya) area, sugar cane plantations ;:ere set
up. The whole area became crowded with sq_ua ,;te_ -j,0 seeking err.ployment,

long before any more substantial recruitment of labour was possible.

2/ The age structure of the population has a great icpact? it accelerates

the novement. ■ -



155. If such indiyl/aal, an ..duit Niaie, is lucky and gets a job, (a

low .paid job of course, ;:;-c:.'j^e ,ie is not uniy anskilled, ne is rather

under-unskilled) he will stay in it for one or two years. Little, if any

decline in hrs family pr.ductive unit out put. Trill occur during such a

period. But a uore prolonged stay nay l;e harmful, teoausa then the output

night decline seriously. Thon he will go back. As Elkan proved, as early

as 1959 only 20 per cent or le-. o of the unskilled labour force in urban

employment can be regardtd as sett]ed-/and committed to permanent wage

employment/ll/. Host migrants are illiterate, and in any case the little

primary education they might possess is by far inaaeuu^te as a sound basis

for acquisition of any ;;:ore advanced level of skills. These African

labourers who can be considered skilled from the industrial point of view,

are almost exclusively second generation urban-dwellers. The period of two

years (and a male adult can barely afford to stay any longer because of his

family obligations) is not slough to acquire skills and secure a sufficiently

high wage level to enable him to support his family in to-ijn. Only scattered

data are available - they shor'that sonief.ii-j^ like 8-10 months is an average

with a maximum of t-o yea^ of staging in paid e^plo ,:;ient for migrant labour.

156. In such circumstances the employer, who is pofectly aware that

the worker will net v:rk Jor him lc,;g enough (any e^.orienood employer is

Africa lcnov:s very .-ell how to dir;tiuguish bet-Gen ijiio^e who are likely to

stay for good ^ind tuose who are i.ii^rant), is :i .rfc li.:ely to spend ,;ioney and

effort to train a ;uigrant worker be/ond the rdninum level of an unskilled

hand.

157* The difficukoies ir. gathering a co:.role:.ier! t of workers for a

newly established factory are well described by Berg/4/ "In 1953 a new

textile inill in the Dakar area attempted to train his o;,n labour force by

bfinging young workers, but found it necessary to take on yGlJ different youths

in a seven :^cnth period in trying to fill its labour needs of 170 uan", and

only a relatively small part of this oo:;iple,::unt had stayed for 5 years when

Berg conducted his inquiry.

1/ Settled for five or :.iore years.
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158- But this Is not the end uf the story. There is evidence that

the worker who already nas tried, and has been successful, cones back to and

usually seek employment with his former employer. Although, he may be not

immediately accepted, he is put on a waiting list and eventually gets a

job "because the employ,rs pr&fur those who had already worked with them,

unless their record was unsatisfactory. This phenomenon may persist. One

cement factory manager explains that in the beginning they had extra

ordinary troubles with the labour force which to the extent of some 90 per

cent, was composed of migratory workers who ;-ere never willing to stay

for more than 8-10 months. ]foy, after 12 years of operation (the interview

was held in 1964) the rotation presents no more problem- "all our workerg

are with us for second, third or more times and theykiow well what they

are supposed to do",

159. There is one acre argument in support of the "income maxi

mization thesis^ by the migrant workers who operate in the two worlds of

subsistence and modern sector. There is plenty of evidence (particularly

from Zambia - Copper Belt) that the migratory workers raen in paid "urban-

employment demonstrate an unusually high, in African conditions, level of

thriftines. They live extremely .lodestly, much below the standards which

their wages permit, and save a considerable part of their earnings.

Sometime they have a p.-e-set target which once achieved enables them to

return to their village - but usually they observe rather their available

time-limits trying to maximize their accumulation of savings. The migrant's

wife and children (and oih-r relevant kin) are in residence in his

Village and he is interested in (a) providing them .ith goocfc not obtainable

otherwise than with cash, and (b) expanding his assets; usually improve

ments in the shelter, expansion of his herd, acquisition ,f some agricul

tural tools and implements. If he is unma ricd, one of the mi-rant's

priority objectives is to obtain money for a payment of bridewealth (or

bride-price as it is called in Uest Africa).

160. There is also one more reason why he tends to go "back to the

village. Since in most areas land is held and disputed by the tribe, a

member has- a right to receive land to cultivate fror. the chief or other'
m



charge of distribution. If a migrant fails to preserve his ties with

his tribal group ne may lose these rights and the protection they give

against the vicissitudes of urban employment and old age. This does not

mean that African labourers nave not altered their attitudes; they have

But the change has been limited by the circumstances .iscu.sed, and if '
industrialisation and economic development are to continue, these

limiting factors rill have to be ovcome in order to evolve a highly
skilled industrial labour force.

161. Several authors have been trying to explain the phenomenon of

rural exodus in terras of rural-urban income diffe,ences - a major argument

in explaining the rural-urban movement of population m developed countries.

The rioht explanation, as we believe, was already eiven above using the

"income maximization thesis" - a maximization of the Su, of subsistence^
deputed income) and cash income earned in paid employment. The level of
income gathered in paid employment is in this concept irrelevant. Besides

the evidence proves that an unbilled worker cannot support out of his wage

his family m urban conditions - which implies dearly that the cash income

. " " J-=-..iij.y unit represents certainly much less than

the income derived from the other f 4Eily unifs acti ities. The point nay

be subject:to some numerical analysis based on the enormous price differences
for agricultural products locojarm and as the uroan market. Subsistence,

imputed income is for statical purposes calculated at very low -,ri c^s of

remote rural markets (and this is certainly co reot). If ve Vuld~li\e to
compare the "urban" and the "vin-. .-n ,,..„ + „ r ■

llll""e ^"ts ol mcome of the family unit ;:e

are o use one same prices (to reflect correctly the imputed purchasing-
capacity of the combined income) /nv sur-h ■■■■■,**-,.

'■ JJly such '-±'ld uf analysis will show that
the migrant's contribution to the coined income of the family unit will

not exceed some 20 to 30 per cent, depending on the area from which the
migrant is coming.

1/ There may be also some cash income on the side -f ^.h i
activi ,-ipq n-f j-u« -p ■ i . , biae jI aor^cultural
activi.xcs of .he family unit earned from sale of surplus output.
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162. The above expre:j'_;ed opinion can be supported by a view-point

expressed by an African/36/ who writes: "1 have yot to come upon any

unassailable proof that imnigrantG in toi;ns are matcria] ly better off in

the first year 01 tvo than t'nej, were in the village even when they are in

employment" (he hass of course, in mind the rare case in which zhe whole

family unit migrate at once). He su^e^ts thai "what coens to be critical

is that they (the migrants) are presented (in towns) with a different

"basket of goods and services which, is more exciting...", but lie admits

that this basket is smaller than in rural areas.

163. There is a very important consequence of the acceptance of

"income maximization thesis" as general explanation of the "rural exodus"

in Africa: namely, that this phenomenon is inherent in a subsistence

economy within a socio-economic structure which has a dual character. A

plural economy has also the features of the dual economy, and therefore

is conducive to the emergence and persistence of the "rural exodus".

Nevertheless, in the case of the plural economy (i.e. having an indigenous

money sector and the foreign enclave sector within the modern sector as

opposed to the traditional - subsistence sector) the "rural exodus" may

be more difficult to contain by the government becausej of the divergent

interests of the rather unmanageable foreign enclave.

164. The process of the containment of the "rural exodus" is thus

related to the transformation of the traditional subsistence economy into a

modem monetized economy - the major goal of African development strategy.

165. So long as a reasonably high rate of decline of the subsistence

sector,, at first of the relative and later of its absolute size, as

measured by the number of the population living within it will not be

achieved, the relative size of the "rural exodux" will grow. Considering

Todaro's/60/ probability model in che reverse' (i.e. zhe reverse urban-rural

income difference) it is easy to come to conclusion that the number of

migrants seeking employment will be proportional to the number of" people in

paid employment. And such situation will persist until the present pro

portions be-bus en the "members" of the money economy and the subsistence

economy will reverse. Ifhen the population of the subsistence sector will
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deoline to relatively neBli,.me proportions the ponnomenon of "rural

exodus" ,d,l transform itself into the process or rural-urban ougratxon
lino™ in developed countries.

166. The conclusion may also be preserved in other terms, namely

thai the efforts to contain the "rural exodus" by concentrating on the'

creation of raore enploy.ent opportunities .ithin the Hodern sector of the

economy, particularly .anufacturxug industries, are hound to he self-

defeating - they can only accelerate and expand the "rural exodus".

167. The p^lem is' to create r.l0,e jobs .ithin the modern economy
by way of producing a large investrble surplus ,hich uPto a lar.e extent
should "be ploughed into rural area<. Tr--h- +llc, ..

u-a.± dieau ,,iwi the purpose to accelerating the

process of socio-economic transformation. In olhor teras tne naxiinlzatlon

of surplus from any economic activity conduced „ thin the .odern sector
should be re^ard.pr' ^ hflTHM- ±-.~ .-■as lla,me ,,ae ilrHt priority. Of cource) this .JQstulate

assu.es. that these surpluses -all he re-invosted domestically and not
transfe-i-Gd aborad.

168. Tiie allocation of available in.e.tiblo resources should be

considered undo, th.ee ^or heading: (i) t^nsfo^tion of ™ society

^ Xhr°e typGS °f --«t«-t have wiaely dirfc.ent gestation .o.iods -
thereiore the proper balance uhich nu-t be ^^.^- s

i^i.cri mlUL De s.,1^ amonj them should be of the

long-tens, dynamic kind.

169. This proposition should not be identifin^ T-i --, +1
'Jt ^^oiuea i;uu the concept of

balanced growth" which is concerned only -i tb i P + .-r^i -, nil h- -.,
ifctionships uithin t

monetxzed economy. Whether an econo.y ,ill stifik to the balanced gro,th"

concept or tend to folio, Hirschman ■ s/25/ doctrine of "balanced" growth

1S a d"'fe-nt -^- W Probably it iB iupossihle to folio,, any one
of these extre.es and only a middle way solution ,c« to be practicahle

whxle these concepts can be regarded as being rather tactical, our pro
position of "balanced deve] o.ro.n t" ia a strategical one.

170. As ras clearly stated above the allocation of resources for

investment in hu.ans have been given an equal importance as the t,o other
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types of invt-.-iti.ae.it. It .^i^uld oc pointed, out, as -:hat vas already-

emphasized in chapter 1 (Tea; d:_; an African Theory of Development) this

type of investment was l^-~u oly neglected in the past arid even worse it

was regarded ac a pai^t of coi'.^uupti^] expend! »u.re. Aloreoverj this

expenditure 71s seldom planned,, and if so usually ;;rcn_;,ly plar.nod. Some

humanly "beautiful targets h;-ve boen set ~ like the achievement of full

compulsory primary achoiorizusiou "ith complete disro.jard of the actual

needs of developing countrios — particularly those in Africa,

171* At present it is even difficult to ansver the question if Africa

is or is net spending enough on education.. T^e can say only th. t this money

is largely Toasted, that the efficiency of the ici rican c.:li".c tio::al s^ s !:e'v is

extremely lo::, and the hind of output uhich is produced l;y this sy^ten

widely differs q\;.;xli-tatively- fro-:, "the prcr-en1: and future ■." .r.iand pattern.

In such con;l:i tions the q_uan titi::. tive "3 uocta of the output are ohvic'usly

irrelevant. The purpo "',e of education can he for earn!::;, as ire 11 as for

le:;rni:i^3 and ire firot h-_d boon :;;uch neglected in _frioa. 1That hind of

education the Afric^r-G device for themselves., irill proba13ly determine the

future of taeir continent.

172. The aiialys is ...ni aopra. sal of the African educa lio.;al r.. stem is

outside the .-:cope 01 the pro,e:it es:_;ay. But '.::. thin its cor. ,e::t one problem

should "be emphasized as heiiiij not only e::tremely important hut even vital.

This is the problem of the acute s.jorta^e of skills on all levels of

economic activities. -,

173- There is a universal a^ruo .;ont, "both amon^v sciontistis and

"businessmen that there ;.ie throe najor obstacles to the development of

economic1 activities -itiiin t'.*e :.iodurn sector in Africa; nunely, (i) acute

shortage in skills supply, (ii) sr;:allne^s of African mavkotcs and (iii)

exorbitantly hi^h costs of investr.ioiit and relatively hi.;vh costs of production,

The myth about the shortage of capital is non censical, Should the three

above mentioned obstacles be removed the capital :rill flou and compete for

the privilege to be invested in Africa.

174- Of these three obstacles the second, is most easily removable -

proper understanding of mutual kAe.ako and yood\ull on the part of the
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African leaders and decis^n-mamers can rapidly re,cve tliis obstacle. The

third is the most difficult but iJ;s impact can be substantially reduced

and its remainder compensated if the first problem is resolved simultaneously

uith the intrxLjction of development conducive -a:e policies. 3o the

problem boils dour, to ths first obr.: ^:.e - t>e sh^ita^ of s>ilis - T,hich

result m the African paradox called "labour scarcity in labour surplus eco

nomy". The shortage of ,,:_tive skilled personal is the cause of several dis

tortions in the African economy, the most impoit^it of rhich ares

(i) sharp limitation of investment opportuntiesj

(ii) the need to employ expatriates, ^-hose presence causes

very important increase in labour costs uith^ut

coi'respo;iJ.i]i^; labour increase

(iii) the need to substitute labour by capital., to a larger

extent than in several more dovsIoDed countries uid

(iv) serious limitations of employment opportunities for

and unskilled labour.

175. Besides, it should be pointed out that the present unavoidability

of expatriate eu.ployi.icnt causes the undesirable effects; (a) relatively

poor mauaGe,-..3nt, and ePfic^ncy of enterprises (,7her compared uith counter

parts in developed countries) because of the relatively poor professional

quality of exoa^^tas villi:^ to -o- in Africa (it s.iould be born in mind

that the high Quality manpower is in saort supply m developed countries

as well), and (b) the oonlottie-e character of the expatriates,^ >rhich

are usually lacking African-oriented motivation in their activities.

176. Strangle- enough the problems of the shortage of skills in

devolopiiig countries has been neglected, cr its importance and implications

minim1Sed? not only by themslevess but also by some very prominent

scientists. It is s^c;:!^ to read i:.A. Lovis/38/ who writes: "... there

may at any time be a short .-e of skilled workers of any L,rade - ranging

1/ /uid of foiei-n-oT.nod e/i^er^riscs,
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from masons, electrician, or ^Idoro to engineers, biologists or adminis

trators. Skilled labour may be a bottleneck in expansion, just like capital

or land. Skilled labour, hoover, is only ,rhat Ilarshal aiLht have -called a

"quasi-bottleneck", if he [lad not had oo nice a sense of elegant language.

For this is only a ternary bottleneck, in the sense tU.-.t if the capital is

available for development, the capitalists or their eovcrnmentc will soon

provide facilities for training mere skilled people". TaiS is ,ot a Lewis-

like approach and, today, even the uost stubborn capitalxatically minded

(in US or elsewhere) businessman ,U1 not beli.ve t.ct he can "buy" at any
tine a first-claos manager, scientist terh-nln-H + „ p

o -3 oox^.i ^ubj ijecaiioio^i.^ t or even fo^e -&n or

tool-maker. Only a faction of one per co.t of trained pco.ie beoone "first

class" and besides thoir traini^cun-e^erience-euther^ .eriod may

eztend from the completion of primary eduexon far from 10 to 20 years

assuming the availability of financial ,e,u,s and of adequate educate onal-

cum-training facilities. Thus this Lewis's "duasi-botxleneck" cau,c. tl-e
necessity of tuildins ln to ]lis Qodel of oonElderaole tiLie_lQ^ ^ ^ ^

eiiect of chan&inG this "quasi-boUlenock" into an obstacle ,hich is unlikely
to erode either fast or soon.

177. Eollister/25/ points ou- three major prot _e:,s related to manpower
^hich Africa is facing: (i) the shorty of skilled raTOra. (iii) the

rural-urban-rural migraiion, and (iii) the malfunctioning of the wage system.

He proposes an in.eMd manpower policy, ,hich ,in lnclude: (i) ^^

Planning (ii) educational plan:lin£;> and (i±i) enplO7;jeat ^.^ ^

Obviously these three policy factors are not only interrelated but inter-
loclcing.

178. Talks on the necessity for ,an.o or Plan,in£ in Africa has

already gone for at least a decade, but as ,,,tb the problem of eoono,ic

co-operation for development there is still -moh -Pi-- ..-- .,„
-^x_ . .uon ^i._ii_£ rijiii no concrete

actions, lleimuhile situ-tions h-,Ve al-e^-- -, ,,--..,-,■ - ...
, , " e J"L-C"~-^ e..iar,;^c m ..ixnca in :mich people

«fao have .oen educated are hovering une,::io.ed or ai-e e^lo^ed -*th -^,e^rd
their ^lificatio,, thus ,astinG tuem. The lad: of intoned .a '

policy m Africa of the sort proposed by Hollister - is one of the

disquieting features of the African scene.
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179. Skills and >no-;lGd,,e ;:ro a form of o^,;Ltal3 and this capital

is in substantial part a product of deliberate investment, that has -rown

in Western societies at a i.vacli faster rate than conventional (tangible or

fixed) capital, and its -ro-th nay uell be the most distinctive feature of

this socio-economic sys teia.



5. HUIviAlT i^SOUBCuiS; PRODUCTIVITY AJJd

180. The increase in productivity cancels the effects of the law of

diminishing returns. Colin Clark /"]/ considers that the majority of

industries in the modern community work under the law of increasing

returns and not under the law of diminishing returns. He says that

"This is one of the simplest but at the same time most important propo

sitions in economics. This changes a lot because at tne time when

Malthus wrote - or for that matter Hi carlo - the law of diminishing

returns was supposed to be universal".

utaployment growth rates are lagging behind the growth of output not

only in modern capital-intensive industries but also in those traditionally

regarded as labour-intensive. The conclusion is that the maximum labour

absorption1criterion would not maximise the addition to output - the

choice is for rising employment with rising per capita real income of

Africans and not otherwise. This conclusion is net applicable only to

manufacturing industry or, more generally to the modern sector of the

economy but is also valid for the African economy as a whole, including

its subsistence sector - perhaps with special emphasis on it.

181. More, and more productive employment may: (a) increase the income

of groups in want and thus ensure wider sharing of the benefits of

development? (b) ensure that human capacities are utilized as fully as

possible for development? and (c) ensure the participation of all in the

economic life of the community and avoid the sense of frustration and

failure to which unemployment or severe underemployment may'lead /28/.

Yet the average productivity of African labour is several times lower

than of the labour in developed countries. Harbinaon /22/says:

"African labour is neither cheap nor predictable ... and its productivity

is shockingly low". Nevertheless, in the final reckoning it is not only

the African labourer but, and may be mainly, his employer who must bear

the stigma of imperfect performance.
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182. Low productivity or labour :.n Africa is a complex problem. It is

directly related to tlie "behavioural pattern cf the, prevailingly migrant

labour which impedes the acquisition of skills and proficiency. And the

lack of skills combined vn.iL wage patterns result in lew productivity.

The term "wage pattern" is used here deliberately because in most of

developing African countries there is hardly any deliberately conceived

consistent wage and employment policy based on the proper assessment of

the situation and long-te^m development consideration.

183. There is a temptation to compare the average wage levels in Africa

with those paid elsewhere. Such comparison is presented in Table 5*1

(data for textile industry: spinning and weaving).

184. It is quite clear that Africa pays relatively high wages, much higher

than Asia, and higher xhan the advancing countries. There are even such

countries in Africa, which pa;y a higher average wage than the U.K.. This

suggests that there is apparently something wrong with wage levels in

Africa, The explanation is rather simple - These high averages result

from exuberantly high salaries r^-id to the expatriate staff and workers,

as well as to the Africans wiio replace formerly employed expatiates

(this is eeoeci?,!].;,■ striking in t' 5 case of Nigeria \ Nonetheless, even

introducing necensary corrections for t-iis distorting factors, Africa

pays high wages relrtti "f- to labour productivity (l/v). The problem will

be analyzed later ii'- this et:s&j ii"1 rr.orn dc-^tai.1—' in the context of capital-

lab our subs ti tu ti<-• n e -jc -

185. There xs a necessity for a prodigious increase in productivity

combined with the acceptance of the need for restraint on the wages of

those who are already above the average combined with substantial reduction

of salaries of those in upper echelons. Otherwise intractable social and

economic problems will emerge. It should be realized that higher minimum

wages, and generally higher wages have negative effects on economic

development and change: (i) it reduces government services and capital

formation? (2) it reduces employment or slows its increase; (3) it increases

I/ See chapter 7
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strains on the "balance of payment; and (4) it restricts the expansion of

peasant agriculture by redistribution of income from peasants to wage

earners.

186. The framing of an effective wages policy is especially important in

developing countries. The degree of government control over wage deter

mination, whether direct or indirect, must be greater than in developed

countries, and the impact of public policy decisions should be both sharper

and more extensive. The consequences of emr are greater, both in

political and economic terms.

187. The colonial system of labour discipline has broken down in Africa

and nothing has yet developed to take its place. The present "system"

became a caricature of the colonial system as a result of continuously and

inconsistently applied changes. The wage system in the "modern" sector

of the African economies has been distorted by the effects of the foreign

rule, and in spite of wide scale unemployment, real wages have been rising

by about 4 per cent a year thus worsening the already difficult situation.

This growth rate is the average for the past decade during which the

annual growth rate has been continuously accelerated. In the early 60s

the annual growth rate was negligible.

188. One of the important elements of any wage policy is the use of

minimum wage fixing which was originally conceived as an instrument for "

relieving or overcoming the poverty of workers with low incomes. But its

effectiveness is limited in all countries by the.fact that low wages are

only one of mary causes of poverty, and in developing countries there are

many of these causes. At least two more factors are in play: (a) only

a relatively small proportion of the economically active population is

engaged in wage-employment, and (b) a low general level of wages paid to

the natives is for the most part a symptom rather than a cause of poverty.

But this is only one part of the problem because more frequently the

minimum wage fixing has been conceived as an instrument for eliminating

"unfair competition" and then we encounter the difficulty of determining



what is unfair, particularly in developing economies in Africa where this

weapon was i.sed and abused against exploitation of both human and natural

resources by foreign enterprises. But this weapon is from the developmental

view-point a self-dofeacing instrument because of the adverse impact of

rising wages on the development process. liverywhere. but particularly

in developing countries, minimum wages cannot be set without taking into

account the social and economic context, including the amount of unemployment,

the size of peasant population and the existing relationship between peasant

incomes and wages, both rural and urban.

189. Because of the importance of a country's economic development to ■

its wage earners no less than to other social groups, the process of wage

determination must take into account the proper role of wages in creating

markets for mass production of consumer goods, as well as the likely impact

of wage changes on the volume of employment.

190. All this has, moreover, .to be seen against the background of the "

accepted development strategy, especially plans for promoting exports

and encouraging the production of substitutes for imports - wherever

reasonably possible and economically practicable- Of course, development

should result in the creation of "re^m-for wa6e increases" -but this is

just where the dichotomy of the problem emerges. In Africa the problem jH

notfatthe uageB should catch up with D^KP.tivit.y increases, but rather

that productivity should catch up and outrun the wages to arrive to ±h,

situation known as "self sustained growth". The difference between

productivity and wages should yield a fast increasing accumulation. This

is why the African governments must call for wage restraint, and why the ■

problem of proper minimum wage fixing policy is so urgent, difficult, and
delicate.

191. As it was already explained in the -previous chapter and contrary to

the opinion of many scientists (who are expressing opinions on African

problems without studying them on the spot) there iB a wide gap between

earnings in unskilled wage-employment and in peasant, prevailingly
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subsistence agriculture (i e= the -raputed inooue \n the latter are higher).

On the other hand there is an even wider earnings gap "between unskilled,

uneducated workers and skilled, educated labour, which is far greater c

in Africa, than in developed countries. The theoretical economic literature

centres on the theoretical market determination of unskilled labour in a

plural (dual) economy characterised by surplus of migrant labour.

Differentials in earnings from employment do not receive much attention.

Even the fashionable calculation of rates of return on education, which

directs attention at the income differentials between groups with different

educational attainments, has so far been confined exclusively to some

developed countries and there has been little empirical testing of theories.

We know about only one serious study on wages and salaries in Africaj

namely, the one carried out ~oy Knigtit in Uganda . 34/ wh° found considerable

market imperfections which caused disequilibrium in the labour market.

It seems that, so far, the most important factor in wage determination

has been'the cost of living ard not national income and productivity which

are- virtually ignored as criteria. There is an urgei:t reed to co-ordinate

the plan for rising" wages with tlie general :<ian for increasing industrial

production. "And it should not be forgotten that the relative prices of

reproductive goods and services do ..ot depend, or; mon«_,y wa6es - thoy depend

upon multilateral relative productivity of labour of different producers

■in different lines of production,

192. It"is impossible to conclude this chapter without mentioning the

important recent contribution of Turner and Jackson /6l/. Their study'is

a comparative one - between the advanced and the developing countries , .

(several African countries are"included into the sample) - and its aim is

to determine in what respect wage trends actually differed between the

two groups, and to elucidate by nore detailed contrast the nature and

behaviour of labour markets in the developing countries itself,

193« The comparison and analysis of wage and price movements in the

industrial, "market" economies and the modern sector of ths developing

countries suggests that three trends are common tc both groups of economies.
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194. Average money wages tend to rise at a rate corresponding approximately

to.the normal pace of productivity growth invfchese industrial branches

whare this pace is naturally fastest. Average retail prices tend to

increase at a rate roughly equal.tc the difference "between the rates of .

money wage increase and of average productivity growth. And average real

wages tend to rise, at'a pace equal to that of average productivity growth

itself. , . .

195. Since productivity growth rates are largely" influenced by universal

technological factors, these rates tend, again, to be identical for economices

of different types. Variations around these trends is much greater for

the less developed countries, than for the advanced countries, and parti

cularly in Africa there is a strong tendency for productivity to lag behind

the wage hike.

196. More serious, however, are the consequences of the analysis for the

socio-economic problems of developing countries.- On the whole, the deter

mination of the general level of real wages in such countries clearly does

not accord with the "unlimited supply of labour" medel. On the contrary,

the wage level behaves in a way which suggests that similar forces and

mechanisms an operative in these e,jnomies as are relevant to the wage-

determination process of the capitalist, industrial, countries where labour

is scarce, 03? at least was, until the recent shakedown in economic activity.

197* Turner and Jackson did, of course; fall i:;t^ the trap cf the assump

tion usually made in respect of the labour i'.irce in developed countries;

namely, that it is homogenous in the sense that its skills composition,

including the proportion of unskill-id la>our crrerponds to the structure

of demand, and., moreover the abundance of training facilities c^cibiued

with rather refined manpower planning continuously takes care of the

necessary structural adjustment. This is n-^t tho case in developing

countries where the structure of the labour supply net only widely differs

from the structure of the demand for it but is even in contrast with itJ
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Skilled labour is in extremely scarce supply - some skills are net

available at all and must "be performed by-the imported expatriates. The

possibility of unskilled labour employment is strictly limited by the

numbers of available skilled labour. Taken together there is an acute

shortage of labour on the supplj side which by far is unable to satisfy

the effective demand: one main reason for the existence of the very

large unutilised capacity in African manufacturing industry. The un

employed (or underemployed - in rural areas) labour in Africa is perfectly

homogenous ~ is thoroughly unskilled, and this in African and not European

terms - most of this labour requires intensive training to become unskilled

in European terms. Therefore labour in Africa is a scarce factor and no

wonder that the labour market in Africa behaves similarly to the labour

markets in developed countries.

I98. In the developing countries, however, these mechanisms generally

involve a continual widening of (what is in several countries a major

source of political friction) the gap between living standards of skilled

people living mainly in urban areas on the one hand and of unskilled workers

as well as the rural population living within the traditional economy on

the other, Vhis results in an apparent paradox that in countries where

labour is apparently plentiful (when considered homogenous) labour is

often relatively dear. It will not "be too risky to make the proposition .

that all this leads to a more acute (effectively) labour scarcity relative

to the idle capital than it is the case in developed countries.

199- The most serious implication is that for the growth of employment.

In the "unlimited labour" model the surplus is ultimately absorbed (because

both the demand and supply of labour are considered to be homogenous -

a major error). But if the behaviour of the modern sector's wages level

corresponds, not to That what has been theoretically expected (again wrongly)

of a labour surplus economy but rather to that ruling in the advanced

economies where relative labour scarcity is the rule5 it seems than to

follow that the natural growth of employment in the modern sector will

remain restricted. In conclusion Turner and Jackson are rightly afraid

that "so far from being absorbed, the increase in the labour force "produced"



by the developing countries fast population growth will swell the labour

surplus.itself". This conclusion is reflected in tho title of their

paper "Unlimited Labour Forever".

200. Although they have been misled by the erroneous assumption of the

homogenity of the labour force in developing countries (a particularly

important error in respect of African labour), their observations are of

great importance for wage policy and particularly for the policy of

investment in humans. If this latter is net wisely conceived and

vigorously implemented the gloomy prediction "Unlimited Labour Forever-

may become true.

201. Lardner /^/ who is an African and cartainly does not believe in

miracles, points to the need for restraint and wisdom i.e. the need to

change wage and educational policies in a rather caustic formulation:

"We (Africans) also believe we are chosen by divine providence to undergo

the unique experience of achieving high levels of development and high

rates of economic growth without cost cr suffering".

202. A closer analysis of the low general efficiency of the African

educational system regarded as a productive sector, as well as of its

several deficiencies - its product does not correspond to the requirements -

goes beyond the scope of this essay. But this problem should have the

highest priority in Africa because its "educational systems are still far

from ready to contribute what is needed to build the new African states

and economies" /3l/.
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6. AFRICAN HAITUFACTURIHC TITDUSOii^:: II£> PATTING AITD PERFORMANCE

203. In the wake of pciitical independence in the late fifties and early

nix-ties, African countries accorded high priority to industrialization.

They were motivated by the objective of attaining the speedy transfor

mation of theii economies and they have been certainly right. As

Chenery /6/ has said: "Industrialization is the main hope of most poor

countries trying to increase the^r levels 01 inco.r.o".

204. Nevertheless; the ambitiously envisaged targets have by far not been

achieved and the annual growth rate cf 7^3 per cent per annum (in terms

of value added) hardly exceeded the 6.9 Per cent achieved during the

fifties. The manufacturing sector's contribution to GDP has grown from

7.4 per cent (1950) to 11.2 per cenx (1967); "but this reflects merely

the failure of the agricultural sector to repeat its past performance

(the growth rate has declined from 3-7 to 1,6 per cent per annum) /64A

205. The all-pervasive feature of the manufacturing industry in Africa

in i960 or thereabout was that it was foreign owned. In the sixties, a

few African countries have nationalized manufacturing industries partially

or in the whole. In some othersj the public sector has emerged as entre

preneur and either alone oi ^h^jugh ^ar ticx ja,ti^*i in mixed ventures has

contributed, to some extent, to the development of national manufacturing

industries. Indigenous, private ownership in manufacturing industry is

virtually non-existent except in some North African countries and in the

field of small-scale industry, which is very slowly developing in several

African countries.

206. The bulk of manufacturing is centered on import substitution and

survive mainly thanks tc heavy protection which tends to grow continuously,

There are some export-oriented operations almost exclusively related to

primary processing stages of mineralsj timber and agricultural products.

Copper smelting and refining in Zaire and Zambia should be regarded as a

notable exception. Two factors are mainly ab work in limiting the export

capacity of African manufacturing., namely, (a; j;ocr quality of products

due to the lack cf skilled labour and technical personnel? and ("b) high

cost of production uhich makes the products norj-competitive on the world

marke t.



207. Although no industrial development planning existed during colonial

times, industries Fere growing in a, i&irly rational way from the point

of view of the colonial economy irtiich existed at the periphery of the

metropolitan economy. Both in respect of the natality of their operational

scale as well as of the choice of location they displayed much better

economic features than jn the late six-ties. Th.^j had to compete with

their metropolitan counterparts with little, :f any protection, 9*cept

for the cost of shipment of goods from the metrcpole to the colony (this

"natural" protection was seme timed relatively important, as e.g., in the

case of -Rhodesia). They were thus obliged to seek optimal solutions.

Industry tended to polarise (except natural lesources processing plants)

around centres of foreign enclaves of the time commanding exclusively

much larger territories and markets than after ii.dependence. The "transport

network of those times corresponded with the geo-economic structure of

the colony and with the colonial objectives of its exploitation,

208. The rationale of these structures was destroyed with the achievement

of independence by most of the African countries, a process which was '

parallelled by the political and economic fragmentation of Africa. Some

clusters of industries, e-g, the Senegalese centre, have been deprived of

their former markets, Mi.c ^oorair^ ^der^;i,:.£d or idle. On the other

extreme some countries came ir.to independent existence with no industries

whatsoever. technical and other elements of tne infrastructure become

obsolete, inadequate ana ill adapted to ser/e the newly and sometimes

awkward, political structure of the continent.

209. The fragmentation of Africa was by no means incidental. Internal

political forces have, may be unconsciously, supported the economic and

political objectives of the former metropolitan powers in the creation

of an Africa which will be both politically and economically weak and

dependent, and thus more easily amenable to the neo-colonial phase of

Africa's exploitation. Nationalistic fervour combined with exogenous

support has tended to perpetuate this fragmentation through the whole

period of the past decade and not much progress toward Africa's re-

integration has been achieved or is in sight. Both historical and actual

aspects of the problem are presented in books of Barnes /if and of Green

and Seidman /l8/.



210. This is duly reflected in the trends of industrilization policy of

individual African countries during the sixties. Although development

planning, of some sort, was introduced by virtually all developing

African countries, the industrial development (except for Algeria, UAR,

and up to an extent Tanzania) represented one of the weakest elements of

the plans and the pursuit of laissez-faire policies has practically

annihilate all of its meaning. Few industrial projects included in the

development plans have materialized - a completely different set of

industries has emerged in the process and their aggregate volume of output

has been lower than originally expected and planned.

211. Industrilization policy has degenerated into an import substitution

effort at any cost. Protective barriers have been erected, beggar-your-

neighbour investment c^-des and fiscal incentives introduced, foreign

investors sought and industrial plants built largely with a disregard of

any social cost-benefit criteria, and future consequences in baiar,ce-of-

payments inability to accommodate profit remittances, debt servicing and

capital repatriation. The most expensive kinds of indebtedness have been

contracted with meagre benefits to national economies.

212. A largu part of this development was achieved <.t the cost of the

societies purchasing power, because in many cases sub-optimal units were

3et up whose profitability could only be ensured through heavy protection.

Plants with identical or similar manufacturing programmes have proliferated

in neighbouring countries leading to both waste and misallucation of

scarce human, financial and particularly foreign .exchange rebources. There

has been a neglect of industrial planning and co-ordination of policies

on the multinational level throughout Africa,

213. In evaluating investment priorities African governments have ignored

the effects of alternative investment prospects in neighbouring countries..

Conversely, it was ignored that domes to. <s production to substitute for

goods currently imported from a neighbour country may save foreign exchange

but only at the expense of the foreign exchange position of the neighbour

and frequently accruing further leases to that country by making the

scale of its operation less viable, if not unviable.
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Such a situation is even present within those countries where

multinational economic co-operative schemes have been worked out and

apparently implemented. These countries have approached the treaties

"by seeing how^ much they can get away with and still stay within the

lett'er of the agreemont which has loopholes through which one could

drive a truck.

215. The lack of skilled labour has combined with the smallness of

national markets resulting in large unutilized capacities in most of

manufacturing industries. Seldom are plants operated on more than 01:9

shift and even this one shift has frequently not the full complement

of labour force.

216. In spite of all these deficiences, by now the case for Africa's

industrialization has been made so often that it does not require more

than ono.;paragraph.. There is no longer controversy about the importance

of industrialization as the main long-run path of e00nqmic gr0wth. The

case is widely, if not universally., accepted. It seems that ther.2 is

even an over-reliance on the industrialisation process as a development

generating activity to the neglect of agriculture, and particularly

the need for transformation of the subsistence sector into a monetized

modern economy.

217. Nevertheless the theory differs uidely from the practice. Developed

capitalist countries tend to monopolize all industrial activities for the

private sector and are strongly opposed to their development within the

public sector. This policy is duly reflected in the practical actions of

international development agencies, multilateral and bilateral donors,

except for socialist countries> Although such policies are not officially

spelled out thej are nevertheless implemented. Any foreign private

investor willing to come to Africa to put up an industrial plant may

easily ^et assistancej both from international and national sources,

including political support.
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218.- In theory an African indigenous investor may get similar assistance.

But the problem is that Africa suffers an acute'shortage of entrepreneurs

in general, industrial in particular, and internationally acceptable

entrepreneurs are virtually non-existent. In such circumstances, the

international "aid" apparatus and business community effectively reserve

industrial investment opportunities for non-African private investors by

virtually denying support to any industrial development within the public

sector frequently willing: to act as a temporary substitute for private

indigenous investors- Besides, it should be pointed out that, mainly due

to the smallness of the markets, the number of viable and healthy industrial

investment opportunities in Africa is much smaller as the size of the

population or the area or the world map might suggest.

219. The structure of the manufacturing industry in Africa corresponds

to its early stage of development. Most, or nearly all countries either

'have or are in the process of installing the following industries 1 edible

oils, grain milling, beverages, footwear, wood products, paint formulation,

soap, clay products, some metal products, and the repair of motor vehicles.

Textile industry (mainlv weaving, much less spinning) and small scale

clothing industry is expanding fast. Basic chemical industries (including

fertilizers) and basic metal industries hardly exist outside North Africa^/,
although in the past decade several' petroleum refineries (prevailingly

domestic market-oriented) went into" operation in several African countries,

and more are either under construction or seriously contemplated.

220. The range, number and capacity of food processing industries is in

striking disproportion when compared with the wealth of potential inputs

cf agricultural (vegetabls and animal) origin. The same is true of the

forest based industries - most of the timber being exported unprocessed
(logs).

1/ incept for exclusively export-oriented, relatively large basic metals
(non-ferrous) industries in Guinea, Ghana, Cameroun, S. Rhodesia, ' '
Zaire, and Zambia, ' J



221. In spite of the development of cement industry in several countries

(some countries have been .so far unable to find out the necessary limestone
of reasonable quality and in sufficient quantity to start the cement

manufacturing) aS well as of manufacturing, of other building materials

still about half of the construction industry inputs (ad valorem) are
imported.

222. There is virtually no capital goods manufacturing industry in the

whole of developing Africa (some beginnings have been made in UAR, and

to a much lesser extent in S. lihodesia and Zaire).

223. This brief and largely impressionistic picture of the present

structure is not and cannot be conducive to any conclusions which will

enable any valid generalization except for the one made above stating that

Africa's industrialization is still in its early stage of development.

UAR's exception confirms on.y, by the wav of contrast, the general appraisal.

224- If following the Japanese "model" we divide the process of techno

logical development into stages: namely, (i) transfer of technology from

mo-re developed countries; (ii) copying of technologies developed in

advanced countries; (iii) adapting (either transferred or copied) advanced

countries' technology to own conditions, environment etc; (iv) working out

and developing own, original technology^, than Africa is now still in the
first stage3 and rather far away "from beginning the second.

225. Although it would be obviously desirable to change, at least partially,

this situation m Africa, it is virtually impossible at present, mainly

because of the lack of skills, knowledge and experience which are indis

pensable to embark on such activities, ^ven the minimum knowledge and

experience necessary to choose among technologies proposed to be given t*

Africa is very seldom available with Africans. This field is still virtually

monopolized by expatriates working in and/or apparently for Africa.

These stages are not only overlapping but at the end of the process,
i.e. in xhe fourth stage all methods of assimilating and developing
technology are parallely in use. Such a situation is typical for ail
industrially developed countries of today. It should be pointed o~
that Japan rather early started developing its own technology in cases
related with processes in which nobody else in the world was interested
\Q*g« silk).



2T6. The scientific re sea... Ai vYi^cu should \: the backbone1 is in Africa

in its.infant stage of derelcpraenv Much research on African problems

is carried out overseas, particula.il;> in France and England, and more

recently in HSA, "but ix is primarily concerned with pro"blems which are

of commercial interest to i ts sponsors. Little has been done "by the ■

Africans to, organize research in Africa., most of the rather modest effort

comes from overseas,, ~.nd' this is nut always research relevant for

African industrial development.

227. ■ In such conditions there is? for the time "being, nothing else to do,

but to import (there is nc capacity for copying, which is otherwise

called "rorrouing") readily available technologies from overseas. Africa's

own technological capacities should be urgently developed - first of all

to acquire ,_the. ability to choose -the;1 .best, out: ^f, what, -is available. There1

is need of progress toward jetting ?t least partial technical independence.

228. By "tehnical" dependence we mean dependence on ^intellectual" imports,

whether in their "materialised" L^or.;; (as tl^f invert of bdchnolog^, the

standardization principles and system; patents and licences? or the result

of researches in science and xecLnciegy) c± in its ':liveh form (as the

import of expats, advisers, tea^he. :, manage :rs, iec): icians, or sending

abroad of students on foreign scholarships). The supply of technology

and educated people to African countries also iis^xajs eifects of the

colonial heritage. While previously; however,' this dependence manifested

itself in the general retardation oi' indusxriai devolopment ar.d technical

education^ and thus it could hy no means assume - a"^ least in i.nduatry -

the form of technical assistance^ today it appears that the former colonial

metropolitan powers as well as USA and otheV developed capitalist countries

have relinquished their monopoly over industrial production and technology

as well as technical equation and are ready to support industrialization

in Africa by promoting technical education and sharing their technology, ..

Nevertheless, this kind of dependences particularly the over-reliance

on foreign managers and technicians, should be regarded as dangerous,

because they can withdraw fr^ni all the plants dop*:.r viing on foreign

interests, and thus pa.-.alyse mop-t of tho industry ir> Africa '.^
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229. What kind of technology is ur.od in Africa today? - the answer is

very easy and twofold: (i) in exclusively export-oriented industries

the best available (most modern) technology and equipment is used, to

secure required high quality standards and to keep the production costs -

in spite of the shortage of skills - on lowest possible, i.e. competitive

level, and (ii) in the domestic market-oriented manufacturing industries

in Africa, obsolete technology and equipment is prevailent, very, very

few indeed cases of the use of really modern technology and equipment

are known. In other words: within African industry exists a technological

dualism, just like between the mod err. and the traditional sectors of the

kind which was described by e.g. Higgins /23/ or more recently by Singer

The reasons for such situation are more than obvious.

230. The export-oriented industries are not subsidized and they have to

meet the internatior.al competition.'. Their existence is based on cheap

African natural resources and in certain cases, but not always on slightly

cheaper labour - factors which can compensate (up to which extent is

difficult to say) for more expensive investment^ and higher operational

costs. Only optimal progressive technological solutions can cope with

such important constraints, remain viable for a reasonable period of

time and secure rates of p-ofit ccrr/neriaurate with the. elements of risk

involved.

231. Import-substitutive, domestic market-oriented industries in Africa

are in a diametrically o-oursj te situation. They have a virtually mono

polistic position on the market - in case v/here there are more than one

producer, usually all of them foreign based, they know very well now to

co-operate on the market- They enjoy heavy protection (seldom any other

kind of subsidy) which is conveniently high in relation to prices reflecting

actual production costs and the claim for higher (than in developed

countries) profits motivated by higner risk probability. There is no

1/ This factor will be analysed later more in detail. The expensiveness
of industrial investment in Africa is caused mainly by high transport
and insurance costs of equipment, very high erection costs (due to the
lack of locally available skills), high cost of civil engineering works.
These and other factors can rise the costs of a plant in Africa two-
or three-fold when compared with developed countries.
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preBsing need for high quality standards within a sellers' market.

Nevertheless they have to cope with two major difficulties, namely:

(a) the smallness of the market, and (b) the shortage of skilled labour,

which contradicts each other when considered in technological context. '

The second calls for large—scale operation* which is skilled labour saving,

the first calls for limited scale of operation, which usually requires

much more skilled labour than is topical for large scale operation.

232. These two constraints have Usually led to compromises. .., . Under-

utilization of the capacity of the plant was accepted in advance (frequently

with an optimistic assumption than the market should expand in a deve3«ping

country rather fast) and preference was given to the skilled labour saving

solutions. There was and is an additional argument promoting the concept

of large-scale type of plant design which is related to the shortage of

skilled supervisory workers and staff; namely, the need to restrict the

operation to one shift, with the aim to minimize the demand for imported

expatriate labour whose cost is not limited to salaries etc. but implies

also extra investment in housing and ancillary arrangements. Sophisticated

ultra-modern plant design and equipment was avoided because: (a) the

products' quality requirement have been not high (and thus not in need for

top-class equipment securing high quality), (b) it saves on relatively

few skilled workers, if any, because of maintenance problems, and (c) this

equipment is relatively much more expensive and not either easily or

readily available.

233. These considerations resulted in the acceptance of plant design 'and

equipment which was in developed countries considered most modern some

10 - 15 years, ago, and which in these countries was already obsolete both

in terms of Johansen's /29/ "vintage" concept and in terras of quality of

products which it has been capable of producing. Second hand equipment was

generally not favoured because of maintenance problems. But new equipment

of this older design was both cheap and easily available from manufacturers

who have been unable to keep with the progress. And there are plenty of

such manufacturers in Kurope, particularly in U.K., and even in Japan. -

Besides such kind of equipment was'already also manufactured in developing
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countries, e.g. India and China. Tne wage differential between developed

and developing countries assured this kind of equipment another additional

lifetime (although it has ."been "dead" in developed countries).

234. The major defect of such compromise, which warrants such treatment

of African manufacturing industry as obsolete is that it is a priori non-

competitive - either in terms of productivity or in terms of product quality,

even if by some miraculous circumstances African industry be able to

bring down its production costs -; wh^eh. ,do, not depend only on the produc

tivity factor. This is one.of the reasons why Africans manufacturing,

industry is almost completely deprived of the right to hope for export

of the products of her domestic-market - oriented plants. Of course,

besides quality impediments there are serious economic obstacles on the

way of such exports: namely: high unit costs of production which results

from the peculiar economic pattern of the African manufacturing industries

235. "The high capital-intensity of African industries is a myth that

cloaks its more universal capital-expensive character" /43/ as well as

its capacity under-utilization. True capital-intensity does make a

limited appearance on African industrial scenfP, It appears in the

export-oriented industry and as a response to specific industry charac

teristics e.g. petroleum refineries or cement plants. In seldom cases

it can be partially attributed to "a conscious attempt at "prediscounting"

the tendency of wages and salaries to rise throughout the 1960s" /43/.

236. The expensiveness of industrial investment is generally present in

Africa, The costs of setting up industrial plants in Africa when compared

with similar plants of similar size, technology and product structure put

up in countries of Western Europe or in Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan,

Singapore, generally and in large parts (but not necessarily across the

board) of Indian and Pakistani industries is much higher (between 50 and

200 per cent, ignoring extremes at either end of the spectrum of unit-wise

experience). Thus, the fixed capital expenditure per ton of capacity for

the Athi River Cement Plant in Kenya came to 390 shillings compared to

If so, then usually in respect of the "core" of the technological
process, e.g. in foreign owned soap factories, there will be a

mechanised part (milling, extrusion, cutting) and a deliberately not
mechanized part (wrapping) of the operation. /43/.
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206 chilling;- i'or f inilar plants iu she Federal German Republic. "The

case of the percent industry, as recorded .... sn-ws tlie investment per

100,000 tons of annual cap? c? try to vary between US$1.63 million and

US$18.00 million, during a comparatively small time period and f->r woll-

known standard technologies" /A2/, Recent composite plants in the cotton

textile industry in East Africa have rarely involved fixed capital

expenditure of less -than 3 to 4 million shillings—' compared to 1,8 million

shillings in Western Europe and 1-4 to 1.6 million shillings per one

million square yards of annual capacity in India for broadly similar

production patterns, size and technology /43A That implies,- in the ■

case of textile industry the setting up of a plant is 80 to 100 per cent

more.expensive than elsewhere in the developed and developing world. It

implies, also.an.apparently two times higher capital-labour ratio solely

because of the expensivenecs-' of the investment? not taking into account

the fact of the underutiiization (frequently deliberate as explained above)

of the capital, a fact which will only contribute to .further increase .of

the apparent capital-labour ratio. It should be pointed out that in

this respect (of expensiyeness) the situation is worsening rather .rapidly

because investment costs have a tendency to rise further at an annual,

rate of around 7 to 8 ner c-p:it (si'cn was this rate in .aast Africa during

1964 to 1968) /43A

237. Phe main factors which contribute to the phenomenon of this

expensiveness and its cont: nous r: se, ■following the analysis conducted,

rty SoD. Mehta /43/\ are the following: (a) building costs; (b) plant and

machinery mainly in respect of extremely high difference between P.O.B.

\j uiast African currency.

2/ We do not consider here oases, which have been discovered in Africa,

of deliberate "over invoicing" of the investment, i.e. of deliberate

fattening of the book value of fixed assets which corresponds to a

fattened amount of debt contracted by the venture at the time of its

inception3 and which results in the lack of taxable profits for a

considerable period of time, inter alia, eliminating the problem of

profit transfers abroad in favour of debt servicing.
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and plant-site in Africa (transport and insurance) costs?^ and (c) erection

costs of plant and equipment which due to lack of adequate local skills

should "be performed "by suppliers' personnel thus making this cost item

several times higher than in Europe, for example.

238. Obviously, the high cost of investment has a substantial impact,

through the depreciation component, on the unit cost of production. But

this is neither the only nor the most important reason for the very high

unit cost of production in Africa reflected in market prices.

239. "As it_is, even in the case of the JSast African textile industries -

wherein the raw material (cotton) originates within iSast Africa; the wage

level Prima facie seems to be reasonable; and there are numerous producers

in a state of occasional glut of output and (presumably) some degree of

reasonable competition - production costs-7'are known to be about 20 to

25 per cent higher than the CIP prices for comparable imported productsM/43/«

240. Several factors contribute to this situation. The^ may be classified

under following headings: (a) raw materials; (b) scale of operation and

excess capacity; (c) larger inventories of stores and spares? (d) main

tenance; (e) capital-related charges; (f) internal transport costs;

(g) the humar. element; and (h) managerial and technical cadres. Some of

these factors are self-explanatory or have been already discussed else

where in the present essay, others warrant some brief explanation.

241. All these have an important impact on the price levels which are

additionally magnified by high returns to owners and/or entrepreneurs.

1/ This difference is particularly striking for land-locked countries.
For example in a certain case in Central African Republic this

difference exceeded 15c per cent of the P.O.B. value of equipment.

2/ Costs - not prices which are in the average over 40 per cent higher
in Africa than CIP prices for imported textiles of comparable kind
and quality.
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242. The impact of the costs of material imputs varies widely with the

kind of industry and its location. The difference may be "best illustrated

by the-comparison between a cotton composite textile plant located in a

cotton growing country and a copper wire drawing and electric cables

manufacturing plant locatedj say in F^nya which is bound to import vir

tually all of his material inputs from overseas. In the average the

African manufacturing industry imports almost 60 per cent (ad valorem,

inclusive duty) of its material imputs, but cases of individual manufacturing

enterprises with-more than 9^ P©*1 cent of imported inputs are not rare.

243. Some, but by all means not all, local raw materials? mainly of agri

cultural origin (including timber), are available to local manufacturers

at world-wide competitive prices, sometimes even cheaper. But some are

more expensive, especially if local production is protected and or mono

polized. Much worse—' is the situation in respect of imported material

inputs. For example raw materials for paint factories are about 20 per cent

more expensive than in Western Europe; in soap industries this difference

amounts to 10 - 15 per cent. In land-locked countries these differences

may double or triple. Most difficult is the problem of locally manufactured

inputs, which usually enjoy heavy protection and are relatively very

expensive when compared with prohibited imports.

244* "I" "the absence of organized local trades which act as suppliers of

stores and spare parts (and only Isss pervasively, of imported raw material

inputs), the stocks that individual industrial units have to carry are

necessarily larger, involving higher storage costs per unit of output as

well as greater working capital requirements. In view of the many thousands

of items which need to be carried in a stores and spares inventory, ccmpli-

cated "by the distance in spaca and time from the sources of supply, the

situation raises itemized inventory management to a crucial element in

managerial attention and in the uninterrupted operation of a plant in

Africa" /43/.

1/ We exclude here from consideration the common practice in Africa of

deliberate over-invoicing of imported supplies.
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245- The African plant is located thousands of miles away from its suppliers

of machinery and spare parts. Repair and maintenance services, including

supply of spare parts which in Europe can be available within hours of a

telephone call, are virtually non-available in Africa (maybe except for

some standard types of motor vehicles). The problems get compounded

further because of the lack of technicians and specialists who can carry out

these jobs" mternally m most plants - especially the task of pre/entive

maintenance. If for the V-ulh of such'work any long-established factory

can after years of training dispose of African skilled workers and foremen,

and help itself with a relatively oversized and overinvested (compared with

developed countries) repair workshops still it will be unable to maintain

a full complement of specialists because there is not enough work to keep

them reasonably occupied. In such conditions the breakdown of a key

machine may put the whole factory cut of operation for considerable time

with its ruinous impact on the costs.

246- Although the problem of the wage and salary levels has been discussed

in general terms m the previous chapter it is worthwhile to look on it

again in the more specific context of the manufacturing industries. There

is not enough data to review this problem in the regional (i.e. African)

context, but there is quite accurate information on the three JSast African

countries which can be considered as fairly representative for Sub-Saharan

Africa, at least in respect of trends and proportions,^/

247- "In the course of the 1960s wage and salary incomes here moved up

sizably - the approximate rate of annual increases (on a compound basis)

being of the order of 8 per cent. At the same time the output per employee,

though'positive, has not recorded any corresponding increase. Thus, the

employee-cost per unit of output, baking the industrial sector as a whole

and not in terms of its component units, has increased possibly by 30 to

40 per cent in the course of 1964 - 1970. The average wage is a fraction

of the average salary - 15 to 22 per cent depending of the country (or

rather of the industry and labour force structure), There is a relatively

1/ This analysis which follows is an excerpt from S.D. Mehta's study /43/.
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high proportion of salary earners - "between 10 and 15 per cent of the ** :"

numbers employed. A large part of the salaried employees is comprized

of high-cost expatriates (between 4 per cent in Tanzania up to 12 per

cent in Kenya - of the total number of employees)".

248- "The combined effect of all the elements mentioned is to make

each industrial structure characterized by salary intensity. Thus, the

ratio of wages to salaries in Tanzania was 100;74 in 1966 and is estimated

at 100:79 for Ugandan manufacturing sector in 1968". Ho such date are

available for Kenya.

249. "The wage levels, lower machine efficiencies, higher proportion

of rejects and damaged goods, low output per man-ho>r, and the high

salary'levels—' has the effect of raising employee oosts per unit of

output to a point where the gap between the average African wage and the

wage in developed countries often vanishes altogether". In support of

this opinion S.D. Mehta /43/ presents several detailed comparisons between

Bast African and European, Indian ar.d Japanese operations. Among these

examples the most striking, maybe refers... to textile industry: "The

employee costs per yard of cloth manufactured in East Africa appear to

amount in average between 35 and 45 cents, compared to 14 cents for the

Japanese industry (in the early 60s) and around 28 cents for the US
2/

textile industry.—'

250, The emerging picture presents a labour-intensive industry in the

basic sense that it employs considerably larger numbers of employees for a

given output than do industries in various developed and developing

countries. They are no_t-labour-intensive in the sense that they siraul- ■

tP.neously manage to be salary-intensive rather than wage-intensive.

Inasmuch as they also are universally capital-expensive the industrial

current costs situation gets characterized by both high capital-related

costs and high employee costs" /43/.

1/ The ratio of the average wage to the average salary varies between 1:5
to 1:7 in East Africa. This might be contrasted with \\2 in India and
the U.K. The comparable ratios in other developed countries mostly
cluster^between 1:1,8 and 1:2,2 /43/.

2/ In all cases the "cents" are expressed in tA. cents (iSaet African currency)
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«51* Or. the top of this high cost structure comes tho element of high

returns.to owners/entrepreneurs. It is not implied that profits are

always easy to materialize. The fixed assets expenditure patterns as

well as the current cost, patterns are both capable of wide degrees of

mal-functioning, and many (expatriate) managements never quite succeed, iris

Africa, whatever their record in other parts of the world. S.D. Mehta

argues that -unit-wise profitability in Africa defies the normal curve

of distribution. It seems to consist of highly successful unitn at one

end, and large-scale failures at the other. The two ends of the spectrum,

rather than its middle, cover the bulk of enterprises" /43/.

252. There are serious doubts whether the official data on profitability

of manufacturing in Africa are true and therefore relevant, However, in

this respect the situation differs sharply between the former British

and former French colonies. It seems that illicit practices are much

more common in the latter than in the former. ' Many French owned enter

prises do not show profits during several consecutive years and some show

losses. Nevertheless they do not consider winding up of their activities.

It is a public secret that such a situation results from the practices

of overinvoicmg of imported inputs - and m cases of exporting industries,

the underinvoicing is also common practice. The same certainly happens

in the former British colonies, however, to a much lesser extent, lu both

former French and in former British territories, so far, impor-export

licensing is in infant stage of administrative development and price control
is non-existent.

253. In the case of Kenya, an example cited by S.D. Mehta /43/, in 1967 the

estimated profitability (after depreciation and taxes) was for two industry

groups between 6 and 9 per cent of net worth and for an other, seven

industrial groups between 12 and 21 per cent, which should be regarded as .

an apparently fairly good performance.
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254^ High, and continuously ris^r.-; costs of manufacturing followed "by

price increases add to the.-pressure on the cost of living, inhibit the

expansion of the markets for manufacturers, and usually involve the

public exchequer in losses of revenue. Industrial performance seems to

thrive on monopolistic or quasi—monopolistic conditions behind heavy

protection granted by governments. The competitive pressure is either

too weak or non-existent and does not cause manufacturers to engage in -

the strenous efforts =at reduction of unit costs. The expensiveness of

investment inpiies that the countries purchase a smaller measure of ..

industrialization for a given amount of financial capital, which, in turn,

inhibits the total volume of industrial investment possible - which on

the other hand is ;neriousl^ constrained by che laol: of viable industrial

investment opportunities, as we iu.ve no Ltd .earlier*

255, "The total cost structure m^ght get effected adversely by the greater

production within African countries of nigh-cost intermediate and capital

goods. Uage; salary and price trends might record further increases. The

process of withdrawal of non- citizen expatriates might or might not be ■ ■

altogether smooth in particular segments of mdustryt: /43/«

256. "On the balance, tht, ef.fect should Le clearly j ^sitive. But as the

economic experience of la^xu America and India demonstrates5 mere industrial

growth by itself does not and cannot create a satisfactory spectrum of

unit-vise industrial performance from the point of view of the community ■ "'■-

at large. Hence the need for conscious government and institutional

policies and the need for organizational efforts at th^ unit level, directed

specifically to the pro-determined foal: reduction of capital and current

costs" /43/.
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7- THE CONFLICT BEiVEEN OUTPUT AND l.MPLOYMECTT

257. The last decade has bestowed the developing countries with a

fashionable assertion that "we must sacrifice output to employment".

Many false assumptions, derived from inadequate knowledge of the realities

of developing countries are behind this proposition. Also the approach

to the problem is wrong. It is static - not dynamic. It neglects the
time factor.

258. The first wrong assumption relates the so-called "unlimited supply
of labour". As was already explained, labour, in the true sense of this

notion, is in short supply, everywhere in the world, both developed and

underdeveloped, but particularly in the ueveloping countries, and

especially in Africa. The basic wrong assumption has led to another

false annunciation, namely, that the scarcest factor of production is

capital. In the context of the so-called "employment problem" combined

with "population explosion", the labour-intensive techniques have emerged

as the apparent remedy, They are apparently to be regarded as able to

maximise employment with a given amount of capital,

259. But, not only current but also future employment levels as well as

output must e taken into account. Higher current o, tput levels, and

lower employment levels, are capable of leading to higher future levels

of employment as well as output, and in this sense there is no conflict
between output and employment.

260 The problem is not to "sacrifice output to employment", but to

maximize output per unit of the scarce factors of production. In the

African case, this means first of all the maxim:z^tion of output per unit

of skilled labour, the scarcest factor of production. And, so long as

African markets will remain small and non-viable bases for development

of manufacturing industries, and, therefore, non-attractive^ for investment,
there is also a simultaneous need to maximise output per unit of capital.

17 STkilir"^art^C^VerSS " ^ ^ 3Xtent " b^oduct of the shortage of
skills, particularly m respect of export-oriented industrial develop-
^lL th-s case the lack of skills combines with relativelv high
average ua^es (ana salaries) and low productivity.
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261. No doubt there is a considerate degree of confusion which has been,

in the past deliberately, created around the problem. The following can

be regarded as major sources of this confusion:

(a) The theoretical tools used nave "been borrowed from the West;

in. this case the "-modern approach" corresponding to western

conditions.

(b) Concepts of the so-called "welfare economics" have been

introduced creating havoc.

(c) The analysis was conducted in static terms, or at the best,

within a very limited xirae horizon (short-run, say 3 to 5

years ahead),

(d) Most of the studies have been dons in the Asian context where

the unemployment "theory" was an outgrowth of the old

speculations about overpopulation. They have heavily distorted1:

the approach to the problems of other parts of the developing

world.

(e) The concept of technological choices has been narrowed to the

United sphere of manufacturing industries * This is consonant

with the common; preconception that industrialization-^ is the

main solution to tbe employment problem. However, it is proven

that in the developing votIC. industrialization would not imply

much more direct demand for labour for decades ahead.

(f) The search fcr markets for obsolete machinery still manufactured

in some developed countries - -rhic\ are lagging behind in respect

of designing"^nd manufacturing modern plant and equipment.

Their manufacturers have labelled their obsolete technology as

"intermediate'' technology-' and lavishly subsidized the

l/- Limited to manufacturing industry

2/ More recently coined as "appropriate technology" to describe the

same approach which ip no less nebulous.
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popularization of labour-intensive technological choices.

Behind this immediate goal - the sailing of obsolete plant

and equipment - another aim has perhaps been hidden, namely;

to avoid ths danger of co.jDetition In manufactured goods which

might with time come from the developing countries.

(g) The opinion that labour in developing countries is cheap.

This opinion sometimes true in the case of 4sia? is irrelevant

in Africa where labour is relatively sxpensive especially wher,

considered in the light of its productivity and quality.

(h) The neglect of the necessity of investment in humans as an

important part of the accumulation process which should be

properly balanced with the tangible part of accumulation

(fixed capital formation),

262. The larger the rate of accumulation, the larger the potential trends

in the rate of growth of output; the larger the growth of output, the

larger the potential trend in the perspective rate of investment; and,

the larger the rate of investment, The larger thi potential trend in the

rate of growth of employment. Such, no doubc^ is the oaicsal order whinh

governs development. The crucial i.roblent posed ir> ":. -is context is as to

how it would be possible to r.^.ise tho r^.tio of investible resources to

national income xhx-ougL. a qu: okai rave of absorption of technical progress

as well as of introduction of nev; change.^ in technology.

263. Would the labour-intensive technologies b;\ technically progressive

thus the advice that they should be erconraged in developing countries

will be valid, but only to the extent that the products of such activities

based on new methods happen to be cheaper than thos3 produced either on

the basis of existing methoo.s or using more-: capital-intensive methods.

To the extent that this is not so> which is the usual case, there is no

social advantages actually there is a positive disadvantage in persisting

in these methods. An increase in the extent of labour-intensive methods

of production irrespective of economic implications will tend to reduce

the volume of resources available for accumulation. An increase in the
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degree of xdbour intensity conver.s a part of disguised unemployed into

wage-paid workers. This in turn raises the total demand for wage-goods

to.produce given amounts of output,

264. Those who advocate labour-intensive methods call also for legislative

or/and fiscal discrimination against relatively lesL labour-intensive

methods of production. Hence it is that the general effect of these

discriminations is to reduce the rate of accumulation.

26% Only'one set of circumstances can be imagined under which it would

be correct to argue that a rise in the degree of labour intensity in

methods of prouuetion may be considered as favourable from the point of

view of the economy. This would be so en the assumption that (a) an

increase in the extent of employment in the economy does not have any

additional commitments upon wage-goods and henoe, there is no effect

upon the accumulation process, and (b) it is not possible to obtain a

higher rate of accumulation, even assuming that more of labour and less

of wage-goods can be made available for the accumulation purposes. It

seems that most of those who make out a case in favour of labour-intensive

methods of production tend ultimately to slip into their arguments the

assumption regarding the short-period elasticity of the supply of wage-goods.

Such an assuupticn is "theoretically incorrect-/and from a practical view

point, irrelevant in the context of underdeveloped countries. In fact,

.to justify an economic policy whose central instrument might be summarized

as placing as many obstacles as possible against technical changes should

be considered as preposterous in the light of xhe economic conditions in

Africa today. If there is perfect or.near, perfect elasticity of supply

in regard to wa^e-goods, and the problem is only one of utilizing the

labour force (otherwise well-maintained) in productive fields of activity,

the problem of economic development would not arise at all.

There is plenty of evidence in Africa that the supply is in-elastic;

consumer &oods imports have been growing rapidly throughout the

past decade.



266., The oi.iy other rationale in _.avour of the rele. tively uneconomic

labour-intensive methods of production would be the existence of conditions

in which either a higher rate of accumulation is not possible, or is

considered not desirable. In the case of an economy wnich is subject to

rule b;y an alien authority, improvements in productivity might not-tend

to bring about a rise in the rate of accumulation. All the gains of

productivity might benefit solely the inhabitants of the imperialistic

centre. Technological changes introduced in these countries would throw

large.masses in the subject country into unemployment, with no alternative

possible for the amelioration of their lot.

267. This was perhaps the atmosphere in which the philosophy of-Swadeshi^

was propounded hy Matatma Ghandi and gave birth to the well known concept

of the Ambar-Charkha technique of ootton-spinning^in India. Actual

conditions are different, and to persist in obsolete arguments, whose

economic, logic is not correct from the short-period point of view, and

definitely against the long-period interests of Africa would be an act of

gross disservice. The African economy does require as maximum rate of

capital formation (both human and tangible) as possible. There are no

limits to the extent of development of labour force in capital formation

activities. ITo short-period aben^tions in the fcru of a rise in the extent

of unemployment will arise when technical charges are introduced as part

and parcel of a programme of capital accumulation.

268. The argument that technical changes in developing countries should

predominantly tend to be capital saving in character, is valid only to the

extent that capital saving innovations in their turn should not imply

relatively iiijher costs of production than would be the case otherwise.

The proof of the superiority of technical changes lies in the alterations

of the costs of production that they can bring about. The purpose of

1/ First principles of Swadeshi have been enunciated by Mahadeo Govind
Ranade well before 1900 /41/.

2/ Clearly an inflationary programme with adverse impact on capital
accumulation as is argued so 6learly by Sen/55/. The practical

abandonment of the programme, within a few years of its adoption by
the Government of India is suggestive of the kind of problems raided by
this approach.



teohnical changes is not to bring about a direct increase in employment

or in the rate of capital formation. Its objective is to cheapen the

costs of production. It is through a process of cheapening5 that factors

of production are released for .purposes oi" a higher rate of capital

formation. In discussions of problems of development the forces of

technical change and of capital formation have to be considered independently

of each other. This, however, does not preclude the fact that technical

changes are a pre-condition to a higher rate of accumulation. In the

absenc'e of technical progress, the entire burden of bringing about a-

higher rate of growth will have to be borne in the form of forced savings -

a policy which cannot work for long. The need of the hour is not to

look for stop-gap half-solutions but to ] sy the basis for efficiency and

growth. In other words the best combination for Africa is a marriage of

two ways of development namely: the extensive and the intensive, rein

forcing each other.

269. List us first consider the basic premises of the argument. The

assumption of substitutability between capital and labour—^is represented

by a continuous convex isoquant (Chart 1) which excludes the possibility

of a conflict between current levels of output and employment. The

relative wage level determines the emplcyment associated with a given

output level. The lower the relative w.-.ge level, represented by L'K1

(the L"K" representing the case of higher-wage level) the more employment

can be achieved - OX1 (more employment than in the case OX"). This neo

classical model explains the deficiency in employment opportunities by

attributing it to excessive relative wages. In most cases this model is

relevant only for decisions about new investment in conformity with the

assumption that there is no (or very limited) substitutability between

2/
labour and existing plant and equipment ex post-^(the so-called "putty-clay"

model) /50/. Of course, techniques available are limited and opportunities

1/ At this instance we can neglect the problem whether the elasticity of ^
substitution, is one (in the "Cobb-Douglas world") i.e. unlimited, or

the coefficient of elasticity is not equal to one, and therefore limited,

2/ In modern industry the possibilities of ex post changes ("putty-putty")
are few.
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for labour-capital substitution correspondingly narrcw. This iB parti

cularly true when the quality standards of the product should conform

to world-market requirements and the kind of activity offers considerable
opportunities to ripe benefits from the economies of scale.

270. The above mentioned continuous isoquant describes the possible labour-
capxtal combinations utxlized with the same level of effxciency (efficiency

of utxlizxng both labour and capital). But in the real world either a

lower efficiency is achieved using the same technique or the efficiency

xs lower because the technique is inferior and does not enable to achieve

the efficiency level described by the isoquant presented on chart 1. An

xnferior technique requxres more of both factors, as xn chart 2. The

factory type of technologies, with a large range of possible combinations

of capxtal and labour, is represented by xsoquant I - I. For reasons of

prevailing waje level the combination of labour and capital A was chosen -

the wage level presented by L'K'. The fragment of the inferior technique
xsoquant (representing the same output as I - I), or rather its feasltl-e '

range is presented by II - n. ,he feasible ls rathep only ^ ^.^ £ ^

some deviations which may be caused by other facotrs than labour and capital
(poxnt B moving along II - II). The case presented on the chart may

represent an example of comparison between a SpxnninS department of a

textxle factory and the hand-spinnxng alternatxve. Output at A and B is

the. same. But if A and B are the only techniques available and available

investment resources are limited to OK" then no level of real wages will '

brxng about full, employment OX. However, choice II - II (or b) will

increase employment as compared wxth I - I (or A) from the OX level to

0\, level, but for the same investment will mean sacrifioin/output

(the line OB'B represent constant capxtal-labour ratxo) whxch at B- will
be substantially smaller than at 3 or A.

271. It should be pointed out that the above example completely neglects

the problem of (iB thxs case) yarn.quality (ha.dspinnxng being xn many

oases much inferior to machxne-spinning) and assumes a priori the

availability of hand-spxnners wxth required skxlls and experience. In

a faotory spinning department only few workers and foreman-1^ must be

1/ Production and maintenance foreman and card fixer.
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skilled the "bulk of labour can be regarded as unskilled (they are normally

subject to in-plant-training and after some three months of work acquire

the necessary experience and manual ability),

272. The dilemma which at first sight appears to be related with only

one scarce resource - capital - in in African practice iruch more dependent

on the availability of skilled labour-. Textile industry is probably one

of the manufacturing industries which are able to absorb a relatively very

high component of unskilled labour, i.e. belong to the manufacturing

activities which have a low ratio of skilled labour to total employment.

Nevertheless even in it this ratio is very sensitive to the capital-

intensity, which usually is positively correlated with the scale of the

manufacturing unit (factory).

273. Chart 3 presents the relationship between the capital-labour ratio

(K expressed in thousands of US dollars 1960-1965; L is the total number

of persons employed) and the percentage of skilled labour employed which

from below 20 per cent can climb up to 30 per cent t^nd probably over-^ .

£74» *n Africa these figures may be somehow different because the factories

employ usually a larger number of workers than necessary mainly because

of absenteeism, and the need for continuous training of new incoming

unskilled labour which should be trained in advance to replace the

workers who unavoidably will leave the factory following the "ncrmal

order of rotation", although during the 60s some encouraging improvement

in labour force stability in paid employment was observed /6^/,

S75» Bu* if these figures (corrected toward lower ratio of skilled workers)

will be presented in terms oi the wage and salary ratio (to total wage anc£

salary bill) the picture will present almost the reverse cf that what is

observable in developed countries, and not only but also in Asia and

The data used for the chart are taken from several European and Latin

American sources and should be regarded as avera6d for reasonably well

run units. Substantial deviations, usually toward higher percentages

have been noted. The data relate to integrated cotton mills manufac

turing medium fabrics. Following employees have been considered as

skilled; (a) in spinning and weaving departments: fixers and production
and maintenance foreman, (b) in auxiliary services: maintenance workers
(mechanic, electrician, welder, carpenter, air condition mechanic) and
foreman: and laboratory workers, and (c) administration (ail except

sweepersj watchman., messenger and similar).



Latin America. And this situation will not be caused only by the salaries

and wages of imported (expatriate) skills but also by the high levels of

wages and salaries paid to the indigenous skilled labourers-' . Therefore,

the average T.rage/salary level in African industry is highly sensitive to

the skill ratio and in all cases is relatively high when compared with

developed countries^ and much higher than in Asia, including Japan.

2*J6. Were the high average wage levels in Africa be a result of deliberate

policy of income redistribution - with the aim to decrease the profits

earned by almost exclusively foreign owr.ers and thus collect an increased

amount of investible savings through a combination of a taxation and

semi-compulsory system 01 saving - then the high wage policy could be

regarded as legitimate and positive. But? as it is well known such is

not the case in Africa. The post-independence wa^e hike has taken monstrous

proportions in several countries. There are countries which used tc have

an export—iariented textile industry, which was competitive mainly because"''

of low labour costs component in the exported product which resulted from

a combination of low wages and reasonable efficiency. The same countries

are no longer able to continue these exports to its farmer colonial

metropolies because they ceased to be competitive and their labour ,?pst£

of one unit of production are higher than in tha (formerly) importing

European country. The myth hae survived but cheap African labour has

ceased to exist. Lack of skilled labour combined with low productivity and

poor quality as well as low efficiency of the production system put African

manufacturing industry into (for exemple textiles^ a situation in which it

can survive only behind heavy protection, which is usually so heavy that

it permits the owners to derive from its activity higher return rates than,

may be, anywhere else in the world.

277* This wage level situation in Africa is a serious complication of the

employment problem. It practically excludes the theoretical possibility to

consider the proposition "to sacrifice output to employment". It was

1/ Within the process of Africanization the tendency prevailed to pay to the
new-coming African the same wage or salary as it was paid before to the

expatriate who has been replaced. Thus the salary levels e.g. for tech

nicians in Airica are 5-6 and more times higher than actually paid

e.g. by India's textile industry.

2/ In some African textile industries the average wags/salary level is

higher than in the U.K., e.g. in Tunisia and Ivory Coast (and not much

lower than in U.K. in the case of Senegal). Comparison made using official

exhange rates.
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already sai^ before that our probtIra boils down to uhe need to maximise

output, even though it means tolerating more non-employed now, because^-.

the extra output enables us to ^ennrate more jobs later than would

otherwise have been possible. If there is a current conflict between

output and employment, it must be remembered that output is useful not

only for itself, but can be used, to generate more employment. The inter-

temporal "trade off" between employment now and employment to morrow

arises because, by tolerating unemployment now for the sake of producing

more, we can provide the society with more jobs in the future.

27o* But the above conclusion is narrow in the.sense that it merely

considers manufacturing industry as an insulated island within the economy

which is supposed to do work of the development job - the remaining part

of the economy (in Africa almost 90 Per cent in terms of its contribution

to GDP, and more than 95 Per cent in terms of employment) being regarded

as patient audience waiting for the fruits of the development thus occurring.

It will be out of place to explain here the role of manufacturing industry

in the African development process. The major role of manufacturing

industry is in stimulating the development process by creating demand and

providing supply. And these stimulating effects - expressed by forward

and backward linkages, or more generally by the so-called "externalities" -

depends on the absolute level of output and the rate at which it increases,

employment, by manufacturing industry can be regarded at the present stage

of African development, and for long time to come, as a desirable by-product

of the fulfilment of the tasks assigned to it - the maximization of output

and of its rate of growth.

279. It has already been argued that the most important constraint to the

development of African manufacturing industries is the shortage in supply

of skills. The supply of skills can be^ improved only through investment

in humans for which mvestable surpluses are needed. And it should be

pointed out that this vital ("to be or not to be.") investment has an

extremely long gestation period. But this kind of investment is unavoidable

if development and economic growth is to occur.
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280. Throughout the colonial peri,i m Africa this -ind of investment was

deliberately neglected; although care was taken to produce some renegades -

the need for them was wisely foreseen, Ik the process some honest African

intelligentsia and leaders, \n spita of colonialists' efforts, have,

however, been produced a^s well. An African machine-tool operator was in
l/

the colonial time an anaterx.—' „ An African eKilled worker (not to speak

about technicians c:_- truly qualified managers) is a new-comer on the African

production Kcene - he has emerged during the 1960s, v.hen his country

achieved political independence. , ■"-.

JIL "Sophisticated1' explanations have "been sought to blame the entrepreneurs

in the manufacturing sector (almost exclusively foreigners or representatives

of foreign interest) for giving preference to capital-intensive (in the
2/

sense of apparently-7 nigh capital-labour ratio) technical choices. Wrong

policies of African governments have been pointed cut - policies which are

supposed to make the opportunity cost of labour high - and although this is

theoretically true^it did not alter the basic guidelines for any business-

conscious investor, foreign or indigenous. In spite of these marginal "

distortions in the iactoi- proportions he ;ias inadvertently faced with two

major difficulties: tha shortage of skilled labour- and the expensiveness

or investmer. u. :t should be point,! out - and cleaia-y - that the expen

siveness of investment is not related to with the "international"^ value

of assets but with the weight (not value) of imported plant and equipment

as well as with its number and the physical size of the industrial

establishment. The difference between "African cost" and "European cost"

1/ It went so far that during the Second World War when white males have
been busy fighting, machine-tools in Khodesia have been operated by

white women so as not to "spoil" the Africans. Ihis happened in spite

of tne labour shortages resulting from the demand for increased
activities required by "war effort".

2/ The impact of the expensiveness of the industrial investment in Africa
has been already explained in the previous chapter,

3/ That such policies (whether deliberate or not is another aspect) exist.

4/ i.e. the value of the saue quality and quantity of assets, say in Europe-
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in absolute terras between two factories of equal capacity but different

capital-intensity is practically the same, thus more capital-intensive

plants are relatively cheaper in Africa than the labour-intensive.

282. The shortage of skills has been forcing ±he investor to substitute

capital for labour. The scarcity of skilled labour and the relatively

high labour costs tended to reinforce s.uch decisions together with tlie

relative cheapness of more capital-intensive technical solutions. The

investor acted as the true, and not the apparent, factor proportions have

been advising him.-^ And he has not been in conflict, at least in this
respect, with the interest of the national economy.

283, Using the example of hand-spinning method and the factory spinning-

method already used before; the factory solution will involve, say, twice

as much investable surplus available in the subsequent years than in the

case of the hand-spinning-wheel alternative. The divergence will be

greater in subsequent years. The factory alternative will lead to an

annual growth rate in income (and assuming the same cost of generating

one job is adopted - i.e. no change of technique also in employment) two

times higher than in the hand-wheel alternative (ignoring the impact of

extra wage-,;oods consumption on growth). These alternatives are presented

6raphically on chart 4,

284. flow we may say that the problem of choice between output and employment

has become a choice between different time paths of output and employment,

and becomes a problem of time preference,, Ihis is true for the economy

as a whole but not for manuiacturing industry which, to be able to play

its stimulant's role within the economy, muFt develop outpui as fast as

possible from the economic point of view. The former should be regarded as

an important qualification because of the rentabili-,y constraint which is

ever-present in the manufacturing industry. Uith a given level of wages

Ard the government policies, except for granting him a virtually
monopolistic position on the market and heavy protection against
foreign competition, have not influenced his decisions because
their impact was relatively negligible.
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and their expected growth rate there is an optimal (in economic terms)

solution and there is a limited range of sub-optimal choices beyond

which the project i8 not feasible at all, ThiE affects both sides of the

optimum choioe, the lowe:- capital-intensities side and the side of '
exaggerated capital-intensities.

285. There is, of course, the protleia of time horizon. On the side of
low capital-intensities(at a given wage lev<i)th9re :s an lncreasing

constraint defined by the so-called -Vintage" censideration. The plant

and equipment ceases to earn the auasi-rent much before it is Physically

deteriorated and the short period of its existence is not sufficient to

accumulate its own value (,o. to depreciate ixself) let alone ear. any
interest on capital.

286. More difficult is the problem on the side of labour-intensive solutions.
Combined with low initial wage level they can, following the "vintage"

criteria exist much longer than the physical life-time. But then two

other controlling factors emerge: (a) the technical obsolescence of the

Plant and equipment (i.e. technology) viewed from■the point of continuously

growing quality standards and requirement^ and (b) the rentability of the

given technology and implicitly of plant and equipment (i.e, the auasi-

rent level which has two components.- depreciation .nd interest on capital).

Of course, in any case the physical life-time of Piant and equipment

the'ultimate (maximal) time horizon to bfj considered,

287. But, the problem of tim, horizon, if long enough, should not be

overemphasized. Dobb /9/ was very right when he pointed out that "the

conflict is real one to the extent that one foous,s attention on the near

future; and it disappears the further one lookH ahead, There will be

some data in the future beyond which the two rival ,b,ectives will fuse,

and the curse which maximizes growth (if pursued over the whole period

from now to then) will also maximise employment at any given Oate. Analogous

considerations apply to the conflict between investment and consumption,

which may actually disappear at much earl: er date than is usually imagined".
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288. There is also another approach to the problem which should not be

overlooked, particularly in developing African countries. Capital-

intensive techniques through higher interest rates on capital, leads

to a higher savings ratio for the same income level than labour-intensive

techniques. Lower initial employment in manufacturing industry can give

a faster growth of "both output and employment.-and more effectively

stimulate the overall economic growth and development. This conclusion

is based on following well established facts of African reality /65/»

(a) a higher proportion ox profits is saved than of wages$ (b) individual

wage rates do not depend on techniques, but the average wage level doesj

the lower level of skill ratio needed for capital-intensive solutions tend

to lower the average wage rate; (c) at the extreme all profits can be

saved and all uages consumed; and consumption makes no contribution to

future growth^ and (d) so far, in Africa, the governments have displayed

their incapability to secure the desired savings ratio by taxing wage

earners, generating public savings or using inf la-tipn as a tool to reduce

real wages.

289* Ifl such conditions the capital-intensity of the technique chosen has

a decisive impact on the saving ratio and thus on the growth rate of the

economy. In other words the growth rate is the product of the saving ratio

which in turn depends on the capital-output ratio i.o, on the capital-

intensity of output.

290. The case may be easier explained with the help of the diagram presented

on chart 5* The curve OP presents a production function ' /L = f ( /L) which

maximizes current employment; using labour-intensive techniques for any

g-iven capital investment. Moving along the production funoiion toward C

the labour requirements per unit of output increase while capital requirements

fall. Choices to the left of A are not feasible, they imply negative

savings for given wage rate W . We assume the "'putty-clay" conditions,

i.e., the absence of technical progress (or presence of neutral technical

progress), once the plant has been established—^. Such assumption implies

that for any given capital-intensity of techniques the growth of employment

1/ ¥e assumed also previously that all profits are saved and all wages

are consumed (a simplication which it. nearly true in Africa).
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291, There is no 3onflict here between maximizing the growth of employment

and output. Both are maximized with the same technique. However the

situation worsens as the wage level increases from W;i to say W™. To

maximize the growth of employment arid output the technique must be

changed in favour 01 a more capital-intensive solution and still the

growth rate will decline although less than in the case of continuing

use of. the previous technique because;

v;

292* This simple explanation has important implications which must be

considered when the investment decision is taken and no other superior

set of techniques are in sigh+ ot> are not practicable-^ (which would

display another production function^7, like e-g, the one presented >y

1/ Assuming for sinplicitj, that they do not vary according to the
technique adopted (actually in :nost cases they decline with capital
intensity).-

2/ e.g., because of constraints on the size of demand which prohibits the
use of large scale manufacturing techniques.

_3/* 'which is rather unlikely because this will imply a change in elasticity
of capital-labour substitution? following Arr.w at al /l/ we assume

that this elasticity is constant for a given type of manufacturing
industry.
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In such case the difference between W^ and W represents the expected wage

increase during the planned lifetime of the plant (T). It will then "be

wrong to choose the technology of K capital-labour ratio. Rigorous

theoretical calculation will show that the technology which maximizes the

total savings during the plant life-time T will be somewhere "between

XQ and X^, but slightly less than X^. In practice^ the theoretical

refinements never work completely and the choice will fall on the technique

having the capital-labour ratio equal to X . (See Appendix l).

293. Of course? if we drop (as we should) the neo-classical assumption

made about rising capital-output ratio as the capital-labour ratio of

techniques increases, then the most capital-intensive technique available

maximizes the growth rate, irrespective of wage. Albeit not a rule, but

the modern capital-intensive techniques frequently have a lower capital-output

ratio than the older labour-intensive techniques. Such is for example the

case of the modern textile manufacturing plants, the progress in design

achieved during the last two decades (after several decades of virtual

stagnation of technical progress in this industry) was so revolutionary

that although associated with tremenduoub increases of capital-labour

coefficient fwhich jumped from "modest" 8 to 15 Thousands to 50 thousands

and more US dollars-^) it caused a decline in the capital-output ratio.

These changes have been mainly induced by the introduction of the new

types of man-made fibres, new methods of chemical treatment of the yarn

and fabric, and a revolutionary jump in quality requirements. The level

of wages paid in developed countries was not the cause of these technical
2/

changes because only in USA and Canada-7 they are relatively much higher

than elsewhere in the developed world, and these countries have not

contributed much to the progress achieved,

1/ Whereas in Africa in.spite of the expensiveness of investment this

coefficients still remain rather far oelcw US3 10 thousand.

2/ In spite of the high technical level, very high efficiency of utili

zation of all factors of production, high labour productivity and

excellent management the textile industries in these two countries

are in poor economic shape and hardly survive under relatively heavy

protection.
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particular attention was paid in developing countries (also in Africa),

vie, that the employment growth rate is lagging "behind the growth rate of

output, is perfectly natural and there is no reason neither to wonder about

nor run into pessimistic conclusions, like some demographically "biased

economists tend to do.

293* We should rather contend that this is a healthy symptom, which proves

that technical progress is in motion, productivity of labour increases,

the "learning by doing" takes place and thus the fundamental preconditions

of development are in existence and alive. All we need is to accelerate

these processes as much as possible. The spectrum of available choices

of techniques should change continuously and will change because such is

the nature of technical progress. Kew techniques are invented, obsolete

ones are abandoned. And there is no reason for which Africa, and for that

matter developing countries should re-invent the road which led the today

developed countries to their present prosperity.

295- Research, development, and the use of techniques is unavoidably, tied

to increasing capital-intensity. Labour-intensive tecimiques. are becoming

every day m,. re and more inferior a ,d obsolete and t sir use unavoidably

involves more and more sacrifices of output as compared with the use of

the later, more capital-intensive techniques.

297« But, the process of mcaerni^ation of techniques is simultaneously

subject to the impacx of another phenomenon which only rather recently

has been first observed and has become a subject of serious concern among

economists and interested businessmen. This phenomenon is the continuous

shortening of the life-time of any technique, and as it is carried by or

embodied in the plant and equipment, the shortening of the life expectation

of plant and equipment.
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In the past, a factory onue "built was considered to have the capacity

to survive almost forever. Machinery when physically disabled was replaced

by a new plant, usually of somehow improved design, and so a plant continued

to exist. Contemporarily more and more frequently plant and equipment

becomes economically dead before being- physically disabled. This raises

the problem of choosing techniques in such a way which enables the plant

and equipment to pay for itself (i.e. to recover the whole capital invested)

and to ,ay a satisfactory rate of interest on its capital during the period

of its economic lifetime.

298. The O.S.C.E. /4&1/ report on textile industry written in I964. complains

that "a large part of equipment installed (in Europe) in I954 was by 1964

more or less out of date" and heavy expenditures "have been and are needed

for depreciation which is normally spread over a period of 8 to 10 years

(instead of previous 15 to 40 years)'1. All analysts .who have recently

written on the textile industry confirm the fact that aftar many years of

technical stagnation the textile industry entered in the 1950s into a

period of rapid and revolutionary change and progress.

299o Such kind of chants are not an exclusive privilege of textile industries

This is a ge.-ral trend i.n all manu acturing industr; '-/, and in many human

300c It is contended that the prices 01 plant and equipment are continuously

raising; thai; a lathe costs today much more than it used to cost 10 pr.-._

20 years ago. Ihis is only superficially true. The productive capacity

(not to speak about product quality improvement and the decrease in

operator's manual ability requirements) of plant and equipment has increased

much more than the prices thus resulting in decreasing the capital-intensity

of the output.

2_/ For example the motor vehicle industry has already some decades ago
adopted a six-year cycle for basic changes in the design of each type
of vehicle which results in the need to scrap every six years most of
equipment, 3ay some 50 to 70 per cent of the original value, used for

the manufacture of tho abandoned type of vehicle,

1/ Fully depreciated (in book terms) and still working machinery was
appreciated and regarded as costless capital. Many venerable enterprises

have been riding such horses tiU the day cawe when the^ have to
close down.
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301.. The trouble from the point of view of developing countries is not

that these changes have caused the increase in capital-labour ratios in

modern plant (of modern technologies) "but they are related with the much

higher levels of output (i.e. larger scales of production) than those

which can "be accommodated within the domestic markets of most of developing

countries, particularly in Africa. Therefors if one could speak reasonably

about the adaptation of modern technologies used in developed countrie's to

the developing economies he must consider the problem in terms of the

miniaturization of technologies, which, if at all feasible, should occur

without major changes in the economic parameters of the technology

considered.—'

302, Nevertheless, the present situation is that it is impossible in most

of cases to divorce the adoption of progressive, economically desirable

technical solutions from the fact that thej are economically feasible only

for relatively large scales of production. Not the apparent conflict

between the output and employment, not the arguments based on the so called

factor proportions concept,^ not all other kinds of excuses aimed toward

slowing down the progress of industrialization of developing countries,"'

but the smallness of the markets combined with the shortage of skilled

labour supply are the major, and may be the only real obstacles which

impede the acceleration of technical progress, the process of diffusion of

modern technology, the rapid rise of productivity which could result in

accelerated economic growth and socio-economic development.

1/ For example some 15 years ago it was considered impossible technically
to manufacture ammonia reasonably economically on a scale smaller than

60,000 tons per year. Few years ago, this problem was solved and njv
a 20,000 tons per year plant is technically possible and can be viable

(competitive without other than natural protection) in certain specific
locations.

2/ Both most important factors of production, namely: labour and capital
are in short supply in Africa therefore there is only way to respect

their proportions - to use technologies able to maximize the output per
unit of scarce factors, i.e. technologies characterized by high
capital-labour ratio.
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8. iSMPLOYKKT IliLD OF GiSffiRAlED SDHPLUS

303. In the prevxous chapter we did analyse the impact of capital-intensity

on surplus generation and mutatis mutandis employment. But we did not

spell out either in the chapter op m Appendix 1 how many employment

opportunities creates a given surplus/

.'04. This problem warrants more detailed consideration because the cost of

■creating one job m manufacturing industry is not equal to the capital
input ( /L) per one person employed.

3C5. On the one side to assure the supply of labour we must invest in

humans, and on the other hand we have to provide for them ",age goods".

&e first problem, although its existence has been recognized by the >

scientists, is hardly studied in respect of the developed countries, and

remains a "terra incognita" m developing countries. The second problem

has been widely studied, but never properly in the African context, i e

oonsidering the fact that the worker are ooming into the monetized economy
trora the subsistence sector..

306. Labour io certainl, a scarce factor. We have discussed this problem
already before, and we criticised those who believe it not to be scarce

For them labour is a free resource -like air) ln that the alternative

product sacrificed by using raw labour m industry is zero, since with

drawing raw iabcur from its alternative use - iB traditional agriculture -

would not reduce output here. This is certainly an extreme and highly

confuting view. But it remains mere than likely that the price that has to

be paid m industry is greater than the consequent lo,s Of agricultural

production (if there is any loss in the true sense, because this product

virtually does not enter the market). In such conditions the "urban" wag.s

witness the scarcity of labour. But do they reflect the real cost of using

labour m industry. In the world of neo-classical economy such question

would mean the same as to ask if the wage rate actually paid to the African

labourer can be regarded as equal to the opporxunity cost of labour But

to put the whole problem within the neo-classical premises would lead us
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no where, becaufaj they do not fit it to the plural socio-economic structure,

As it happens, many students of this problem have run into serious

difficulties when trying to resolve it within the neo-classical framework

and- their studies have been inconclusive,

304. Labour, particularly skilled labour, is scarce. Tnis scarcity can be

regarded as a kind of capital shortage -- and it is often singled, out that

way. This kind of capital is indeed scarcer in the African developing

countries than capital goods - ;.n the sense that more capital good? cannot

be effectively used if there ara not enough people who know to use them.

305. In Africa there is already plenty of tangible (fixed) capital which is

largely underutilized, but it is difficult to eay ar to what extent its

idelness is caused bj the lack of labour (skilled labour, of course) and

up to what extent by the lack of effective demand, i,e, by the smallness

of domestic markets combined with the non-accessability of export markets

caused by the ncn-competitiveness of products outside their protected

areas of origin.

306. We will come back later to the problem 0^ the cost of unskilled labour.

Lct us consider first the case of skilled labour which includes also the

higher grades of skillss management; prcfessional services- office staff

and so on, on the one end and on the other, the skilled workers and foiemen.

We exclude semi-skilled labour, .•rhich can be quickly and rather cheaply

provided by in-plant--braining. Such skilled workers arc "produced:l by

expensive education, training and years of professional experience. We

are not interested her in the case of highly-trained labour hired from

abroad. Ii,s cost to ohe developing economy is actually higher than ita

nominal (market) price because of its foreign-exchange component^ and

additionally because of the consumption pattern of the expatriates which

usually generates additional demand for foreign-exchange related with the

1/ In this case it is quite easy to calculate the foreign exchange cost of
employing it, which should "be giver, proper weight to reflect its scarcity,
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unavoidability oi imports of consumer gooas.i7 Besides "imported" skilled
labour- is Tiuch more expenaive than the indigenous species.

307. Let us suppose thai the educational system^ ,.s able to produce the
number of qualified people by the ;ia,e Ihey are needed- The effects

connected with -;ho satisfaction of the domano. i'or suon people are a, least

twofold: (1) the educational system iacure obtain costs to produce this

qualified manpowers and (2) the economy losses production elsewhere as a.

result cf their diversion to the "process oi education" for, in certain

cases, considerable periods of time. We do not include here the item

"consumption" because it is common to all employod people, i.e. both ■

skilled and unskilled, and we will come back to this problem later,

308. Seen from the poinx of view of social cost-benefit analysis, tha

shadow price of such labour -hould be substantially greater than it, salary

or wage he is actually paid. About this there ifc a full consensus among

the students of this discipline (i.e. socia] cost-benefit analysis).

309. In our terms it means that the provision of such people -or manufac

turing industry implies capital inputs of quita considerable, both absolute

and relative size: which if seen from the view-pent of the economy would

rise the cost of r.ex-joT- creation in tarms of capital inputs r.quired.

And as the number of job, which can be createa for unskilled labour depend

on the availability of skilled labour these capital inputs should be added

to the capital inputs required to establish a factory.

1/ It has been estimated that the non-indigenous population may cause

case of Ivory Coast,

3/ This includes sending people abroad for education and training what
we consider here the

system" in its trcadest content.
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310. But ths fashionable calculation 01 rates of return to education, -:•

which directs attention at the income differentials "between groups with,

different educational attainments, has so far >>een confined largely to

develop countries and there ban been little empirical testing of theories.

In short, this part of economists' knowledge is not only poor hut in its

infancy. j3ven in socialist countries vhero practically almost the whole

"burden of education is carried by budgetary resources this knowledge is

not much more extensive than in the capitalist countries. Little and

Mirrlees /40/ have been quite helpless in this respect when they said

(page 155) that; "... a substantial addition to allow for the costs of

education and training - which could add anything from 50 per cent tJ

150 per cent. But this item is extremely uncertain, and must depend upon

guess work in the particular situation".

311. The problem in much more complicated than it appears to be at first .'■ ■

sight. The problem cannot be reduced to the simple case in which a factory

needs to employ a specified list of skilled people and that the cost of their

education and training in just that wnat was spent directly on those people

(say by sending a selected group of people abroad and paying all the costs

connected with the acquicition of the required skillr. by them including

their primary education). Tha availability of nkilled people depends on

the "stock of knowledge" available with the society. Skills in this sense

are the quality of a population,

312. The development of skills depends on the investment that is made in

human capital, for example, investment in education and training. The

trouble is that, sc far, education is treated as a consumption good whereas

it should be regarded as an investment in a factcr of production. It is

a consumption good when regarded from the point of view of national accounts,

and one to which attaches status and prestige, and it is as such that

education often manifests itself in developing countries where the level

of education of an individual and his income are functions of each other.
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313. But we must note that thy type of education valued as a consumption,

good is not necessarily valuable as an economic good. There is surely some

carry over but exceedingly little wherever specialized skills are concerned.

On the other ;mnd, it should be appreciated that although there is some

cost in foregoing the classical and literacy education thai has a prestige

and status value> this kind of it has also _n important bearing on the

stock of knowledge, notwithstanding the fact that in developing countries

it certainly contributes importantly to the low degree of efficiency

displayed by their educational systems which are copied from developed

countries. If the latter can afford to tolerate such "inefficiency"

deliberately^ the former are in need of a more pragmatic, a developmental

approach to 5he scope of the educational system and go the usefulness of

the content of education.

j.t is outside the scope of the present essay to discuss this important

problem. It is well recognized among all; perhaps excepting those responsible

for organizing and managing the African educational systems, that there is

in urgent need of basic reforms. Again here it must "he remembered that

what may be a good policy at one stage of development xnay be wrong at

another. The lack of the recognition of this ti-uth has lead to inter

nationally voted and acceTcted resolutions which are ill-adapted to the

least developed and developing countries and navo substantially contributed

to the distortions of tlisir educational system, hhercas the developed

countries are at the stage of considering the introduction of compulsory

secondary education - coirpulsory primary education, although c wonderful

humanitarian goal m developing countries anc a capital investment which

certainly sometime will begin to pay dividends, should by now be regarded

as a misallocation of scarce resources (both financial and human).

The shape of the "educational pyramid" has Deon painfully distorted, because

there are not enougn resources to prevent such distortion without narrowing

the base of the pyramid.
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315* Whatever the shape of this pyramid is, its "building and maintenance

hao involved and continue to involve relatively heavy expenditure which

is incurred by the State and the individuals. This expenditure is draining

an important amount of savings, although it has never been considered -

in national accounts - as participating in the savings fund, which the

human investment shares with tangible investment. These unaccounted

savings have come in one par* from individuals' income and in part from

government revenue—' (i.e. from taxes) as well as b^ official foreign aid.

The amount of resources derived/expended from the two latter sources is

more easily calculable, but the burden carried by individuals is very

difficult to assess. Ve cannot therefore say whether the allocation of

resources to invest in humans is properly balanced with the allocation

of resources for tangible (fixed) investment. Most probably it is not

because we are faced with the problem of scarce supply of skills, which in

turn causes "effective short supply of labour" in general terms because

of the non-substitutability of unskillad for skilled labour.

316. This is certainly a problem of investment policy, although it has not

been regarded so in the past, and is hardly so considered even today.

And ^et, in our belief, the time has come when the developing countries

(if not the developed countries also) should start considering this problem

within theframework of tbeir investment policies.

317. Manpower planning, another fashionable subject of discussion, is only

a very modest beginning of a sort of conscious policy of an investment in

humans. _ Yet, no more than lip service is paid to it in developing countries,

318. Admittedly the problem is very complex and the difficulties stem mainly

from the long—run considerations involved of which four can be clearly seen:

(i) "the indirect effect of investment allocation on expansion of the growth

factors, that iss en the expansion and increase in the quality of the labour

force and the expansion of skills? (2) the effect of investment allocation

on future savings habits and, therefore;, on the future rate of investment;

T/In developing countries a relatively large volume of education and

professional training is financed (mainlyfrom abroad) by different

humanitarian institutions this flow largely escapes any proper statis

tical assessment.
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(3) the effect of the investment allocation and policy on the future '

consumption pattern, which in turn, determines whether the consumption is

simply on population maintenance or on the expansion of the growth agents;

and (4) the indirect effect of the investment allocation on the rate of

population growth, which, in turn, is a consideration in determining

what happens to per capita output" /^/. And all that should happen in

a way which satisfies our ma: n objective of maximizing per capita output.

A major complicating factor is the fact that the investment in humans is

subject to considerable gestation periods, which involves long periods of

"freezing" of capital during which no retni-ns are produced.

319- This problem has been very well treated from the theoretical point

of view by Leibenstein /y\/ •

"The basic consideration in allocating investment in the interest

of maximizing output per head, after taking into account any

welfare constraints that may be thought appropriate in the specific

case, must be to choose for each unit, of investment that use that

will ultimately give each person, on the average, greater productive

power than any other alternative. To achieve this result we must

maximize (a) the amount of capital per worker ar.l (b) the quality of

the population, that is, its skill, knowledge, energy, adaptability,

and its perceptiveness and capacity to ferret out new economic

opportunities. At any point we can conceive of a rate of substitution

between investment in capital goods and investment (if we may use the

term in this sense) in improving the quality of the population. The

latter type of investment we have called "human investment". The •

optimum allocation between these two types cf investment can 1©

illustrated by the usual indifference curve type of analysis, shown

in chart 6".

"The curves marked k^ k^ and k3 are three iso-product curves. The

curve k^ relates different amounts of funds for human investment and

different amounts of investment in capital goods required to produce

a given quantity of. product, say, 1.000,000 units. Similarly, kp is

the locus of combinations of expenditures on the two types of invest

ment that would result in a greater quantity of output, say,
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2,000.000 units; and so on. The given "investment fund" is

OA \^ OA')n The graph uhcws that Ouuyu i would be greater if the

"investment fund", OA, were not invested only in capital.goods

and OG (=SA) were allocated to human investment. For example,

if OF were invested in capital goods, output would be only

1.000.000 units rather than 2.000.0C0"v

320.- There is5 of course, one obvious conclusion which stems from

Leibenstein's analysis: namely, tnat although there is ?. possibility of

substitution between investment in humans, investment in humans cannot

fully substitute for investment in capital good's and the reverse is also

not possible. Further, s. relatively low share in the investment fund

human investment must result in relatively heavy investment in capital

goods if a given level of output increase is to Le obtained. In other

words, a low level of investment in humans result in high capital density

of production activities and l-:w employment levels. This seems to be a

rather -good picture of what has happened in most of African developing

countries.

321. The situation is ever, worse oecause ux1 the inefficiency of African

educational ryetems indicated aarli r which causes a great deal of

"human investment1' to _ be. wasted, i,e. it is not used directly and

consciously with the intent of increasing national output. And, =• in African

conditions not much depends upon the expenditure pattern of income recipients

= a behaviour which wouid be normal in a developed capitalist society

cannot be expected in nest of African countries-^ excopt the very thin

"better off" strata of population. The majority of monetised income

recipients commands such relatively low incomes that it is difficult

to expect such behaviour. Their children will participate in trie modern,

educational process only then when the access to it will be free and if

they will-be able to combine their duties within the family productive

unit with their learning activities within the educational system

(i.e. in the case when the other members of the family productive unit

will be able and willing to take care of potential schoolgoer's work

obligations - the consumption demand of the unit does not decline and the

productivity of other remaining members must increase to maintain the output).

1/ A few exceptions are known7 e.g. the behaviour in this respect of the
Ibos in Nigeria,
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322*. Nevertheless-' an appropriate investment policy must take into

account not oul;, the magnitude of the not output stream that flows from

an investment allocation but also uiiat happens to that output stream.

This trean divides among; ;'&) tangible (fixed) investments (b) human

investments (c,) maintenance consumption 01 the increasing population,

and (dy e::cess coi.sumption (i.e- consumption expenditure above and beyond

pure maintenance :-:eeds - excluding these wrich are devoted to human

investment).

The two first branches of the stream-represent accumulation, which

will ce the larger the smaller is the fourth branch (excess (d) consumption

and the slower will be the growth of the third oranch - (c) maintenance

consumption - caused by the population growth.

324-> Accumulation in the sense explained above can be called "general
2 '

investment"-'' und is represented by the aggregate of tangible and non-

tangible investment (the iirst stay?; for fixed investment and the second

for human investment). And -he sum of physical wealth (i.e. the capital

stock) and the learned productive capacities of the population (i.e. the

usable stock of knowledge) will be cai: ad "general capital"—',, Now the

objective if envelopment may bo -egarded as \;he mz :imization of the

absolute volume and oi tne increments of ;^'.)rieral capital11 per capita.

Cf coursej the proper structure uf the "general capital" should "bo

regarded as its most important fnature - any structural imbalance of it

will mean that seme part oi1 ;..t oar. hot be of diroct or reasonably immediate

use to the society.,

325, "General investment'1 which is the continuing addition to the stock

of "general capital" bus a widely varying gestation periods This must be '

very precisely considered, when planr,ins "^enerf.J investment" because both

components of this investment should coincide in such a way that they

1/ .vven in the irost advanced societies in which the costs of education

and training are virtually totally born by th'e state, there is always

a good deal of (one may say that sometimes a good deal of - unconscious)
contribution from the part of the family household, And in Africa one

has to consider "he fast development of the consciousness of the need

for education from thd part of individuals who emerge from traditional

way of life and of thinking,

2/ As proposed by Lelbens te"1" n /37/-
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should end their gestation periods a^ the desired time. In simple terms,

the necessary set of skills should he ready at the same time as a factory

is ahout to start its operation. Neither of the two components can wait

for the othex without causing losses to the economy.

326, Albeit the so harmonised "gnneial investment" activities of "building

(and maintaining) the "general capital" are. stretched over long periods

of time during which the annup,! "general investment'1 instalments are

accumulated to result in derived, effective addition to "general capital"

the logic of the whole concept means thax the creation of one employment

opportunity does not result from the act of the mere necessary investment

in tangible (fixed) capital but should be preceeded by a whole sequence of

consecutive investments into humans for whom those employment opportunities

are created. In other words, the cost of creation of one job is higher

than the coot of capital with vrhich the labourer will co-operate in the

prucess of production. In the result, tfte production process has to

generate a surplus which will be investable in "both coniTonents of "general

capital"c The mechanism which should assure proper allocation of this

surplus for both types of investment presents obviously a sort of a

problem, which ultimately can be resolved only by the State through a set

of properly enforced policy measures- But the analysis of this problem

goes beyond the scope of this essay.

327- Having dealt with the prcblem ci* investment in humans we should turn

our attention to one more aspect of generation cf employment opportunities

within the African socio-economic: structur3s.

Desdrous of considering the problem within the premises of the plural

African--"socio-economic structures, we have first to realise that the annual

increment of the labour force in paid employment is composed of two basically

different (from the economic point of view) tj-pes of people; namely:

(a) people coming from tho monetized sector (maturing teenagers coming from

households alre£-dj established within the money economy, as well as

redundant members of such households); ^nd (b) people coming from .the

subsistence sector.
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329- ^w the increment of the labour fnrce in paid employment causes a

corresponding increase in the demand for wage-goods. In respect of the

increment of this demand caused by the first group of people (i.e. ,,f

(a) those whose maintenance depended already on marketed goods) it may be

theoretically expected that this increase in demand in the short run will*

be met thanks to the (presumably) existing elasticity on the supply side.

In the long run, however, this theoretical "free increase in supply" will

not work and uill result in a need to expand the production basis of

wage goods, i.e. in the need for capital inputs. Inflation can be another

possible solution but this is also a short-run solution.^/

330. Much more serious is the probler. to assure the countervalue of paid

wages in wage-goods for the second group of people (i.e. (b) - those

coming from the subsistence economy. Shifting (or migrating) from the

"subsistence" into the "money" economy they carrj with them their

redundancy, but nothing else ±n economic terms. And what is most important

for us they do not carry on with them anything which could be regarded as

the countervalue of their money earnings in terms cf wage goods. flheir

absence in the village does not generate a marketable surplus - equivalent

to previous consumption. Either this part of output will simply cease

to be produced or if it continues to be produced it will be consumed by

its actual producers, thus increasing the well-being of the people '

remaining in the subsistence economy. Most probably something between ■ ■

these two extremes will actually occur - but practically there will be

no increase in marketable surplus. Therefors; the employment of any such

individual creates simultaneously a fully new demand for wage goods. ,;

With such increases in demand neither the elasticity on the supply side

nor inflation will be able to cope with tvon in a very short run.

1/ Although in African conditions which due to the scarcity of labour
are characterized by relatively high wages the inflationary solution
may work for a protracted period of time.. The danger of deterioration

into uncontrolled inflation with all its disastrous consequences would
of course have to be faced in adopting this solution.
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331. At this poi.it it should be remembered that if we would like to

achieve any respectable rate of development-' in Africa we should consider

that the process of transfjrmatioa of -the traditional (subsistence)

economy should proceed at a rate^ SO to 100 per cent higher than the

population growth rate. Although this process to a large extent should

occur within the rural economy itself its impact on the effective demand

for wage goods will be trenenduous, because it rill create demand for them

not only in "urban" but also in "non-urban" occupations, and will also

substantially change the pattern (structure) of the demand fcr fcDd - a

group of commodities which is either directly or indirectly of agricultural^/
origin.

332. This problem has been analysed b;y many writers,, usually in terms of

two sectors, two commodity models, but it has not been recognised that the

problem in Africa relates to providing (practically) 100 per cent (in

value terms) of wage paid tc the newly employed in wage goods. For them

the labourer coming from the subsistence sector was ''carrying with him

the whole corn needed to satisfy his maintenance demand", thus reducing

the whole problem to neo-classical considerations in "marginal" terms,

and thereby leading to dangerous underestimation of the size of the problem.

Of course, most of these writers have been working under the laissez-faire

mental constraint which permits the approach in which it is enough to

stimulate a nucleus of economic growth and that omnipotent market forces

and private initiative will look after everything else,

333'. This comment is true about both concepts of development, i.e. the

"balanced growth- and its opposite or the otlr r extreme, viz. Hirschman's/24/

"unbalanced-^ growth". Although we know about such so-called miracles

1/ development - not economic growth rate.

2/ in terms of the growth rate of the population living in the money
economy; see /64/.

3/ in the sense of the I SIC 0 sector.

4/ We are rather inclined to call it "deliberately disbaianced growth"
a concept generated hy the idealistic belief that real market forces
exist within the African markets, Nevertheless wr should confess that
our sympathy, in spite of basic ^ver-sstimaticn of the oapaMUtj of
the market forces, is much closer to Hirs-hman's concept than with the
"balanced growth" Utopia.
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like Schacht's 'economic miracle" or Japan's "economic miracle" we do not

believe in miracles, particularly in economic miracles. Therefore, when

creating an employment opportunity in Africa we have to provide for wage

goods supply end not only for the above mentioned "general capital".

Obviously, provision o^ supply of wage goods is one of the components of

the "general capital", or rather a component of both the components of it.

Nevertheless, it is an important component which frequently is overlooked

or at best largely underestimated. The truthfulness of this opinion is

duly reflected by the rapid increase of the consumers' goods imports during
the last decade in Africa,-^

334. Analyzing in the above way the cst of creation of one new employment

opportunity in Africa's manufacturing 3ector we come to the conclusion that

this cost is composed of three major items:

(1) tangible (fixed) investment cost of one job in the manufacturing
enterprises

(2) non-tangible (human) investment cost of providing one average

(in respect of his skills) labourer able to work in manufacturing
enterprise? and

(3) tangible and non-tangible ("general") investment in wa^e gools

producing activities needed to secure the quantity (amount, in

value terms) of wage goods which corresponds to the expected

earnings of one newly employed man (average in terms of the

skills mix).

335. The calculation of the first item does not present much difficulties.

Much more complicated is the calculation of the third item,- still much

calculation is feasible, even in African conditions, although it may be

burdened with some error. More difficult is the calculation of the second

1/ In spite of tiie decline in the size of non-indigenous (expatriate)
population which was responsible for more than 40 per cent or marketed
consumers' goods and for 70 to 80 per cent of imported consumers'
goods in 1963-1965 /64/.
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item, although, it should "bo possible after oa-rryinj some research en

the spot. This should be one of the subjects of future research.

(See chapter ll). ■

336. Wo effort Tras made within the framework of the present study to

arrive to any detailed calculation of the above mentioned costs. However,

some very1 rough" estimations have "been made with the purpose to illustrate

the kind of problem we are facing (Appendix II).

"337. As expected, the yield of employment increases with growing capital

intensity. But there is an optimum after which it declines. These

higher K/L solutions belong to countries which suffer constraints from the

side of high cost of labour and are virtually "not interested in employment

generation - they use highly labour-saving techniques.
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- A

. Up to nov ire have been discussing technology in economic terms.

As such, it has been appearing as something homogenous ana actually

characterized by a certain capital-intensity which yielded some output,

per employed^) with all economic consequences being dependent on the
wage level and so on.

339. However, to a technologist the problem does not look like that and

imply many not always completely inter-related, choices of technics,

which are meaningful to an economist only when aggregated.

340. The technolosisfs j-b is to select and combine together in a

production continuum such technical elements as will: (a) ensure the

required quantity-of products; (b) guarantee the achievement of required

duality standards of products; and (c) do all this as cheaply as possible

considering- the conditions in which the production process will be

performed. This last constraint is a very serious one and forces him to

take into account a multitude of factors beginning with climatic conditions,

availability of raw and other materials (usually a relatively wide spectrum

of each differing in respect of quality and cost ex-factory), the quality

of available labour, and so on, all able to influence his choices to a

high degree or sharply limiting the possibility of making a choice. This

may go so far that he may be forced to accept the only feasible solution

which he may otherwise consider inferior. This is actually ,-hat makes out

of a technologists' profession a bridge between technique and applied

economies. He (the true technologist) must think in technical terms but

calculate in occnordc terms. The cost is for him the ultimate criterion

and he must consider the element of technical risk and its consequsnces of

which are expressed in economic terms.
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341. Economists often have the tendency to blame technologists for their

technical bias3 they say that they use their technical skills to satisfy

their technical ambitions and neglect the economic implications of thair

activity. This may he true of technicians but this is not true in respect

of tiie .technologists, provided they are true technologists. For a

technician, a machine is a beauty but for a technologist it represent

a device able to perform something useful which nevertheless is charac

terised by its cost (its investment cost, its oust per hour when

remaining idle, and its cost per hour when operated) and its productivity.

It may be ugly from a technicians's view point bu5 from the technologist's

view point it mi^ht fully satisfy his technical and economical requirements.

342. Different industries are characterized >y different kinds of production

techniques, and within one industry they may differ widely accordingly

to the scale of production for T7hioh they are intended. There are products

which can be manufactured only on a relatively large scale and on the other

extreme there are also products which can "ue manufactured only on a

small-scale. But this latter type belongs rather to handicrafts than to

the industrial category.

343. Several people have be^n advocating the development of small-scale./

industries in Africa.-> In spite of many efforts not much has been

achieved in this field. There have been two main arguments presented in

favour -f small-scale industrial ventures: labour-intensity and because

of low capital-intensity their ability to attract small savings. Neither

is proven. If we would advance an argument in favour of small-scale

industries we have only one - that ix might help to develop entrepreneurial

abilities.

344. Actually small-scale industry belongs to the pattern of the developed

economy in which ttere is plenty of highly skilled labour and the market

size enables specialization and large scale production in small manu

facturing units.

1/ This world-wide infection came actually from India -where some time ago
this kind of industry had some successes, of which the most important
was that it has proven to be uneconomic. It was both capital- and

labour-intensivo, particularly skill-intensive, non-competitive and
unable to achieve any acceptable quality standards.
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345- "The Chinese experiment in small-scale iron production was dooned
to failure. A similar fate awaits those who contemplate small-scale

technology for the African tillage or think we ought to help African,

evolve by giving them technology at a level which the developed world

reached twenty-five or fifty years ago" /l9/. Manv economists share

this opinion, may "be most prominently Kind]ebergor /33/\

346. The major fault of sm.ll-scale industry is its high skills donsity.

The skills being the most important constraint to the development of

African manufacturing industry they have to be used la optimal way,

i.e. as widely spread as possible, sc as to maximize the output per

skilled labourer. In Japan small-seals industry has survived mainly

because of the limited labour abs-rpxion capacity of the large-scale '

capital-intensive industry and because of shockingly large difference

of wages paid by both types of industry.. In Africa, the atsenoe of

really significant regional wage/salary differentials between the small

and large units, precludes the adoption of small-scale technologies

because such units will not be able to compete for skilled labour and

without the latter they cannot survivo.

347. This does not mean thax Africi should favour exclusively the other

extreme of large soale industry. T^e sra,.llness of African domestic

markets does not allow *he benefits of larg, soale manufacturing technique

Nevertheless effort should be made to avoid establishment of units which

are sub-optimal in scale according to the adopted technology of

manufacturing.

348. Much has been written about capital-labour substitution, but almost

nothing on capital-skills substitution. Although certainly much o£

technical progress has been stimulated by the need for labour saving,^ '

1/ There have been several physical reasons (the size and weight of

and not only shortage of labour and high level of wage rates!
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certainly not less■inducement eqapl"1;/ has oane from tne need to substitute

capital for skills. Today there are-several manufacturing operations

which a man is unable to perform without very expensive automatically

(electronically) controlled machinery and tools. The human brain/ the

naked eye, and bare hands are. not able to satisfy the quality requirements

of many products. But the shortage of skills is such that technicians

have been forced to invent, design, and build machinery which will be

able to substitute foi them. Therefore; we should be talking not only

about labour-saving trends in technical develcpment, but perhaps first

of'all devote attention to skills-saving or skill-substituting techniques.

345« So far as is known to us, no studies have been carried out which

distinguish the ravr--Iabour-saving and the skill-saving components of

technical progress in manufacturing. And our belief, this latter component

is much larger than might be expected.

346* Those who are concerned wixh the problems of industrial develcpmert

in developing countries, and may be particularly in Africa, should "be'

very interested in -this feature 01 technical progress. Skills are' the

scarcest factor in Africa and will remain so for a long time to oome*

The only wa; to widen this bottler ck is the aaoptir3 wherever possible,

of skill--saving technologies* Indeed, these mighx be capital-intensive.

But still it is and it will De cheaper and quicker to use them, if our

development targets do requr' re fast growth of output.

347- Hirschman /24/ was an economist,- not a technician, but when he was "
1/

recommending the use of "machine-paced"-'' techniques, he had in mind these

skill-saving varieties. When Killsy /yi/ found that Africans are

particularly able in performing repetitive type of work he also subcons

ciously pointed toward the skill-saving type of technology which may not

be so capital-intensive but if bo then certainly related with large-scale

manufacture. Bata has said that it is certainly difficult to find or

train a good schoemaker, but it is easy to find unskilled people who will

A term which caused a 1-t of confusion among the economises.
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quickly learn to perform r,e sim?3e operation within the whole long and

complicated process of shoo Manufacture. So, he (Bata) went for a large

scale operation which uses relatively few machines hut a lot of special

tools," jigs and fixtures which .,akes anv one operation a child's play. He

has capital-intensive iaotories (in terms of k/^) but he turns out a labour-

intensive, cheap product of good quality standards.

346.. We have said already at the beginning of the present chapter that the

technology of a manufacturing unit only in some special cases can be

regarded as something homogenous. Vlitnin one production unit (factory)

there may be and usually are used very different techniques if we regard

them from the point of view of their capital rntensity.

347- For example in a foundry we may see side by side hand operated

unloading, and internal transport of ail materials (mainly moulding sand,

Pig iron and scrap - in large quantities), a highly mechanised (even semi-

automated) moulding department (to assure high dimensional accuracy and

perfect quality of castings), and the molten alloy poured into moulds by

hand ladles - a mixture of the ultramodern very capital intensive techniques

with old traditional techniques which are of respectable vintage.

34^. This is *jy w, said above that L notion like capital intensity ha8
only an aggregate meaning and does not tell up much about the -uechrji[lues

which are combined together in the factory's technology. Particularly when

the quality standards of Pr-du^b for which the factory has been designed

are net known,, we are hardly i:3 a position to express any opinion about its

capital intensity as spelled out in terms of K/L,

349. If we divide the whole set cf techniques used in the factory's

technological complex into two categories, namely,

a) skill-intensive prcoosses, aud

1/ ,
raw - lacour intensive processes,

then wo can come a little bit nearer the actual technical pr-file of the

manufacturing establishment.

1/ unskilled
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Where skills are not available cr in short supply then they must: ■

"be substituted with machinery, i.e. with capital. Where labour is generally

in short supply and expensive-1^, all the raw-labour intensive processss

will'be mechanised or even automatized. But the first does not imply the

second and the second must not be associated with the first,

351- ^n this t-:ay? we have, approached the African industrial scene. Skills

are in extremely short supply, they are haraly available for most rudimen

tary maintenance operations. Eaw (unskilled^ labour is abundant but not

as cheap as it is frequently .supposed. its productivity is very low and

this deficiency should be made good "by number; its work heavily depends

2/
on continuous and qualified supervision?-7 and the minimum wage legislation

is not consistent with the actual economic environment (see /6l/ Turner

and Jackson). In other worday. bhe required quality and mix of labour

force is not readily available for wages/salaries which could promcte

the goal of employment maximization.

352. So far, as we have been able to assess, the technological profiles

of African manufacturing industries are in an overwhelming number of cases

relatively well adopted to absorb as much labour as possible - even we

may say that they are toe well adap .ed and suffer from lack of skilled

labour to the detriment of efficiency, productivity and quality of product.

An over-reliance on ^he availability of "cheap labour" results in obsolete

technologies which do not substitute Tor the lacking skills. This industrial

structure is non-competitive and can survive only behind heavy prutection

which is generously Destoued to all manufacturers in Africa. Output

maximization is substitutod V,y extravagently high prices, which secure

relatively extremely large value a-dded which within virtually monopolized

markets which in turn enable the entrepreneurs to generate higher profits

(transferred abroad, of course) than anywhere else*in the world. All this

works to the detriment of African development which depends on output

maximization.

1/ in developed countries the expensiveness results from labour scarcity

2/ A feature virtually unknown in developed countries, but typical for
Africa where the mental babits o*1 organised wcrk and personal respon
sibility for carrying ic have still to be developed.
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353. Some economists claim that the macro-economic policy of African ":

governments has artifically cheapened capital relative to labour and

consider that such policy is conducive to more capital intensive

decisions than it will be otherwise possible.

354. Although such distortion of factor prices most probably exist,

the degree of the bias thus created is negligible when compared with "

other constraints which make -the choice of capital intensive techniques

not only compulsory for entrepreneurs but also favourable for African

development. As we have explained above we are rather of the opinion

that in the domestic market oriented manufacturing industries-^ up to

now the choices have not been capital intensive enough and t_.,us unable to

overcome the impact of the lack of skills,

This undercapitalization of the above mentioned manufacturing

industries has also a decisive impact on ^he quality and price of the

products, which, as things stand today, tsannot be exported.

355. It has also an impact on the underutilization of the productive

capacities which in one part-^ is because of the lack of skilled labour
and supervisory staff to run them more than for one shift daily.

357. We will come back to this problem in the chapter devoted to policy

suggestions. (Chapter. I'O),

1/ This is not the case of ail activities. A good example of over
capitalization is the road building and maintenance in Africa which

uses .all the most modern machinery for work which can be easily done
by non-skilled workers* ^ e

2/ The other part should be ascribed to market smallness.
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• ■ 10. SEARCH LOR OPTIMAL POLICY

358. Transformation of the African societies and economy is at the core

of African development strategy. The transformation process requires

inputs of all sorts, and they have to be provided and injected' into the

economy at several points.

359. Africa is living through period of transition. The old, traditional

economic system is deteriorating and going to die, the new system is

emerging but its future shape is still unknown. Economic theoreticians

have built many, some of them beautiful, models which explain the func

tioning of different socio-economic systems. Hone of these models is

able to explain how a system has come into existence, and none of them

can explain how a'system can collapse. This clearly shows how complicated

is the Africai! situation in which simultaneously one system is in decline

and the emergent one is still out of sight and unknown.

36Q. In spite.of the well known maxim that "nistory never repeats itself"

most economists are trying either to explain the phenomenon of African

development by trying to make it a repetition of the early stages of

■development of the so-called developed countries or to impose on Afriea

the "rules e i the development game'' copied from the -listcry of England

in'the XVTIIth and XlXth century, Both imagine the African future as

similar to the system presently in existence in developed countries. In

our* belief they are mistaken. A new African socio-economic system will

evolve with time and will be certainly different from anything known at

present. Did Japan not evolve its own system ? It did. That is why many

economists call it a miracle, because, they are unw-iiling to accept that

something has happened in a different way then .the only one vxhich they

could imagine. In the same way the,y could not accept the development, of

the USSR, because the way it has developed does not fit with their mental

framework. And this is why thej would like tc see Africa developing in

conformity with their own, stagnated pattern which belong to the late

stages of the so-called capitalism (or more recently imperialism) which

itself is fast approaching, if it is not already in, a transition period out

of which a new system must emerge. Uhy have the systems been changing in

the course of history ? The answer is simple. Because they ceased to be

efficientj and a new more efficient system become obviously necessary.
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361* Whatever new shape the African socio-economic system will take it

will be susbject tc scientifically truo-^ lawn of all the complex.of

sciences. And this is the only help which science can give the Africans

in shaping their future. Th's trouble is that the stock of useful knowledge

relevant for Africa is very poor and heavily affected by pseudo-knowledge

or deliberately distorted or misused knowledge which throws Africa off

its optimal development path. At the same time, the world-wide political

and economic situation is not favourable for African development there are

many insuperable obstacles which cause a iot'f meandering forcing Africa

on a sub-optimal path.

362- This essay is limited to the problem of the choice of techniques

which should bo such as to optimize Africa's development. Moreover, this

essay is limited, to the case of manufacturing industries with particular

attention directed to the textile industry. This fact limits the premises

of the analysis. Besides? and this should be admitted, this essay is

written under the pressuie the urgent problems of unemployment in Africa.

363. Viewed in terms of the dynamics of technological progress, the

-forceful but static argument that developing countries might profitably

adopt relatively oi-solexe equipment (and the technic-.ies which are embodied

in it) to accelerate ihe process 01 labour absorption emerges, in our

opinion, as somewhat myopic. Even so, the prospects for significant long-run

absorption of labour in the industrial sector would "be ver} dubious.

3^4- The only wa^ in which the underdeveloped countries can escape their

poverty is by availing themselves of the best that modern science and

technology can offer. Technological change is a prime mover in the course

of economic development.

36% Technology, in fact, can be thought of as the primary resource and

resources exist onl,y in terms of a particular state of technology. In the

long-run, but not in the short, it is appropriate to consider technological

change as bringing about an increase in income per capita through reducing

the inputs required for a given output or giving more output f^r a given

input. And the causation runs certainly from technical change to growth and

not fromgrowth to technical change. Technology is an important variable

in development strategy, not an immutable force requiring adjustments in

ether factors to make wav for it.

1/ As distinguished from pseudo-laws invented to serve a particular socio-
economic system or more usually the vested interests of some group of people
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The further science and technology progress, the more unavoidable

"becomes the influence of the spontaneous movements of economic forces.

And these problems have come to Africa before their timy3 before the

resources and skills needed to deal with have been created. The operative

forces are similar to those which in an advanced private-enterprise system

produce stagnation tendencies only after it has reached a high level of

economic development. Their appearance in an underdeveloped country at

an early stage of industrial growth, will likely stunt its capacity for

growth. At the same time, the mechanisms by which the advanced country

can counteract or stave off such stagnation tendencies are, in the under

developed economy, both fewer and less effective. The smallness of

African markets makes the monopolies technically inevitable and dominant.

Spreading monopolization means that price competition, freedom of entry,

constant returns to scale - all the fundamental prerequisites for the

classical process of continuing growth in a private-enterprise system -

are excluded from the outset. And since the offsetting mechanisms which

have in the course of time appeared in the advanced countries have, in

the less developed-* n* time to emerge or are much weaker, their growth is

likely to be arreeted prematurely. Therefore by virtue of its own

rationale the private-enterprise system and the related social order tends

to erect over-increasing obstacles to continuing growth. Nevertheless

it should be admitted that economic growth is always' subject to initial

constraints which are independent of the social order. But the social

order, and the rules of behaviour and motives of man that guide economic

activity within it, in turn, determine to what degree and how quickly'these

constraints can be removed. Therefore, where the goal of development has.'

broad popular support, it is possible to widen the area of public enter

prise, particularly with regard to foreign trade ana to the creation of a

capital goods sector, so that the crucial technological dependence of the

economy may be reduced. Development consists chiefly of the transplantation

of an advanced technology into a backward county which is unable to

prcduce it endogenouslY, as the outcome of its own evolutionary processes.
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367- Undeniably development of manufacturing industries in Africa should

be regarded as the backbone of the development process.. Uhereas the

presently developed countries started their industrialization at a time

when they disposed of investible surpluses of agricultural origin,

the developing African countries to-day not only do not generate any „

investible surplus within the agricultural sector but should use invep-

tible surpluses generated by non-agricultural activities to develop

agriculture which, by lagging behind, may arrest the whole development

process.

368. In such circumstances the role of industrial development is to

(a) produce surpluses investible in all sectors of the economy, and (b)

generate strong backward and forward linkages which will stimulate the

growth of other sectors of the economy. This points clearly to the need

for maximization oi output and calls for the best use of the scarcest

resources. This has already been discussed in depth in the preceding

chapters and there is no need to repeat the arguments now.

369. Skills, and up to an extent capital, have been recognized as

scarcest resources which present an developmental bottleneck. But there

is also another constraint to development, namely, t:.e smallness of the

African domestic market which impaaes all the efforts aiming toward optimal

use of scarce resources. It is conducive to misallocation of scarce

resources and by not allowing for optimal scale of manufacturing operations

forces to use of scarce resources in a sometimes shockingly su^-optimal
manner.

37Q. Therefore, policy measures ought to simultaneously consider two lines

of actions (l) creation of conditions enabling manufacturing industry to

maximize output relative to scarce resources, and (*) reduction of the

existing constraints on the side of the supply of skills and capital as

-Jell as in respect of the size of the markets.
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371* Much has "been said about the mobilization of resources for development,

and for industrial development in particular.—' But all this referred to

one resource - the capital. And we have serious doubts if in r. basic sense

capital should be regarded the true scarce resource. The above mentioned

analyses have pointed out that the demand for capital in Africa is very

limited because cf lack of investment opportunities mainly caused by the

smallness of the markets and because of lack of skills. If theee constraints

were removed capital will be able t? flow into Africa in satisfactory

amounts, and we are of the opinion that there will be then competition among

investors. As it is, to-day investors are reluctant because other (than

Africa) developing areas offer more interesting investment opportunities

and Africa is at the mercy of them. To-day African bargaining power in

this respect equals zero.

372. Therefore, we should consider capital as dependant factor which present

a constraint only as long as other constraints (shortage of skills and the

smallness of the markets) are active.

373* Nevertheless, there is a policy element regarding capital or more

specifically in the case of foreign capital. As was seen, a properly

(technically; designed and operated manufacturing establishment is able to

yield in Africa a relatively (to capital) very large volume of surplus.

With the assumption of tightly controlled wage/salai;y levels and no expec

tations about deriving any saving from them (i.e. wage/salaries are totally

consumed) the whole surplus accumulates on the side of the entrepreneur.

[>'ith such deliberate policy there is the need to assure an adequate share

of this surplus for the national economy reducing the entrepreneurs share

to a fair but not exaggerated level. This does not ueans any kind of

expropriation of the entrepreneur. It means only that; (a) the remittances

of profits outside Africa should be tightly controlled (also in respect uf

leakages such as under- and over-invoicing for example), (b) entrepreneurs'

borrowing abroad should be under strict government control, and (c) the

allocation of the surplus remaining in Africa should be optimal from the

2/
developmental view-point,~-/

l/ e.g. in the UllfiCA document /6$/ and /66/.

2/ THs implies a licencing system in respect of not only industrial but
of all economic activities.



3.74. Having dealt briefly with the "apparent bottl«rmnlr» that is capital,

we turn our attention to the constraints: market and skills.

375. Volume have been written on the problem of African economic

co-operation for development, Everybody agrees -;,hat this is the only

way for Afrxca out of poverty and toward development. But xn spite of

ten years of effort, little has been achieved in the respect. The existing

nucleuxx of multinational economic co-operation xn Africa are wePk and

W little impact on acceleration of development. Exaggerated nationalism
oombxned with exogenous pressures creates political obstacles and no one

say to-day when these will be removed. A solution of this , oble* is

urgently needed and the time factor works against Africa. Greater -the

lack of coordination the mere difficult xt will be to come to an agreement
later because economic co-operation will then retire larger short-run

sacrxfxees. The problem being well known we do not elaborate on it here -
we note only its all pervasive importance.

37*. dually, if not even more serlQus .b the protiem ^^ ^ ^

under the txtle "skxlls". To reduce the problem to the provisxon of skilled

labour only will be a vulgarisation. The problem is of xnvestment xn •

humans xn general and of optimising the yield of resources allocated for
that purpose.

377. Here a^axn we do not feel competent to discuss the problem of the
basxc reform of the Afrxcan "extended educational systems-.^ It is enQugh

to say that these systems urgently Jeed drastic reforms to adjust them

to Afrxca. s retirements and may be above all to increase dramatically
the effxeiency of these systems.

378. But to cope properly wxth the problem there is an urgent need to
provide adequate xnformatxen, On one sxde, we should completely change

our approach to "human investment" whxch should not be treated any more by

the natxonal accounts system as consumption but as capxtal accumulation.

The need for educatxonal planning will then become promxnently obvious ... .

Thxs wxll cause a simultaneous need for manpower plannxng (both long- and

short-run) about which we have been talking xn Africa for years and have

-de Ixttle progress toward the practical implementation of this obviously
and urgently needed tool.

1/ The meaning of thxs expreSExon was indicated xn chapter
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379- Coming to the policy in recoeot of the choice of techniques (in manu

facturing industry). Theso choicer will be made by entrepreneurs who

may "belong either to the private sector or to the public sector or who

represent mixed enterprises- All of them are and should be guided in

their decisions by the criterion of profit maximizations which is bound

to attach considerable '-/eight to scarce factors i.e, first of all to the

skills". Their market piice will reflect their scarcity and in cases where

this constraint is not satisfactorily strong - the employment of skilled

personnel may "be taxed, a? partial compensation of costs incurred by the

society in providing skills. This should emphasize the society's preference

for skill-saving technological solutions.

380, On the other side, there is an urgent need for introduction of

conscious development conducive (and employment promoting) wage policies,

particularly in respect of unskilled and semi-skilled labour. This points

to proper minimum wage levels which should be tightly related with

productivity rather than with the cost of living.,

381, In general there is an urgent need to control tightly the growth

of the real vrafc,-© level which at present displays disquieting proportions.

Development requires restraints fr 01 society ihis ;annot be avoided.

382, When talking about policy measures v,e shjjld mention one related

problem, which per se is not strictly a. policy matter. The system of

national accounts and mora generally of national statistics has been

borrowed from abroad or rather imposed on Africa. This system is obviously

ill-adapted to African conditions and requirements. It does not enable

control and evaluation of the process of development as we understand if

(seo chapter l). It is more than obvious that African problems differ

widely from those encountered in developed countries and in the other

developing areas of the world. It is also obvious that both the colonialists

and the neo~colonialists have not been interested in systems of statistics

which would disclose the misery of the exploited people and the degree oJ*

their exploitation. This is why, inter alia-the present systems are so

ill-adapted to Africa's needn and why there is such strong opposition

from the part of non-African statisticians to inxroduce reforms. Usually
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thej fight back trying to demonstrate.that the required kind of information

is not available or cannot be available. This is not true but the break

through will not be very easy because the colonialist took care to legalise

obstacles ,:hich prevents collection of certain types of information or

prevent disclosure of it. Independent African countries have inherited

these legislations and the neo-colonial influences preserve them.



11, ■ SUGGESTION li'CR FURTHER

383. Our stock of knowledge about Africa, its peoples and economies is

very limited and in-many cases of doubious value. Statistics are poor

and frequently irrelevant, basic relevant information is lacking. This ""

makes not onl;, specific but also general research on Africa unavoidable

and considering the immense volume of work necessary careful planning and

co-ordination are required.

First of all, we <*re in need of a theory of African development.

The need for such theory and the difficulties related to its creation

have been stressed and explained in chapter I of ohis essay. Without

such theory it will be difficult to realise any important progress in

several other lines of research.

Coming to our own specific topic which is concerned with "... impact

on African development", and the word "impact" implies measurement -

it is difficult to imagine the measurement of such impact without being

able to measure development.

386. The task of working out an Africar. development theory is urgent and

should be given the highest priority. At present, ro work'is being done

on this, of course, very difficult problem, in our knowledge.

387- From this preliminary study it emerges that very high priority should

be attached to a full fledged inquiry into the African educational systems,

both from the view-point of these systems per__se_, and from the economic

view point. The aim is to reshuffle these systems ar.d tu gain an economic

control over their functioning. This implies an important amount of purely

economic research related with the obvious need to stop considering "human

investment" as consumption and start to regard it a., "capital accumulation.

-388* In developed countries such studies are to-day fashionable but the

interest in them is muoh more theoretical than practical. In developing

countries the problem is highly pragmatic because the burden of education,

training etc., is practically entirely carried $y the government or non-

■profit institutions and to some extent by private enterprises which are

tightly controlled by the government. The relative size of the problem is
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for the government infinitely larger than in developed countries (except

for the socialist countries).. A new unorthodox framework for the treatment

of thir extremely important problem is urgently needed.

389. Kexts in a kind of order of importance ccme the -behavioural studies

in -foe context of the arguments developed in chapters 3, 4 and 5. It

should be appreciated that the argument in the present essays was basea

on solid but rather scarce information, and this information is not very

recent (5 - 15 years old). Changes occur in Africa very rapidly, parti

cularly in the past decade. There is, therefore, a need for (a) much

more information and from different parts of Africa, and (b) more actual

information. Further quantified information, based on time series be

built up over time with continuing systematic inquiries, presently non

available - e.g. on human rural-urban rotation, is of great importance'^or

further development and proof of the "income maximization" hypothesis

advanced in the present study to explain the so-called "rural exodus".

39C These recommendations c-ncel may he too much. These areas of

research constitute the hearth of the subnet natter and includes a ve*y

large variety of different studies many jf which require multidisciplinary

approach. Th-; first group of proble as requiring intensive research is

related with the urgent necessity to learn more on the African plural socio-

economic structures and develop the ability to quantity their main features.

This bring forward the m,ed to develop methods of continuous gathering of

statistical data on income distribution and related problems: occupational

structure, households' income and spending patterns and levels, modes of rural

production (and its labour inputs), productivity of rural dwellers and its

relationship with their educational atteinments, etc. Behavioural studies

conducted with the aim to'gather by inference more knowledge on valuation

systems and motivational criteria of behaviour are of great importance. '

Another group of studies is related with labour mobility, inter alia, the

go called "rural exodus" which is m need of proper quantification as well

as of structural asessment (in respect of the qualifications of migrant

people, directions of their movements, etc), Kuoh more research is needed'

in the area of urban population, both settled and temporary living in urban
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areas (occupational structure, income sources and levels? spending and

consumption patterns, etc.)- Serious studies into general and particularly

labour productivity (both in "urban" and "rural" wage employment) are

urgently needed. This is related with studies into skills patterns and

availability, work force stabilization? wa^e policy (particularly minimum

policy), social security problems, and all related problems. This

enumeration is still very sketchy "but it is hoped that it depicts roughly

th/3 scope of research we Lave in mind.

391« In regard to the problem of technologies per se it appears that

much more research is needed in the field of prices for inputs and outputs

as well as in respect of the investment costs- Further extended research

into the cost structure of manufacturing is necessary. Together these

will enable a proper research on the performance of African manufacturing

sector and the efficiency with which it uses the two Caaic factors of

productions labour (particularly the skilled labour) and capital.

39S In our view, any research on the degree of obsolescence of capital

assets active or idle in African manufacturing will be a waste of time and

resources. Both equipment and technology actually in use (except in

some export-oriented industries) a e obsolete - not only when compared

with the standards of developed countries but also in terms of the requi

rements of African development,

393- Serious, at first theoretical and later empirical, work should be

carried out in connexion with the proposed concept of skill-saving technoloy.

This will lead to a production function ('of CEF type) which instead of

considering the whole labour employed should be concerned only with skilled

labour, considering unskilled labour as a common input, like raw materials, etc.

In this connexion the relationship between unskilled and skilled labour

should be studied and established in relation to technology. In other

words: how many units of unskilled labour can be employed for each unit

of skilled labour by a given technology? This will give us a new secondary

approach: how to maximize output per unit of skilled Labour simultaneously

maximizing the employment of unskilled labour per unit of skilled labour ?

It should also be pointed out that this part of the research effort
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should be conducted in a dynamic context within the limited horizon implied

by the "vintage" concept. The static approach, as featured - most of the

work uone on "production functions", is irrelevant for our developmental

framework. I.-: such research is successful, the whole concept of "capital

intensity" as at present combined with "factor proportion" might become

irrelevant altogether.

394. ^e should follow the wise advice that "old capital embodying old methods

hinders the adoption of new methods and is worse than no capital at all". /2l/.

This will create a need to- give some attention to institutional problems, ^

because if institutions adapt themselves to a given technology, and if

static patterns of capital replacement develop as a habit the whole develop

ment process :.dght grind to a hal + .

395- Concluding these few remarks on proposed research action in the field

of the choice of techniques in the manufacturing industry we feel obliged

to point out that although it is important it will not disclose much more

than is known to professional manufacturers and their technologists as well

as to the so-called "firm economists" (a particular type of micro-economists).

The field of African rural activities has been almost entirely neglected

and this is i here the major techno-economic and social problems are to

be resolved.
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AFPENEIX I

CCKBINEi) "VOITAGE aH) "CES" APPROACH

1. In the orthodox approach, a variation in the amount of labour per

unit of capital is possible all the time, along some production function,

such as Cobb-Duuglas-J. It may be, however, that while one entrepreneur

is able to choose between techniques with varying capital-labour ratios

when he is installing a new plant he looses his freedom of action once

the plant has been established* each plant is designed to be worked with

a given crew of men, and the size of the crew cannot thereafter be changed.

There is then "ex ante substitutability'1 between labour and capital, but no

"ex post substitutability1', in L. Johanson /2y/ terminology; or in that of

Phelps /50/, capital is "putt>—clay" (putty-ex ante, ol-ay-ex post), instead

of being pure putty. Intermediate case are, in some industries of course,

possible; there may be some scope for variation in labour requirements

ex post, but not as much as ex ante.- Likewise technical progress may be

partly embodied ar.d partly disembodied. But in many manufacturing industries

like e.g. in the textile industry the technical progress is almost entirely

embodied in plant and equipment.

2. The concept was originally proposed in 1959 ^y L- Johansen /29/ and

later treateu by many writers, amonu whom the most puminent are Kaldor

and Mirrlees /3O/5 Robinson /52/, Salter /53/> Solow /58, 59/, and Phelps /50/.

3• The complete solution of models involving the kind of assumptions

described can present considerable mathematical difficulty. Their out—of-

steady-stato behaviour, in which we are most interested from a pragmatic

view-point, tends to be particularly intractable.

1/ ~.;e will later on switch to a more realistic approacii5 to the

production function ay proposed by arrow at al /l/.
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8. If the things will be so simple as that then T (i.e. the economic

lifetime of the plant) will be defined by a simple equation:

T'

where; T' = theoretical life-time of the plant;

V = output, in value added terms?

L = labour input in man-years;

W - money wage rate (total labour cost divided b;y L) in

the initial year of plant operation

g = annual wage growth ratio

9. Of course, in case when LWy V the plant is a priori economically

non-viable. This equation does also make no sense when g^ 1, i.o. when

the wage rate is expected to decline with the time "(an assumption which

is a priori excluded).—'

10. But this simple equation overlooks an important precondition for

economic feasibility of any project, namely: that it must earn an interest

on oapital invested. :■; In the extreme ■ case, the plant must during its

lifetime at least pa,y for itself - i.e. earn such an amount of interest

which is equal to capital originally invested in it. Except special cases

of deliberate decision to subsidise a given economic^activity, such an

extreme proposition will be unacceptable to any entrepreneur. His quasi-

rent must further provide a satisfactory rate of interest-on invested

capital.

11. This condition ma,} be expressed as follows:

S - VT - Lw 1. - gT (.2)
1-g

Where; S - total quasi-rent earned during the time period of T years

of activity . -

VT - total output during T years of activity

t 1-g
1 - g total labour cost during T years of activity

1/ The assumption of a decline in the wage rate has however not been always
invalid before the Second World War.

2/ Jhich in a way ceases to be an "economic" one.
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By the same time:

S . KTr ■ (3)
where: K - capital invested

r - annual rate of return

But S is composed of depreciation and the interest earned
on capital,

S = KTr2 + K = K (Tr± + l) (4)

Where: r± - average annual interest rate

Substituting S in (2) by (4) we obtain:

) 1K (Tr + 1) = VT - Lw

X 0

If a minimum t± = ^ is required a.priori, then

where: T^ T and raX 0

and

Elation (6) describes the required rentabilxty condition
of the project.

equation (6) can te written also in another way, namely

T L L 1 - g

or:

T

12. Now the annual output per worker is defied by the production function
t*e use the CiSS production function (57) in its simpif£.t form):

L

where: •_ - efficiency parameter (neutral)

(1 - distribution parameter, and;

- substitution parameter.
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The substitution -parameter ■■ A s a transform oc' x ? the elasticity

of substitution between labour and capital;

The (neutral) efficiency parameter £ oranges the output for An

given set of inputs in the same proportion.

distribution parameter <\ i:hioh determines for any given value of

(equivalent!^ 3 fur any given value of ; the functional distribution of

income. This parameter ie defined as follows;

/ r (K
where ~T~~Y:}f"' L

r ~ r. + _i (from (j) and (4) combined) and (ll)
T

T
^ _ Z li.i_ (ave.dge wage paid during the period of (12)

= T i— s T years)

Substituting in (10) the r a:.d ^1 as defined by (ll) and (12) we obtain:
a

f t'-T1 -4- ' *\, * o >'_ \ "■ »

and j, a* W

|- ^j = _______ __ --—3-— / (14)

lli' + *-T- g1 ^L;

Substituting in (8) _• and (l - ^ ) by (13) and (14) we obtain:

iLJi__ 1 (15.)

-- g L J
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Knowing that ?± -- r ^e car: >.ov co.-ntir.e tlir (7) and (15) together:

7\

(? T + i)-
i-i L

W

13* "Following the definition (57) (," is constant and characteristic for

each kind of manufacturing industry. ' In the case of textile manufacturin

■£ =0,8, thu s;

and the expression (16) will take its .final shape (for textile industry)

1

- — (r t +1)
Wl-gT

m

14. Of course, 7 is changing also over time and is specific for each

country (or local conditions). Following Arrow eb ai (57) \'~is fairly

well correlated with the wage leve-. Normalizing the f so that

United States value equals one they fitted log )p to log W "by least

squares, and obtained the following result from a combined sample-1-' of

fourteen observations 1

= 0?82log S = C,323 log W ■- 0,039

(0,043)

15. Not enough data have been available to us to check the validity of

this regression for Africa, However," "because of the lack of relationship

between wage levels and productivity (countries with higher productivity

often pay lower wages than countries with much lower productivity) in

Africa it seems that it is not valid for intra-African comparisons.

(13)

l/ From Africa only one country was included into the sample- <JRhodesia
for 1952,a rather irrevetant year, when textile industry was in its
infant ata^e of development.
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However, it is always possible to cajoulate the relative efficiency

(see Arrow et al/l/) for eacn country's sector oi industry (or plant)

"by comparison with, say the corresponding- sector of tJne US industry, for

which reliable data are available, and thus calculate the X specific for

given country (or plant ir this country). Having done so we oan correct

the so obtained i (using the above (13) regression) for changing wages.

Again it should be admitted that this is a labourxous method but, for the

time being, we do not see any alternative.

16. The expression (17) is clumsy and not easily manageable— . nevertheless,

it can be used to establish T for given K all other parameters being

known (country data for V and g, and r being dictated by requirements).

It was also used in the reverse i.e.j to establish the necessary level of

_K to run a factory under optimal economic conditions during an a priori
L , ,
assumed period of time corresponding to: (a) expected "ipeed of technical

changes, and (b) the expected physical life-time of the plant and equipment.

17. This expression can also be used to find r. for given T and K

1 L

18. The aim of the present exercise is to develop a simple analytical

tool - not a model - which will enable us to compare wo or more different,

available technical propositions from the point of their employment

generation capacity over time, provided they are economically and commercially

viable.

19« Certain, rather obvious assumptions are the basis of this exercise:

(a) there is no constraint on the side 01 the "effective demand" for a

technically and economically reasonably feasible project? (b) there is an

2/
adequate supply of labour both qualitative and quantitative-^5 and (c) all

the profits are reinvested. This last assumption will be relaxed later to

1/ Working without computer one has to go through several iterations
(a time consuming and boring exercise).

2/ i.e. the project will not stay idle when ready to operate because of
lack of the labour force of required composition (a fairly idealistic

assumption in African conditions).
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cope with the case of foreign investment. Furthermore; for sake of

simplification, all the plants analysed b^ numerical examples although

different from the view-point of -technology, have "been assumed as having

the same output (v) and the same inputs except for labour and capital.

This is certainly not full;, correct "because a more capital-intensive plant

may need more of some inputs e.g. electric power than another, less

mechanized plant. But it can also save on some inputs e.g., raw materials

as well as produce less rejects and generally turn up a better quality of"

product for same prices. It will be very difficult here to go into all

the details although it should be admitted they may have some influence in

our results obtained on the simplified way-,

20. Ihere is the problem of the estimation of the expected growth rate of

wages. It may conform to expected growth of per capita income in the

"modern" monetized sector of the economy - like in developed country -

"but this is unlikely. The fast growth of the relative and absolute size

of this sector - which is our aim - may easily result even in a temporary

decline in the overall average per capita income in this sector, a

phenomenon which can easily be paralleled by a continuous growth of wage

levels in the manufacturing industry, Therefore le are forced to derive

something reasonable from the observed past trends in the growth of real

wages. We cannot accept past trends-^ because they cannot be permitted

to continue, otherwise their growth will be detrimental to the development

process. Therefore we have to assume that the African governments, will

embark on a more reasonable wage policy. The "Pandora Box"-= of Trade Unions

might need to be shut up and their policies required to conform to the

requirements of development in Africa.

21. For the purpose of our comparative numerical analysis we have chosen

the framework of Nigeria's textile manufacturing industry. As it happens,

we just disposed of more data on this country (yet with not much possibility

1/ Comparisons for example, of average -rages in Nigeria's textile industry
(1963 and I964/65 censuses) show a 11,4 per cent per annum average
wage growth.

2/ This expression is borrowed from Kindlebsrgev /33/.



to check- on the extent to which they are reliable) than on others; and

we also considered the fact that this country has the relatively largest

market for textiles and a relatively large textile industry which is

based on locally grown cotton. This choice does' appear reasonable

although admittedly it was more incidental tha:: deliberate.

22. ■ The numrrical exercise was conducted i"o:.- five cases of different K/

(capital intensity) each fjr three different periods of plant life-time.

The results are presented in table AI-1. Reading this table one should

not forget the price distortions, i.e. that both k/l and v/l are not

comparable directly with say European conditions because of investment

expensiveness and higher prices of textiles in Africa, due almost

exclusively to inflated value added (both in absolute as well as in

relative terms). Hould we apply European prices for output (and accept

actual cost of investment in Africa) plants Ko, 1 and 2 (i.e.

K/L = 3,85 and k/l = 5,0) will not be viable. Other plants will make a

gross interest rate above 13 per cent.

23. Assuming different life times for each plant and xo give the idea

how their rentability depends on their expected life time and capital

intensity we l.ave calculated the gross interest rate (r. ) generated in

the last year of their a priori assumed life. The results are presented

in Chart A-l. To be clear this diagram does not present the average

gross interest rates for assumed periods of i.ife time which are given

in the table A-l.

24. The periods of time (t) over 15 (or at the maximum 20) years have

only a theoretical significance. As was explained before, it is not to

be expected that any presently available textile technology will survive

a longer period of time, whatever the experience in the past. Progress

in quality standards requirements might make it obsolete and non-

competitive even earlier.



25. It remains to say what will happen when any one of these plants

will he (say entirely) foreign owred. It is hard to expect that a foreign

investor will accept anything below 12 per cent of interest (after

taxation and depreciation). That implies a gross interest rate of at

least 16 per cent. This condition practically excludes the possihility

of plant 1 and makes plant 2 hardly of any interest to the host economy.

Only plant 3 and others with a higher k/L can be regarded as reasonably

acceptable (with the given wage level, W = 543 US$). This is onee

more argument why, if the investment is coming from abroad, the host

country is strongly interested in relatively capital-intensive solutions.

26. Of course, this implies a condition that the transfers of profits

abroad will be limited to the above mentioned 12 per cent per annum.
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Table A-l-1

Comparative analysis of the impact of K/L and
T on surplus (cotton textile' industry, vertically

integrated plant)

Annual Output (value added)
Capital invested

Fmployment

Capital-Output ratio

Output per worker

Labour per unit of output

Plant's life-time ^ = 10 years

Gross surplus/-7
■ c/

Fet surplus -'

^asi-rent rate . /

Gross interest rate-'

Labour intensity of output

Capital intensity of output

Plant's life-time/T = 15 years

Gross surplus^ '

Ket surplus —'

fXiasi—rent rate , /

Cross interest rate—'

Labour inteLe.'ty output

Capital intensity of output

Plant's life-time,T = 20 years

Gross surplus^

Net surplus

<">uasi-rent rate , /
d/

Gross interest rate~^

Labour intensity of output

Capital intensity of output

Plant's life-time T = 25 years

Gross surplus^/

Net surplus^/

Ouasi—rent rate w

Gross interest rate

Labour intensity of outout

Capital intensity of output

Plant No.

k/l

V

K

L

k/l
v/l
l/v

p

P'

r

X

P

P1

r

r.
l

r

P '

r

r.
i

P

P'

r

US'"'000

US?'000

US*1000

man

US* b/
man—'

US*'000

US'*'000
(*

f-
c"-

US'!11000

US''000

<

f->

US"'000

US*'000

i

€

US^'OOO

US*'000

<?

1

3.85^

1000

2321

603

2.321

1658

0.603

6071

3749

26,15

16,15
39-3

23-2

8451
6130 .

24,27

17.60

43.6

15-4

10.177

7.856

21,92

16.92

49-1
11.6

11.412
9.090

19.66

15.66

54.4

9-3

/ 2
5.0

1000

2325

465

2.325

2149

O.465

696O

4635
29,94

19,94

30.3

23.2

9950

7625

28,53
21.86

33.7

15.5

12.425

10.100

26.72

21.72

37-9

11.6

14.521

12.196

24,98

20.98

41.9

9-3

3

7,5

1000

2205

294

?.2O5

3396

0.294

8084

5879
36,60

26,60

19.2

22,0

11807

9602

35.70

29-03

21.3

14.7

15.211

13.006

34 = 49

29.49

23.9
11.0

18,375
16.170

33.33

29.33

26.5

8.8

.4
10.0

1000

2090

209

2.090

4783
0.209

QriO

O53O

6448
40,85

30,85

13.6

20.9

12730

10640

40.61

33.94

15.2

14.0

16.595

14.505
39.70

34.70

17-0

10.5

20290

18200

38.38

34.83
18.8

8.4

5
15.O

1000

1905

127

1.905

7846

0.127

rnio

91 (2

7267

48,16

38,16

8,3

19.0

13621

11716

47.67
41.00

9-2

12.7

17.931

16.026

47-06

42.06

10.3

9.5

22138

20233

46.48

42.48

11.4

7.6



AT "Oa
Table A-C-l contd:

Plant So. 1 /

k/l ur 'ooo 3.852/ 5.0

3

7.5 10.0

5
15.0

Plant's life-time T - 30 years1
a7

Gross sUi-oluB/
c /

Net surplus—'

<^uasi-rent rate j/

Gross interest rate

Labour intensity of output

Capital intensity of output

si

P

O t

r.
i

US'*'000

USdMOOO

i

11.697

9.375
16.79
13.46

61.0

7.7

15.885

13.560

22.77

19-44

47-0

7.7

21.076

18.871
31.86

28.53

29-7

7.3

23656

21566

37.73

34-40

21.1

7-0

?6145
24240

45-75
42.42

12.8

6.3

Remarks: initial wage rate ¥ = ^543 per annum;

annual real wage growth rate 4 per cent;

no replacement needed during "life—time" (assumed)

Footnotes: a/ actual (1964/65) K/h for Nigeria

b/ per thousand US" of output
2/ net -plus depreciation equals gross surplus

&/ before taxes after depreciation

e/ for plant Jfo. 1 T ^ T1 /see enuation (lj7
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AII-1

APPENDIX II

TTJFITT

1. Anv calculation of this- type should be nreceded by collection of ■ reliable

data. T're "believe that it Is possible to collect ouch data in most, if not all

African countries. This is, of course, a matter of some research which should he

carried out on the spot. Such research was however net possible within the

framework of the present study and therefore we do not have the data necessary to

carry out a proper calculation.

2. Fevertheless we would like tc present a simplified eyercise for illustrative

purposes only. The logic underlying the present ras presented in Chapter 8.

Following that, we have to calculate three major items of cost, namely:

(1) the tangible (fixed) investment cost of one average

job in the manufacturing enterprise;

(2) non—tangible (human) investment cost of providing one

average (in respect of skill r. and ability) labourer

able to work in the manufacturing establishment: and

(3) the tangible and non-tangible (i-e, "general") invest

ment in the wages roods ore "!ucing sector(s) n eded to

secure the ruantitv (ir value terms) of these goods

which corresponds to the expected consun:ptiori expenditure

of the new employee -(+his includes services).

3- The first item - i.e. the tangible (fixed) investment in the manufacturing

facilitv - does not present any soocial problems which are worthwhile to analyse

in detail here. '""e can take it as given*

4. The second item is certainly the most difficult. Three types of cost

enter into:

(a) The recurrent cost (including depreciation and interest

on capital invested) of running the educational establish

ment of the country. This should include all costs of"



private and other non-government educational (and

related) establishments, whatever the sources of

their financing. It should also include the imputed

costs of those citizens which are educated abroad

disregarding- the sources of finance (it will certainly

include a relatively large volume of foreign aid).

(b) The private expenditure on education, training etc.,

2/
which is not provided by the educational system-' (as

described above). This includes for example the train

ing provided in and by the manufacturing industry,

private tuition. It also should include other kinds of

private expenditure related to education and training,

mainly the maintenance of the individual who undergoes

education, training and so on, and who is in need of

being sheltered, fed, clothed, etc., and incurs expenditure

related with his education e.g. on books, stationery,

etc.)

(c) The loss of his contribution to output (which nay be

oar+ial or total).

l/ Of course, this is true also in respect of other components which can

be and usually are subsidized from abroad.

2/ The fees paid by individuals to cover in part or fully the costs

included under (a) should not be considered here.



5- Nhen calculating this item we shall consider the yield of fhe extended—'

educational system. Therefore we are not interested in the enrolment "but in

the actual production of the system iii terms of the number of people who

complete successfully some stage of education thus acquiring a defined volume

2/
of useful knowledge.—/ This is, of course, a simplification because a drop

out, say after three years of preliminary school, should in African conditions

been seen as a positive contribution - a "r>lus" for the society, in spite of

the fact that he cannot be considered as having acquired useful knowledge or

skills of any economically quantifiable value.

6. Calculating these costs "by types and levels of education one can arrive

at a "price list" of the different products of the "extended educational system",

and of course, to the total value of the output of the system which, by

definition, will be equal to the costs incurred by the^economy (and society)

in providing the supply of the skilled labour force.

7. Having such a "price list" and knowing the labour force specification of

the new manufacturing project, we can calculate the cost of human investment

which was necessary to provide the labour force for this project.

8. Coming back to our five projects analyzed in Appendix I we can construct

Table AII-1. It should be -oointed ou+ again that the "trices" given in this

table are to be considered as crude guesses-cum-estimations which are based,

rather on Furopcan rather than African experience.

9. The third item is calculated under the assumption that nothing is saved

from wages. This is a very crude simDlification even in African conditions because

something is saved, from wages and certainly much more from salaries.-^ But the

J7"Extended" means here that it covers also educational etc. activities which
are not formally included into the "educational system" as described under (b).

2/ In practice the costs of the "drop-outs" increases the cost of education etc."
for those who complete it, and are regarded as readily acceptable product of
some standard quality.

3/ See /65/



roughness of our illustrative calculation involves such large margins of

uncertainty that this simplification will not have much impact.^/ The expenditure

pattern of an African depends very much of his income level, and varies with it

much more than, say, in a Furopean developed country. Particularly when we

consider manufacturing industry.in Africa there will he a tremenduous difference

in the pattern of private expenditure between the higher ranking salary recipient

and an unskilled worker. These differences will he even more accentuated in the

case of expatriate staff.

10. On the other hand, we should also consider the "origing" of the employed

people (see Chapter 8) i.e., whether they have come from the monetized or the '

subsistence sector of the economy.

11. We may roughly assume that one third of the newly employed are coming from

the subsistence sector, i.e. from rural areas, and their iamigxation does not ;

cause the appearance of any increase in marketable surplus.-^ All of them will

be, for practical purposes, considered as unskilled workers. All the others

will come from the monetized sector and entering the paid employment will

represent for them an increase in their income, which is supposed to be followed

by increased consumption i.e. increased private expenditure. Let us assume,

arbitrarily, that this increase will be of the maCnituce of 20 per cent.

12. Correspondingly to our "Uiperian" assumptions (Appendix i) of the average

wage/salary of US*543 per annum, the unskilled (and semi-skilled) workers will

receive an average rate of US*300 per annum and skilled labour will earn annually

in the average 113*1,400.

1/ Of course, at further stages of study, this should be refined.

2/ Toward the end of the transformation process of the society and its economy
i.e., when the number of population living in the subsistence economy will
become relatively small (say, less than 20 Der cent of population) this
situation will obviously change.
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A. 11-6

13. Our further assumptions^ will refer to the expenditure patterns of both
groups which can be arbitrarily set as follows: (in per cent)

"unskilled"-^ "skilled"^/
Unprocessed food 33 1A

Processed food -\o -,Q

Other manufactured goods 22 -if.

Services 3 ,_

14. Sach unskilled worker "coming from subsistence" will need the provision

of goods and services (at market prices)of US"3OO. The unskilled workers

"coming from monetized economy- will similarly need goods and services worth

US*5O. And the skilled personnel (we consider ail ooming from monetized economy),

will need of goods and services for US-I23O each.^ >ach employed person thus

will need the following provision (in US' per annum).

-■-. unskilled skilled
(a) from (b) ether
subsistence

Unprocessed food ha 1q

Processec1 food 96 -15 o7

Other manufactured goods 66 \\ q-.

Services 24 / 9o

300 50

1/ These should be substituted by statistical data fro,r. future research
2/ Rather low and high income (wage/salary) recipients.



15- ^reduction of these goods win. have to be increased which would recyuire

"general capital- inputs. These roughly could be expressed in terms of

capital-output ratio-^ as follows:

Unprocessed food 6:1-^

Processed food-^ 4-1

Other manufactured goods 3:1

Services 6:1—'

16. Nith the help of the above we can carry an illustrative calculation which

is reproduced in Table AII-2, and A.II-3.

xxxx

17. Now coming back to our calculation of investible surplus generated by

each of the plants during their different ex ante assumed life spans (see

Table AII-1) we can say something about their abilities to generate new

employment opportunities (in the cotton textile industry). The results are

presented in Table AII-4.

18. This table presents us with an interesting picture. In given conditions

(wage level, factor proportions) plants with growing capital-intensity are able

to generate more employment opportunities than those with low capital intensities.

The highest absolute level (i.e. the gross number of jobs) is yielded during 20

years of operation by olant 3 which has a k/t, = 7-5, i.e. it is about two times

1/ This is not marginal capital-output ratio, and it is a "general capital"
output ratio which includes human investment.

2/ Includes allowance for provision of agricultural inputs.

3/ Hoping that a large part of increase will result from intensifications.
4/ Housing causes the high ratio.
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more capital-intensive than the present textile industry in Nigeria. Neverthe

less the highest figure of new jobs created (i.e. net) belongs to the plant 4

which has higher k/l = 10,0. The same is valid for 15 years period which is more

likely to be ex ante accented in view of the current rapid progress in textile

technology.

19. Nevertheless one should not exaggerate the accuracy of the results. The

optimal solution is in practice somewhere around YJ\. = 10,0. Higher capital

intensities in the near future cannot be recommended because their yiel* in

employment is lower and declines sharply with more capital intensive solutions.

The argument in Chapter 7 is built around this optimum.
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